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McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT DIGEST
Wednesday, April 21, 1982

5:3

3:1 - 4:8

Administrative Judge Edward T. Wells ("Wells") notes that at
a pretrial hearing regarding exhibits, objections regarding
foundation on charging party Paula McQuown ("McQ")
exhibits were waived except for 6, 15, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36A,
50, 51 and 52. Foundational objections were waived on
plaintiffs exhibits (hereafter "P-#") 1, 8, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22 and 25.

4:9 - 5:2

Parties stipulate that Wells may hear the matter though he
is a law partner to David K. Robinson who has had contact
with McQ. Wells has not had discussions with Robinson.

-

6:8

The Anti-Discrimination Division [of the Industrial
Commission] does not prosecute matters of this kind but the
Commission's position would be consistent with the record
and it would be their case. Also, the Commission would
prepare a letter to that effect and that McQ was a proper
intervenor.

REX CAMPBELL - DIRECT (Leta)
6:9 - 6:15

David E. Leta ("Leta") calls Rex Campbell ("Campbell").

6:16 - 6:23

Campbell a theater professor at the University of Utah ("U
of U") lives at 6177 Rodeo Lane, Salt Lake City.

6:24 - 7:13

Campbell was at KSL in various positions from 1945 until
1978 when he went to the U of U part-time to help start
KUED Channel 7 ("KUED"). He left KSL full-time in 1962
to work with Keith Enger and between 1965 and 1975 was
manager of KUED. Since 1975 he has been teaching fulltime and broadcasting at KSL part-time, but has no present
affiliated with KUED.

7:14 - 8:9

McQ was hired by Campbell, as station manager, to be a
full-time promotion director and was there during his tenure
as manager so he was in a position to evaluate her
performance as an employee.

8:10 - 9:19

Campbell's impression of McQ as an employee was positive.
He considered her intelligent, creative, valuable to the
station, and dedicated. He also considered her written
articles "excellent."

9:20 - 10:5

Campbell could not remember all of McQfs duties but she
was in charge of promotion.

10:6 - 11:11

Campbell, in response to inquiry whether McQ worked
independently without supervision and direction from others,
described the unsettled state of public broadcasting and said
he felt McQ was in a position where she justified her
position through her own creativity "by creating things she
wasnTt told to do, but did nevertheless."

11:12 - 12:10

Campbell, who has had opportunity to work with other
individuals involved in broadcast promotion places McQ
"right at the top," and claims she received positive reactions
from the community; at least he remembers no precise
negative points.

12:11 - 13:11

Campbell, as manager, did not find McQ had insubordinate
or offensive work habits, but did emphasize, though not with
specificity as regards McQ, that intelligent, creative people
working together are bound to have clashes as they exercise
their creativity.

13:12 - 13:24

Campbell never found an instance when McQ ignored the
directions of her supervisors, though he does say, not to
disparage her, there were times when comments were made
about her being cross, but she was not the only one.

13:25 - 16:10

Campbell, who has continued to take an interest in KUED
and has followed the degree of support by way of money or
subscriptions, has discussed how various television stations
are considered with other members of the broadcasting
industry. He agrees that the way a station is viewed in the
industry is a measure of its good will in the community. His
opinion is that, since he left KUED, goodwill in the
community has grown.

18:11 - 19:2

William T. Evans ("Evans") objects as to the relevancy and to
foundation for previous testimony. Wells wishes the opinion
tied to the positive or negative effect of McQfs leaving and
the public view while she was in charge of promotion not to
when Campbell left. Leta argues that McQ was in charge of
promotion and as it is alleged she was ineffective, the public
view of the station is indicative of how well she did her
job. The discussion continues with Wells directing Leta to
put his question again in light of time periods when McQ was
in charge of promotion.

19:3 - 20:16

Evans objects to the question of Campbell's perception of
good will of KUED between 1975 and 1981 as overly broad,
foundation of relevance. Wells overrules the objection
directing Campbell to relate his perception of KUED, not
McQ, based on conversations in the industry.
-2-

20:17 - 21:14

Campbell believes, as a general appraisal, there was a
constant rise in positive opinion regarding KUED from the
time he left to the present.

CAMPBELL - CROSS (Evans)
21:15 - 22:16

Campbell, as station manager, was directly responsible for
hiring McQ, but she was also at times responsible to Byron
Openshaw ("Openshaw") the program director.

22:17 - 19

Campbell does not recall the exact position, the selection
process or any other applicants.

22:20 - 23:17

Campbell considered both McQ and himself as sensitive and
creative. He acknowledged that between such people there
was a potential for emotional and intellectual problems, but
does not remember any verbal clashes - shouting - which
involved McQ.

23:18 - 24:2

His comment regarding McQ being "cross" was used in the
"sense that she was irritated, agitated, a little angry" but
not to the point of making overt gestures of anger.

24:3 - 25:8

Campbell cannot recall all his immediate supervisors, but he
was responsible to the university vice president, perhaps
named Jerry Anderson; the associate vice president Boyer
Jarvis and then Oakley Gordon ("Gordon") the director of the
Division of Continuing Education ("DCE").

25:9 - 25:25

Campbell does not recall who replaced him when he left, but
said Milton L. Davis ("Davis"), his chief engineer, became
acting director until they found a replacement. Davis later
became director, but Campbell has not paid too much
attention to the station's internal structure since he left.

26:1 - 26:24

Campbell remembers one conversation in the hall at the
station, when he was going to leave KUED to teach, when he
told Davis he would like to see him become station manager
but never made any recommendation of Davis to anyone.

26:25 - 29:1

Campbell was asked to stay away from KUED and not
become involved in its running or functions by vice president
Pete Gardner and DCE director Gordon when he resigned as
manager to teach full time. There was acrimony over
Campbell's leaving, as he wished to both manage KUED and
teach full-time, and Gordon would not accept that but did
immediately accept his resignation without meeting to
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discuss it or compromise despite the staff support shown to
him by petition to Gordon.
29:2 - 29:22

Campbell still feels anger at the way his resignation was
handled, as, if he was incompetent, why was that tolerated
for the 18 years he was at KUED. He, however, decided
against suing the U of U, though legal services were offered
to him for that purpose.

29:23 - 31:4

Campbell does not recall any conversation with Davis where
he stated that he should have fired McQ.

CAMPBELL - REDIRECT (Leta)
31:5 - 32:23

Campbell says he does not recall who prepared the affidavit
(P-36) but says the information is essentially accurate and
the signature looks like his. He says McQTs age could be a
factor. Evans objects on the basis of foundation, hearsay
and relevance, Wells admits the exhibit.

32:24 - 34:8

Campbell's personal experience at KUED was that age could
be an employment factor as he was asked by Gordon to see
if he could terminate Openshaw who was getting older and
somewhat obese, it was not specified but implied.

34:9 - 34:18

There was nothing else Campbell could point to which would
lead him to conclude age was an employment factor at
KUED.

CAMPBELL - RECROSS (Evans)
34:19 - 35:4

Campbell says he has no evidence of age discrimination one
way or the other with regard to McQ, but thinks it may have
been a factor.

35:5 - 36:16

Campbell, Openshaw and Gordon are all about the same
age. He believes Davis is in his late 40s, but is not sure.
Gordon is the only person that Campbell perceived as having
feelings about age.

CAMPBELL - FURTHER REDIRECT (Leta)
36:17 - 36:24

Campbell says that, with "respect to shouting or verbal
conduct," his experience with McQ is that none of "that
behavior" was unjustified.
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36:25 - 37:13

Campbell's anger toward KUED has not affected the truth of
his testimony regarding McQ.

CAMPBELL - WELLS EXAMINATION

37:14 - 38:3

During the period Campbell was there KUED was in a
developmental stage, so although McQ reported to
Openshaw, and sometimes Campbell, she was basically
autonomous professionally,

38:4 - 38:19

Openshaw's supervision of McQ was between free-range and
controlled in that he tried to accommodate her talent
though the two had personality clashes with regard to how
promotion was to be written or which programs should
receive emphasis. Campbell says it was a major problem.

38:20 - 39:8

Campbell says that if a creative person is closed in and told
exactly what to do an explosion will occur, but knowing how
to handle creative people is part of good management.

39:9 - 39:23

Campbell cannot remember if McQ was in charge of
promotion or subordinate to someone, but recalls he gave
her freedom to do what she wanted on the jobs he assigned
her.

CAMPBELL - FURTHER RECROSS (Evans)

39:24 - 41:2

Campbell says Gardner never said that giving too much
freedom or being too lax a manager was one of the problems
perceived in Campbell's management of KUED.

WATKISS - DIRECT (Leta)

41:3 - 41:18

Dorothy Watkiss ("Watkiss") who was on the U of U
Institutional Counsel from 1968 to 1976, resides at 1509
Canterbury Drive, SLC, UT.

41:19 - 42:3

The Institutional Counsel ("Counsel") appointed by the
Governor, is the governing board of the U of U which sits
once monthly with subcommittee meetings as often as
necessary.

42:4 - 42:11

As the Counsel is KUED's ultimate governing body, problems
regarding the station come before the Counsel.

42:12 - 43:1

During the time she was on the Counsel she was aware of
KUED in public broadcasting and of McQ, whom she first
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was aware of through her Fanfare articles which she thought
were very good.
43:2 - 43:7

Watkiss became more aware of McQ's role at KUED through
fund raisers where she heard comments about McQ doing a
good job.

43:8 - 44:13

Watkiss who watches and supports public broadcasting,
associates with individuals and groups who typically support,
watch, and form opinions about it, and with people in the
broadcast industry who might evaluate KUED.

44:14 - 45:18

Watkiss knows McQ's reputation among those individuals
from 1968 to the present [1982]. Leta f s question as to that
reputation is objected to for need for foundation.

45:19 - 46:13

Watkiss awareness of McQfs work comes through fund
raisers, promotional and listening to the opinion of people
at those events where she has never heard a derogatory
comment regarding McQ.

46:14 - 47:17

Evans wants clarification of when the events were and who
the people were from which Watkiss gained her impression
of xMcQ but she is unable to be specific.

47:18

-

48:15

Based on Watkiss* association with people who have
discussed McQTs work, McQ has a very good reputation as a
"talented, creative, and a fine person" having, to her
knowledge, no negative reputation.

48:16 - 49:10

It is Watkiss1 opinion that KUEDfs reputation or goodwill has
become increasingly better since its inception.

WATKISS - CROSS (Evans)
49:11 - 49:13

KUEDfs reputation is continuing to get better.

49:14 - 51:13

Watkiss has "watched" McQ do political campaigns, read
McQfs weekly work summaries which were submitted to
KUED, which McQ gave her a week before the trial,
reviewed her writing in Fanfare and been aware of her in
social movements and causes such as ERA and the Vietnam
war and says her "overall appearance" is "outstanding."

51:14 - 52:12

While on the Counsel Watkiss was aware of McQ from
subcommittee visits to KUED where she got an impression
of overall consensus that this or that person was doing a
good job.
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52:13 - 53:6

Watkiss' last year on the counsel was 1976. She cannot
specify when she became personally aware of McQ but it
was before leaving the Counsel.

53:7 - 53:18

Arch Madsen, head of Bonneville International, thinks public
broadcasting is doing a wonderful job, but Watkiss does not
believe he knows McQ.

WATKISS - WELLS EXAMINATION

53:19 - 55:22

Watkiss says that when the Counsel went to KUED they
would ask if there were problems and feels if there were
employee problems Davis, Openshaw, Gardner or one of the
vice presidents Tom King or Jerry Anderson would have
mentioned it. Any real problems would certainly have been
told to the chairman and then specifics would have been
talked about at Counsel monthly meetings, as an acute
problem in the English department was handled, so any
problem with McQ would have been talked about.

WATKISS - RECROSS (Evans)

55:23 - 56:14

Watkiss says a problem would have to be acute before it
came before the Counsel; they did not become involved in
day-to-day problems.

56:15 - 57:8

Watkiss finished her Counsel term July 1, 1976 but cannot
fix a time when the Counsel went down to KUED regarding
inadequate surroundings as compared with BYU.

57:9 - 57:17

KUED would not necessarily have asked the Counsel for
advice if they wanted to fire somebody, (witness excused)

57:18

-

60:13

Judge Wells is concerned about the statement in
Respondents Exhibit (hereafter "R-#") 25 which says, "The
University now requires that Paula not be terminated at this
time," because it could mean any number of things including
that the U of U did not want a charge of retaliation or that
they wanted her kept on for some reason. Also it could be
there was a problem and they were trying to be nice or there
was no problem and they were attempting to make it appear
they had "gone the extra mile" before doing anything to
McQ. Wells points out that unless it is adequately explained
by someone with knowledge he will "make whatever [he]
make[s] of it."
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McQUOWN - DIRECT (Dishell)
30:14 - 60:25

McQ, a widow, is over 40, currently unemployed, and resides
at 250 Elizabeth Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.

61:1 -62:2

McQ was formerly with KUED in various aspects of
promotion, beginning as promotion director. At the time of
her first charge of discrimination in October of 1980 she was
over 40.

62:3 - 62:11

When McQ was hired in October 1971 as a receptionist, her
supervisors were the station manager and the business
manager.

62:12 - 62:22

McQ was assigned to promotion in July of 1972 but says
when she was hired it was with the possibility of being
changed to promotion as her work record indicated she
would fit well into promotion.

62:23 - 63:19

Prior to coming to KUED, McQ worked in production,
promotion and programming capacities at KSL television,
KVOG and KLO radio in Ogden, at KYA in San Francisco, as
a program administrative assistant at Mark Hopkins Hotel,
and at KRON television in San Francisco.

63:20 - 63:25

McQ had previous advertising experience from 1 year's work
with a local advertising agency, and briefly with BBD&O in
San Francisco.

84:1 - 64:17

At the time she was hired it was McQ* intention to become
involved in promotion. From 1972 until 1976 McQ acted as
promotion director with Campbell and Openshaw as her
supervisors.

64:18 -

66:10

During those years McQ's duties included, on-the-air
promotion; editing the program guide (later called Fanfare);
liaison with Friends of KUED, which included a monthly
promotional appearance at their preview council; display ads
and listings as necessary station advertising in local and
regional, print media; and taking charge of special events
for the station, particularly with regard to promotion.

66:11 - 67:3

McQ designed and carried out these activities independently
with very little supervision by Openshaw, though she says
she interacted with him and Campbell in "every supervisory
way [she] could.Tt

67:4 - 67:21

Between the time she became promotion director and the
time Campbell left in 1976 when a change in station
organization changed her job position, McQ received very
-8-

little input from Openshaw unless she went to him with a
professional problem.
67:22 - 68:18

68:19

-

During that time McQ believes she performed very well as
she got nothing but good feedback from the community and
her colleges and met all her deadlines, of which the two
constants were the program guide and on-the-air promotion.

69:2

McQ worked overtime, including doing clerical and
secretarial duties on weekends, as she had no support help.

69:3 - 69:13

McQ says she cooperated with what little supervisory
guidance she was given, but she was never formally
evaluated, as KUED had no formal evaluations then and her
job assignments were not precisely defined.

69:12 - 70:9

According to McQ, when Campbell left [1976] there was an
organization change and station activities were interrupted
when Davis was assigned as interim manager. He became
McQ's immediate supervisor, though Openshaw was still
there, though she does not know the reason and believes
there was a fundamental problem at the station then.

70:10 - 70:18

This change also changed McQfs duties as it was decided to
bring another employee into the Promotional Department,
which change was indicated to McQ in a meeting with Davis
and Openshaw.

70:19-71:7

McQ was interested in the change as she had been asking for
support help, but she got very little, just a secretary
randomly assigned to "take care of some item."

71:8 - 72:3

It was indicated to McQ at the meeting with Davis and
Openshaw the second person to be hired for promotion would
not be assigned as support but would assume some of McQfs
major duties, which she felt was unfair as she had
established herself as promotional director and wished to
continue in that role with additional support help.

72:4 - 72:20

Carol Klaus ("Klaus"), who was associated with McQTs area
for three years, was brought in to assume some of the
responsibilities in the promotion department, but McQ says
she did not at first report to Klaus as everything at that
time in regard to the whole station was nebulous and poorly
defined.

72:21 - 73:2

Davis was McQ's immediate supervisor until Robert Reed
("Reed") assumed managership of KUED after a national
search.

73:4 - 73:16

According to McQ, Klaus's duties were nebulous but because
McQ learned she had been in public relations on campus,
McQ assumed she was brought in to do some of those
functions. They got along well except that Klaus was
seldom at the Station.

73:17 - 74:9

Reed took over in late 1976 or early 1977. McQ said she got
along well with Reed and at her entrance interview offered
to do whatever she could as "promotional person" to make
him feel at home.

74:10 - 74:25

Under Reed, McQ still maintained her customary autonomy
which worked out well and she felt she performed her job
"exceedingly well under his supervision."

75:1 -75:7

When Reed came to the station it was one objective to have
organization charts and formal evaluations.

76:16

After Reed arrived McQTs duties and responsibilities
changed. At first it was very little, until in 1977 shortly
after Reed took over Klaus, was placed in a supervisory
position over McQ in Reed's reorganization and she was no
longer responsible to the station manager.

76:17 - 77:8

McQ was responsible to Reed as station manager until Klaus
was delegated her supervisor for a period of three years.

77:9 - 78:4

The next change occurred when Greg Hunt ("Hunt") was, for
a short period, as production director, placed over Klaus so
the structure was Reed as general manager, Hunt under
Reed, Klaus under Hunt and McQ under Klaus, but at some
point, though Klaus remained at the station, Hunt was
supervising Klaus's activities and hence McQ's.

78:5 - 79:19

Hunt as production director prepared McQ's first formal
evaluation at the station (P-5) in December 1977. [Wells
accepts the original in pencil with the proviso if it needs to
be withdrawn a transcript shall be made of illegible portions
of the copies and attached to copies.]

79:20 - 80:6

McQ was evaluated as acceptable on a scale of outstanding,
superior, acceptable, marginal and unacceptable with 27
points from a range of 24 to 34 points in that category.

80:7 - 81:1

McQ does not feel "adequate" accurately reflected her
performance at that time, and tendered a reply to the
evaluation.
Besides she felt Hunt, who had been her
supervisor only a few weeks, has not had long enough to
properly assess her work.

75:8 -
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81:2-81:22

At the time of this evaluation, as far as McQ knew, Klaus
was still her supervisor. She had a very good relationship
with Klaus but received no guidance from her and continued
to work independently.

81:23 - 83:1

McQ told Hunt she did not feel he had been her supervisor
long enough to evaluate her and made that response to the
evaluation in person and in writing. Plaintiff Exhibit 6 is
McQfs written response which was made at the time of the
evaluation to be placed in the personnel file.

McQUOWN -VOIR DIRE (Evans)

83:2 - 85:20

McQ's intent was to have the response placed with
evaluation but does not recall the particular channel through
which it got into station personnel hands. McQ says that
though undated it was prepared contemporaneously with the
1977 evaluation, shortly after the evaluation as she was
concerned and wanted it to be an official document to
accompany the evaluation.

85:21 - 87:3

McQ says her comment on the response that she had been
hampered because responses and objectives in the publicity
department during transition were not clearly defined meant
that job responsibilities were undefined, and she had to do
her best with what information she had at hand. She tried to
take are of things she saw left undone without trespassing on
Klaus's territory.

McQUOWN - DIRECT (Dishell)

87:4 - 87:14

McQ has no idea why Klaus was made her supervisor when
McQ had broadcasting experience and Klaus had none.

87:15 - 88:11

McQfs duties remained pretty much the same even after
Klaus became her supervisor as she felt that promotion was
one of those things which has few parameters. She tried to
do anything she saw needed doing without trespassing on
Klaus's territory.

88:12 - 89:4

McQ does not know what Klaus's qualifications were to be
her supervisor only that Klaus was employed as a public
relations persons with the Division of Continuing Education
and at KUED she was doing "some public relations things,
and publicity things."

89:5-89:13

McQ continued to function on her own with little interaction
with Klaus doing things she considered viable parts of
promotional functions.
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89:14 - 90:6

Though Hunt's duration as McQ's supervisor was brief she got
along very well with him and mainly she submitted materials
which she had previously submitted to Klaus to Hunt so that
he could see if the department was functioning.

90:7 - 90:21

McQ does not know of Hunts1 qualifications as a supervisor
nor why he was placed over Klaus but says that she
continued
to work independently considering
the
circumstances and the lack of any supervisory effort in her
behalf.

90:22 - 91:15

Openshaw who was in charge of programming was McQ's
supervisor between 1972 and 1976, As McQ's supervisor
Openshaw's duties were distinct from hers.

91:16 - 92:23

Reed left the university in 1978 and was replaced by Davis,
again as interim director, after a national search to find a
qualified person Bruce L. Christensen ("Christensen")
became director in April of 1979. During that time period
McQfs job function continued to be fundamentally the same.

92:24 - 93:14

Before the end of Reed's tenure as director Steve Smith
("Smith") came to the station as development director, later
marketing director. Smith was then McQ's direct supervisor,
he replaced the role that Hunt and Klaus had over McQ.

93:15 - 93:25

At the time Smith came to the station McQ reported to
Smith and Smith reported to the acting director, Davis.

94:1 - 94:22

Smith who took over as McQ's supervisor during 1977 and
1978 while Reed was still manager recognized, according to
McQ, her true capability and felt she should move into a
managerial position. According to McQ they got along very
well.

94:23 - 95:12

McQ says her job duties did not, at first, change under
Smith, but because of the rapport between them she tried to
do things she could see were not being done by Klaus.

95:13 - 96:8

McQ was aware of Smith's station development and publicity
experience. She says that, though he gave her welcomed
direction, she was still working independently which was
acceptable to Smith.

96:9 - 96:14

McQ says she received little feedback from Smith, but he
seemed to like what she did.

96:15 - 97:15

McQ's performance as a promotion publicity specialist was
reviewed by Smith on March 28, 1979 (P-7). In that review
she received a superior rating only four points from
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outstanding which she believes accurately reflects her
performance at that time. McQ says Smith could see her
ability in communication as Fanfare editor and in public
interaction.
97:16 - 98:10

In April 1979 Smith reorganized the department to put three
managers under him at which time McQ was made manager
of Publicity and Public Relations.

98:11 - 99:8

McQfs position title was changed to Publicity and Public
Relations by Smith as shown by his April 11, 1979 memo (P8) in which he complemented McQ on her work and
expressed his confidence in meeting the challenges of her
new job description.

99:9 - 100:18

A number of WelTs exhibit copies have highlighting or
underlining or other extraneous material which it is agreed
he will take no notice of and "at the end" counsel shall go
through the exhibits and striking extraneous material will
then be taken care of.

100:19 - 101:14

When McQ became manager she assumed a supervisory role
over a half-time promotion assistant, Becky Sowards
("Sowards") who also worked for the manager of Advertising
Promotion and devoted some time to the director of
Marketing. McQ had no other support help at that time.

101:15 - 102:16

McQ continued to ask management for more support help
because station growth increased the need for publicity and
public relations and staff assistance would have freed her to
do more managerial and administrative work as well as
interact with outside agencies.

102:17 - 103:1

McQ was manager of Publicity and Public Relations. Norma
Tharp ("Tharp") was manager of Advertising Promotion.
Jonathan Sack ("Sack") was manager of Fund Raising.

103:2 - 105:19

The organizational chart (which has Fred Esplin ("Esplin") as
director of Marketing) from the reorganization under Smith
on April 11, 1979 (P-9) shows McQ and Tharp sharing
Sowards as an assistant and shows Sack had one full-time
membership assistant, Gene Baierschmidt ("Baierschmidt")
who reported only to Sack. The chart was interlineated in
court to show Smith as director of Marketing.

105:20 - 107:2

Some of the names on the chart are in error, but, after
discussion, Wells clarified that the chart is offered and
received to show chain-of-eommand as the reorganization
was conceived and implemented.
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107:3 - 107:8

Sack was hired by Smith to be manager of Fund Raising.
Norma Tharp was already at the station when Sack was
hired.

107:9 - 108:16

McQ considers her job performance as outstanding, saying
that she is a loyal, dedicated person who did everything
possible to be a top publicity person including a lot of
overtime work, notwithstanding obstacles like lack of
support staff.

108:17 - 108:25

While McQ was manager of Publicity and Public Relations
Smith left the station. During the interim before Esplin was
hired McQ reported to station manager, Christensen

109:1 - 109:12

McQ believed she and Christensen had good rapport as she
received no criticism from him and continued to work
independently.

109:13 - 109:23

Esplin was hired in September of 1979. McQ was aware of
his qualifications to be her supervisor as the three managers
in marketing were asked to help choose the best candidate.

109:24 - 110:15

Esplin had been McQ's supervisor from October 1979 when
he evaluated her on January 25, 1980 (P-10).

110:16-112:1

On the January 1980 evaluation Esplin indicated that McQ
was effective in publicity and public relations, the areas she
saw as her major functions, as well as editing Fanfare,
marketing and working with the press. Esplin added some
areas in which he would like to see improvement, but the
performance review and feedback gave McQ the feeling that
she was performing her job adequately as she tried to get
Esplin to indicate what directions he wanted the department
to take.

112:2 - 112:22

Esplin's memo of March 31, 1980 (P-ll) informed McQ that,
while she was effective in working with the press, there
were other areas in which he required improvement or McQ
would be terminated. In addition he recommended only an
8% salary increase for McQ.

112:23 - 114:6

McQ says she was shocked by the memo that she was facing
termination as she had received only positive input to that
point. Feeling the memo was unfair, McQ responded to it in
a lengthy reply memo (P-12).

114:7 -114:21

McQ also responded by adjusting h€»r performance to meet
Esplirfs improvement suggestions including preparation of
required reports.
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114:22 - 117:2

Esplin did an interim evaluation of McQ (P-13) from which
Wells crossed out two interlineations on his copy with the
approval of counsel), response to the requirements of his
March 31, 1980 memo which indicates he had received from
McQ and reviewed job responsibilities he had laid out, McQ
feels the evaluation is indication of her position response to
Esplin's March 31, 1980 memo.

117:3 - 118:2

As a result of the interim evaluation (p-13) McQ believed
she was responding to Esplinfs concerns but felt it unfair
that she was evaluated in March 1980 as she had had an
annual review in January 1980, which concern she expressed
to station manager Christensen.

118:3 - 118:11

McQ expressed to Christensen hep concern over her job
security as she felt her job performance was being unfairly
questioned though she says she was working "relentlessly,
around the clock" to do what Esplin had asked of her.

118:12 - 118:20

After the hearing concludes on 4-21-82 it will be continued
to 5-1-82 at 1:30, and if necessary, 5-20-82 at 1:30 and 5-2182 at 9:00.

118:21 - 119:13

McQ spoke to Christensen and he responded with a memo for
her file about her concern for her job and her relationship
with Esplin (P-14).

119:14 - 120:10

McQ was unaware of anyone in the department with similar
job concerns, but felt her treatment was different in that
the other managers seemed to have more free time while
she, the spring of 1980, worked 113 hours of overtime to
complete the duties Esplin assigned to her.

120:11 - 124:1

At the time she was concerned about her job and was being
criticized within the station she received positive feedback
from the community in the form of a letter from Susanne
Wetmore, a TV Guide official with whom she worked closely,
sent to Christensen, a copy of which he forwarded to McQ,
though she does not recall the date.

124:2 - 125:4

McQ does not know if it was made part of her personnel file
but "would certainly state that it was placed in [her]
personnel file. The letter is admitted as P-15 over the
foundational and relevance objections of Evans.

125:5 - 127:10

After McQfs response to EsplinTs March 31, 1980 memo she
was informed she would receive the 11% increase and she,
therefore, believed, by June 1980, that she was doing an
effective job as shown by her work on certain projects,
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notably the publicity for "Deadly Winds of War" for which
Esplin congratulated her in a memo (P-17).
[125:15 - 125:5]

[P-16, a memo from Esplin to Christensen and Larry
[Lawerence] Smith ("L. Smith") dated June 7, 1980 is
accepted into evidence.]

127:11 - 129:5

McQ felt it was her responsibility as a manager to voice her
concerns over KUED's welfare and progress which she did to
Esplin and Christensen in a memo dated September 16, 1980
concerning Esplin's proposed reorganization of the station.
(P-18).

129:6 - 130:4

McQ says the proposed reorganization of September 1980
took away some of her job functions and was a demotion
from the status as a manager she had worked very hard to
attain. To her knowledge no one else was to be affected in
the same fashion.

130:5 - 131:10

The organizational chart of the reorganization as proposed
and instituted, showing Esplin as director of Marketing with
only two managers, one for Fund Raising and one for
Advertising and Public Information is entered as P-22.

131:11 - 131:25

McQfs understanding of the reorganization was that the
manager of Advertising and Public Information, the
coordinator of editorial services and the membership
coordinator under Sack were newly-created.

132:1 - 133:7

When the reorganization, per the chart, was implemented
McQ says she was coordinator of Publicity and Public
Relations and her former promotion assistant, Sowards, was
placed on the same level as coordinator of editorial services,
both under the manager of Advertising and Public Relations,
and the coordinator of membership, Baierschmidt, under the
manager of Fund Raising. Sack remained as manager of
Fund Raising:.
*&•

132:8 - 133:20

Evans objects, and is sustained, regarding a comparison of
levels. The chart speaks for itself.

133:21 - 134:19

When the reorganization took place the position of manager
of Advertising and Public Relations was vacant. McQ
applied for the job feeling that her background made her
"eminently qualified" although Esplin discouraged her by
saying he did not feel she had the management qualifications
or budget experience necessary.
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134:20 - 135:25

136:1 -

It is stipulated that the U of U is an equal opportunity
employer and has a general policy to promote from within
whenever possible.

138:2

McQ (through counsel) wishes to introduce University
governing policy into evidence to show that the policy is
that there is no need to advertise a position if there is "a
qualified person within that department who could fill the
position." (P-21) Accepted unless a part can show that a
particular portion of the 1972 regulations was superceded.

138:3 - 138:23

McQ's resume of her work experience and qualifications (P20) was submitted to the U of U personnel office as part of
her application for manager of Advertising and Public
Relations.

138:24 - 139:22

McQ says she sent her application and resume to the U of U
personnel office, then Esplin requested some samples of spot
copy and advertising in her opinion and in a rushed manner;
and, as he indicated time was of the essence, she gave him
what she could "gather on a moment's notice." She felt her
experience for the job was visible in her resume, the exhibits
she gave him, and in her whole experience at the station.

139:23 - 140:14

McQ felt Esplin did not seriously consider her as an
applicant for the position partly because of the very brief
interview he had with her.

140:15 - 140:23

McQ says Esplin did not request a portfolio but did request
examples of spot copy and advertising.

140:24 - 141:25

McQ was not selected for the position. Esplin told her on
October 27 [1980] that she was not selected but, in the
meantime, she received a letter from the personnel office
dated October 24 saying she did not get the job.

142:1 - 142:7

Jeannine Gregoire ("Gregoire"), believed by McQ to be in her
early thirties, was hired for the position.

142:8 - 142:19

Gregoire, who came to the station in December 1980, was
not previously associated with the U of U, and McQ was not
aware of her qualifications until "a much later date" when
Gregoire gave her a copy of her resume.

142:20 - 144:9

McQ says she hoped to get along well with Gregoire and
maintain a good relationship but McQ's perception was that
Gregoire was "remote" to her and other staff members.
McQTs duties did not change under Gregoire, but she was
taken away from Fanfare which she felt she could have
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handled if she had been given the support staff she had
requested.
144:10 - 145:14

In McQfs opinion, based on her own experience, Gregoire was
not qualified to be her supervisor.

145:15 - 146:1

McQ says Gregoire gave her little guidance nor direction as
to expectations which troubled McQ who felt Gregoire
should have done these managerial and administrative
duties.

146:2 - 146:17

McQ did not feel Gregoire was qualified to be her supervisor
as Gregoire's resume did not indicate any previous
experience in writing which McQ says was shown by
Gregoire's never making any corrections or suggestions on
McQ's press release proposals.

146:18 - 147:3

McQ says she communicated as best as she could with
Gregoire and was responsive to suggestions as to direction of
the department but that directions were not forthcoming
unless Gregoire wanted to make a specific assignment which
did not fall into McQ's job description.

147:4 -

147:17

With Gregoire as her supervisor McQ says her job
responsibilities increased as she had to do all the things
Esplin listed as her responsibility as well as the things
Gregoire assigned to her which were not part of her job
description.

147:18 - 147:22

McQ says that with what small amount of interaction
existed between she and Gregoire she believed she was
performing effectively.

147:23 -

148:18

On the January 29, 1981 performance review (P-23)
conducted by Esplin, McQ received what she felt was an
unjustified marginal rating based on the quality and quantity
of her work.

148:19 -

149:10

McQ filed an initial complaint with the Utah AntiDiscrimination Division on November 26, 1980. After that
filing she noticed changes toward her by Gregoire which she
characterizes as "retaliatory-type behavior."

149:11 - 150:11

McQ felt the marginal rating on her evaluation was one
example of retaliation, but Wells points out that these
characterizations go more to weight and bias.

150:12 - 151:5

McQ submitted a detailed response (P-24) to Esplin's 1981
evaluation which opens with the statement that she did not
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think she "would
supervisor."

receive

a fair

review

from

[her]

McQUOWN -VOIR DIRE (Evans)
151:6 - 152:6

Evans objects and conducts a brief voir dire examination. In
response to Evan's question as to whom she delivered her
response to and in what manner, McQ says it was done "very
officially" as she considered it serious. She does not know if
it is in her personnel file as she has never had an opportunity
to examine that file. The response (p-24) is admitted.

McQUOWN - DIRECT (Dishell)
152:7 - 155:19

McQ says there were other instances in which Gregoire
accorded her unjustified treatment. As background, McQ
says that she requested to go to the Annual PBS conference
to be held in June 1981 in New York as she had previously
represented the station at PBS conferences in San Francisco
[1980] and New Orleans [1979]. Gregoire denied the request
on the grounds that Esplin had chosen Gregoire to be the
station representative. McQ took authorized vacation time
and attended the conference at her own expense except for
the $200 registration fee which was paid by the station. She
did not have contact with Gregoire at the conference as she
was busy going from session to session, but did see her
briefly. McQ did not discuss the conference with Gregoire
on her return as she found on her return that Gregoire had
placed her on probation and charged her with
insubordination.

155:20 - 156:6

McQ says she was placed on probation because a few days
before she left on vacation Gregoire indicated she wanted to
have a performance review with McQ. McQ feels the
probation and charge of insubordination were unjustified
under the circumstances.

156:7 -

156:21

McQ says there were many instances of unjustified
treatment by Gregoire, including giving McQ assignments
which were not part of her job description as busy work so
that McQ could not get to the publicity, public relations,
Speakers Bureau target mailing and special events which
McQ considered her important work.

156:22 - 157:3

McQ considered pressures placed on her by Gregoire and
others at the station were in retaliation for her
discrimination complaint.

157:4 - 158:2

McQ says that following her filing of the complaint,
throughout the summer and fall of 1981, there were
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attempts to negotiate with her, in an unofficial capacity, by
L. Smith, the station business manager, when he and McQ
discussed things relevant to her job and negotiation
possibilities.
158:3 - 159:19

McQ says she had a meeting with L. Smith in October of
1981 when, unlike other times she had talked to him, he was
"extremely hostile." She attempted to leave but he wished
to continue the meeting. McQ says L. Smith indicated to
her that she would never get the job of "director of Public
Advertising" even if Gregoire was fired.

159:20 - 160:2

Upon Evans' objection Dishell withdraws the request to enter
P-29 into evidence and Wells tells McQ not to volunteer
statements.

160:3 - 161:9

McQ says she continued to perform her job duties and
assignments, including the assignments which she questioned
as they were not part of her job description, at her same
high personal standards even though obstacles were placed in
her way which made it much more difficult. She says she
exceeded the efforts for which Esplin had previously
congratulated her.

161:10 - 161:18

McQ says she met her deadlines as well as she could
considering the other duties Gregoire had her doing which
she pointed out in her weekly reports.

161:19 - 162:9

McQ was terminated January 12, 1982 officially for poor job
performances, though McQ says it was retaliation.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)
162:10 -

162:18

McQ says Openshaw was her supervisor at the time
Campbell was at the station.

162:19 - 162:25

McQ says that between 1973 and 1975 all her projects were
related to deadlines including on-the-air promotion and
program guides.

163:1 - 164:18

McQ had a daily, self-imposed deadline for on-the-air
promotion, which was publicity for the station during regular
programming, as well as deadlines for the program guide.

164:19 - 166:18

McQ says the fundamental problem with the station under
Openshaw was with programming and an unstreamlined
handling of "traffic," which was, at that time, handled by
McQ in promotion. Under Reed a traffic person was
assigned and McQ was relieved of that responsibility.
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166:19 - 167:2

Traffic is the scheduling of programs and promotion for each
day.

167:3 - 168:7

Between 1975 and 1976 Margaret Thorn ("Thorn") was the
traffic manager. McQ had to get the daily "traffic" from
Thorn before she could begin work. She proposed, to
Openshaw and discussed with Thorn the idea that the traffic
manager submit times to her so she would not have to ask
for them daily.

168:8 - 168:12

McQ was supervised by Openshaw under Campbell and when
Campbell left and Davis became acting director, she
reported to Davis.

168:13 - 169:14

McQ assumes that, as Davis was acting director at the time,
Davis hired Klaus. McQ says she did not have any input into
the decision to hire Klaus but was informed in a meeting
with Davis and Openshaw that "this rather fundamental
change was going to take place."

169:15 - 170:7

McQ says Klaus1 function was never clearly defined but
Davis said as McQ had asked for support help they brought in
Klaus.

170:7 - 170:14

McQ says Klaus was not support help for her but she was
support for Klaus, though Davis and Openshaw did not
describe Klaus' position as being McQfs supervisor.

170:15 - 171:26

McQ says the job functions for her and Klaus were not
clearly defined so she continued to carry out her
assignments as before until Davis indicated she should do
fewer assignments for Friends of KUED as she had not been
afforded additional support help.

171:21 - 173:11

McQ was the station representative on the Friends of KUED
Preview Council which met once monthly. She also did bold
face listing advertising for them as they allocated funds
they had obtained through donations. She does not know how
the money was handled but says she depended on their funds
to promote the station and buy advertising.

173:12 - 174:13

At the time Klaus was hired McQ says Davis felt that some
of the things she was doing with Friends of KUED should be
more directly under control of the station but wanted her to
continue with the Preview Council. She says she encouraged
Davis to allow her to continue those responsibilities as she
felt the station should cultivate the relationship with the
Friends of KUED as they could perform functions as unpaid
volunteers.
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174:14 - 175:4

McQ says she got along well and had no problems or
conflicts with Klaus and she did not ask Davis to let her
keep the responsibilities with Friends of KUED because she
felt Klaus could not handle them. McQ says there was no
discussion concerning sharing workload between her and
Klaus.

175:5 - 175:8

McQ's function
arrived.

continued much the same after

Klaus

175:9 - 176:1

McQ did not know what Klaus was doing as she did not see
Klaus often since there were many days when Klaus was not
at the station.

176:2 - 176:16

Klaus did not become McQ's supervisor until Reed drew up
an organizational chart and wrote job descriptions after he
came to the station as manager.

176:17 - 177:4

McQ says Klaus had a title but does not remember her title
just that Klaus' job description, which McQ saw at that time,
indicated she was to supervise McQ.

177:5 - 177:21

McQ says she asked Reed why Klaus was placed in the
supervisory position when she, McQ, was qualified, at the
station, and had been in broadcasting for years, but Reed did
not give her a direct reply.

177:22 - 179:9

Discussion between counsel and Wells over Evans introducing
"the letter from Bob Reed," (P-3) if counsel for McQ does
not intend to introduce it to avoid duplication.

179:10 - 180:11

McQ was surprised by the content and tone of the letter
written to her by Reed (P-3) prompted by McQ's meeting
requesting clarification as to why Klaus was chosen as her
supervisor.

180:12 - 181:3

McQ, previous to receiving Reed's letter had believed her
relationship with Reed was "exceedingly good."

181:4 - 181:24

McQ does not know why Reed would characterize her
conversation with him as "impassioned and vitriolic
criticism" as she says he indicated nothing of that kind
during their conversation so his letter came as a complete
surprise.

181:25 - 182:9

McQ wrote a letter in reply to Reed as she wanted him to
know how she felt.

182:10 - 182:25

Prior to Hunt's performance evaluation of McQ in December
1977 or January 1978, she says she tried to make her
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interaction with him, and others very professional but Hunt
did not always seem to reciprocate.
183:1 - 183:25

On McQ's performance evaluation by Hunt there is a
notation that McQ is "generally responsible and
conscientious within scope of job description." McQ does
not know to what that would refer as the only discussion she
had with Hunt following the evaluation was that he, being
her supervisor for such a short time, had not had a chance to
form a fair evaluation.

184:1 - 185:2

McQ had no conversation with Hunt concerning her work
organization so does not know to what the statement "seems
to be done on occasion" would refer regarding her time
organization.

185:3 - 186:23

Regarding Hunt's notations on areas for improvement, McQ
says she responded to those categories but did not have a
conversation with Hunt concerning them.

186:24 -

187:14

McQ was not surprised to see particular comments
[presumably regarding cooperation with supervisor] as she
says her supervisor, Klaus not Hunt, was never there to give
her direction so she had to do as best she could without. She
says she communicated with Hunt and does not have any
reason to think he would be critical of her for not
communicating with him.

187:15-188:3

McQ says she met with Hunt to go over his evaluation and
she told him at that time she did not feel he had been her
supervisor long enough to make a fair evaluation.

188:4 - 189:2

McQ says she believes any performance can be improved but
her communication ability and willingness to communicate
were underrated as she has always had above average ability
in both oral and written communication, so has no idea what
he would have in mind to have graded her as he did.

189:3 - 189:16

McQ says she has always been enthusiastic and flexible so
has no idea why Hunt would say otherwise on the evaluation.

189:17 - 190:5

McQ does not think Hunt was in a position to observe her
work output, nor did they discuss it, so she does not know
why he would rate it below average.

190:6 - 191:8

McQ does not know why Hunt would say she had below
average ability to direct subordinates as she had none to
direct, nor any volunteers at that time. In recent years McQ
did have an intern and supervised Sowards and a volunteer in
tour service.
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McQUOWN - WELLS EXAMINATION

191:9 - 192:17

Hunt had filled out the evaluation then he and McQ met to
discuss it. At that time she questioned his evaluation and he
told her she should make a written response, as an exhibit to
indicate her response to the review. She says Hunt told her,
when she questioned the low review, that everyone at the
station was getting a low review.

192:18 - 193:7

McQ says her best estimate of how long Hunt had been her
supervisor was between four to six weeks.

193:8 - 193:11

To McQ's knowledge Hunt had no previous public relations
supervisory experience.

193:12 - 194:2

McQ says the only opportunity she had to verbally discuss
the evaluation was on the day of the evaluation when they
met to go over it. Hearing concludes to reconvene on the
19th of May.
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McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT DIGEST
Wednesday, May 19, 1982
3:1 - 4:25

Evans clarifies the University of Utah policy (P-21)
concerning "upward mobility". The exhibit submitted was
from 1972 and, as the new policy did not go into effect until
September 1981, it does not apply to McQfs situation in the
reorganization. For the record, Evans is willing to stipulate
that it was University policy to promote from within
whenever possible.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)
5:1 - 5:21

McQ does not know how old Klaus was at the time (of P-3)
nor whether Reed was older or younger than herself.

5:22 - 6:2

P-l is a memo, which McQ recalls receiving, from Openshaw
dated March 9, 1976 concerning her "Promotion Position".

6:14

McQ believed her relationship with Openshaw, her
immediate supervisor, to be very good, but she does not
know his age at that time.

7:8

McQ does not recall any personality clashes with
Openshaw. She says their discussions were concerning the
job and its accomplishment.
Perhaps there were
professional disagreements, but her relationship with
Openshaw was cordial and he exercised very little
supervision over her.

7:9

7:11

McQ says her relationship with other staff members was
"exceedingly good".

7:12

7:25

McQ and Openshaw did not have a personal discussion about
his memo but she made a written response.

8:1

8:19

McQ received exhibit 1 in the course of her work at KUED
but doesn't know if it is part of her personnel file as she has
never seen or tried to see the file.

8:20

12:7

Evans wants to offer exhibit 1 as a business record not for
the truth of the matter stated, but says he may lay
foundation to show it is an exception to the hearsay rule as a
business record contained in the file. Wells says the problem
is of weight as, practically, the station could put anything
into the file and make it a business record. He will take it
into consideration, but not for the truth of the matters
stated in the memo; if Evans intends to assert they are true,

6:3

-

6:15
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he will have to prove it, and supply witnesses. Wells also
says any memoranda submitted without the witness to
corroborate or submit to cross examination will not have the
weight of live testimony.
12:8 - 12:22

Openshaw!s memo lists three concerns to which McQ replied
in a lengthy memo. She is not aware of any failure on her
part to establish priorities.

13:7

McQ says Openshawfs concern about her assuming
responsibilities may have been in relation to her work with
Friends of KUED which was assigned to her by Campbell.

13:8 - 13:20

McQ does not know to what Openshaw is referring with
regard to his concern over her internal personal
relationships.

13:21 - 14:16

McQ perception is that advertising is limited by time and
money while public relations, being free kinds of services, is
limited only by time. Therefore, she set priorities.

14:17 - 15:8

McQ first priority was to write the on-t he-air promotions
copy book from the times schedule she received from
Thorn. She did this daily by noon unless the PBS schedule
was unsettled or her supervisor or unforeseen business made
some other priority imperative.

15:9 - 16:4

McQ says she spent many hours of overtime, some of which
was never recorded, to do her job effectively; but, the block
of time referred to in R-2 is the same one again and again,
and that compensatory time was earned and approved before
taken.

16:5 - 16:20

McQ wrote the memoranda dated December 27, 1978 and
January 24 [1979] attached to R-2.

16:21 - 17:16

McQ recalls receiving Reed's memo, attached to R-2, in
response to her memo requesting time off. McQ says Reed's
memo is incorrect in that she was never paid for her
overtime nor did she have an arrangement regarding
overtime and compensatory time with any supervisor.

12:23

-

17:17-17:19

McQ did work many hours of overtime.

17:20 - 18:7

McQ wrote the April 9 memo and recalls receiving the
memo from Smith which are attached to R-2 and says all the
memos are "correct memoranda".
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18:8 - 18:14

McQ says she took the needs of the department and station
into consideration before she took vacation or compensatory
time off, which Smith acknowledged in his memo.

18:15 - 19:21

McQ wrote the May 29, 1979 memo, while Smith was her
supervisor, but says all the memos covering a two year
period are concerning the same block of time which she had
to delay taking off again and again because of the pressure
of deadlines.
She does not recall taking any other
compensatory time than this one block and says her efforts
to keep her supervisor informed shows in these memos of R2.

19:22 - 20:14

McQ says she worked many hours of overtime subsequent to
the one block they were discussing but that this block was a
special case as she only requested the time off because it
involved clerical and secretarial duties for which she had not
been accorded support staff.

20:15 - 21:3

Evans offers R-2 with McQ's testimony that they are
accurate except for the first page on Smith which he offers
as a business record. Received.

21:4 - 22:3

McQ identifies R-l as an ideal job description for herself
and some other information which she prepared for Smith at
his request.

22:4 - 22:15

McQ does not know how old Smith was as her supervisor but
says probably 38.

22:16 - 23:23

McQ says FANFARE took about three weeks of her time
including compiling and typing the listings. McQ says that
when she wrote that FANFARE was not a top priority with
her she was referring to the clerical responsibilities which
could have been delegated. She saw her role as one of
editorial supervision in shaping the magazine's contents.

23:24 - 24:15

McQ was in sole charge of FANFARE including editorial and
clerical tasks. She also took care of the bidding process and
routinizing procedures with the printer.

24:16

-

25:10

McQ says she was only responsible for the fiscal
management of FANFARE in the sense that she could make
recommendations but could not make essential decisions.
She considered it her responsibility to bring potential cost
reducing measures or future direction to the attention of
those ultimately responsible for FANFARE.

25:11 - 26:4

McQ supervisor and ultimately the station manager were in
charge of FANFARE. Some of her supervisors took more
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interest in its production than others, but under Openshaw
who took little interest, she did everything except the cover
which was handled by the Art Department.
26:5 - 27:8

P-8 is a memo from Smith to McQ announcing that the title
of her position was changed to manager of publicity and
public relations under the revised structure. McQ considers
that to be an in-house promotion which she characterized as
an upgraded position dependent on job performance. She did
not apply for nor compete with anyone for the job.

27:9 - 28:6

During that time Sowards was at the station as Department
Secretary. McQ did have Sowards doing some work for her
but was not her supervisor until later when she became a
promotion assistant and worked for McQ, Tharp and the
manager of Marketing Development.

28:7 - 28:23

McQ feels she had a good supervisory relationship with
Sowards and was careful to consider and promote her talents
without overworking her.

28:24 - 29:7

Sowards was subsequently upgraded to coordinator of
Editorial Services. McQ says she did think of Sowardsf
upgrading in terms of her own success; as a supervisor.

29:8 - 29:22

McQ says she used Sowards in the role of troubleshooter
particularly in relation to FANFARE.

29:23 - 30:25

McQ says R-5 is a memo to her from Esplin dated May 15,
1980, which concerned job performance. She had discussed
the issue with Esplin previous to the memo but not
afterward as she felt there were factual issues to which she
should reply in writing. She says she was eager to follow
Esplin's expectations.

31:1 - 31:19

McQ says exhibit R-8, dated September 19, 1980, is her job
description from the reorganization which made her
coordinator of Publicity and Public Relations. However,
exhibit 8-AR is part of EsplinTs performance review of
January 1981, not part of her job description.

31:20 - 32:10

McQ first saw R-8 A in January 1981, and knew it was not
part of her September 1980 job description.
As McQ
understood it R-8 was an accurate description of her
position.

32:11 - 33:25

McQ says 8-AR is not inconsistent with her job description
as the things Esplin listed as documentation of his
expectations are fundamentally the same as on the job
description. But, she pointed out, Esplin wanted her to go
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over the items on his review with Gregoire who did not have
time in February 1981 and did not discuss the items with
McQ but included them as part of her evaluation of McQ in
June 1981.
34:1 - 34:13

Exhibit R-15 is a memo from Esplin to McQ and Sowards
about new job responsibilities also dated September of 1980.

McQUOWN - WELLS EXAMINATION

34:14 - 35:2

McQ says Esplin's memo and the job description (R-15 and
R-8) were describing essentially the same duties and R-8A
was from Esplinfs January 1981 performance review of McQ.

35:3 - 37:10

McQ says in September of 1980 her change to coordinator
was a demotion but the only change, the fundamental
change, in the job was that FANFARE was taken away from
her and she was given more activities in coordinating events
with KUED [KUER ?] radio.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)

37:11 - 38:14

McQ says that P-17, the memo commending her for her
"first rate" job on DEADLY WINDS OF WAR, referred to her
getting the kinds of publicity for the program that could not
be paid for, such as newspaper articles, feature articles,
target mailings and other promotional activities which come
free of charge.

38:15 - 39:2

DEADLY WINDS was aired by KUED with other important
programs as part of their "headlined series".

39:3 - 39:14

DEADLY WINDS was aired a second time. McQ says from
her point of view there were no failings on her part in
promoting the program for this second airing.

39:15 - 41:9

McQ says R-14 is a memo from Esplin to her regarding a
missed deadline by a couple of days in relation to a national
telecast of a local program. She says that she had to have
information from the network and the station concerning the
accurate date before she could proceed. She set her
deadline and replied to Esplin's request for her plans for
DEADLY WINDS. She says she again got good results from
PBS and the local station and sees no failing on her part.

41:10 - 41:21

McQ recalls the various memos incorporated in R-14 but
says that memos did not always reach her on the day they
were dated.
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41:22 - 43:5

Memos were sometimes handed to the person concerned or
sometime put into that person's box at the station. McQ
says she checked her box daily but sometimes not as quickly
as she would have liked because of the press of deadlines.
Sometimes material she left in another's box was not picked
-up "for some time".

43:6 - 44:14

McQ identifies R-10 as her application, which she prepared
herself, for the manager's position which resulted from the
1980 reorganization for which Gregoire was hired.

44:15 - 44:15

McQ says P-20, which is a record of her past employment
with the addition of some special Channel 7 promotions, was
prepared in response to Openshaw's request which she
submitted to him in about 1976.

45:16 - 46:8

McQ says P-10 is fundamentally what she submitted to apply
for the manager's job but recalls she typed it over and
brought some material into focus and briefed other items,
but the information is substantially correct.

46:9 - 47:7

McQ says P-18 is the memo she wrote expressing her
surprise concerning the reorganization, because the station
had been in a state of flux for so long and the reorganization
seemed to entail a demotion for her.

47:8 - 48:10

McQ says she objected to having FANFARE withdrawn from
her. She did request clerical assistance and wanted to
expand her editorial supervision, but says the only part of
FANFARE she wanted delegated was the clerical and
secretarial portions.

48:11 - 49:1

McQ says that FANFARE took from two to three weeks in
production, although her time during those weeks was not all
devoted to FANFARE.

49:2 - 49:15

The ideal job description which McQ wrote says relief from
some FANFARE responsibilities would free her time for
other matters, among them a speaker's bureau which she was
subsequently assigned to and did set up.

49:16 - 51:2

McQ says she felt the speakers bureau was very successful.
She worked on it from the time it was assigned to her by
Smith, after she had written her ideal job description, in
about 1980. Prior to that time she did not consider it one of
her duties even in an informal manner.

51:3-51:15

McQ says that the speaker's bureau was a part of her formal
responsibilities only very recently when Esplin stipulated it
as something she should devote time to in one of his job
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reviews, before then she did not have enough time to devote
to that special activity.
51:16-52:17

McQ created a speaker's bureau which consisted of a bureau
where KUED personnel or Friends of KUED could speak in
the community to promote the station and its programs, by
having McQ coordinate speakers with community
organizations
and service clubs.
o
1

w

52:19 - 52:25

McQ says at first the bureau was ill-defined, though before
it was formalized she spoke many times.

53:1 - 53:6

Gregoire, in the fall of 1981, indicated McQ would be
responsible for assigning a speaker once monthly, which she
did from September to December. She had others for spring
but was fired first.

53:7 - 54:8

McQ says she got mixed signals concerning the speakers
bureau from Gregoire and Esplin. McQ said she coordinated
the bureau but had relied on the University of Utah to book
speakers and was told there were not that many inquiries for
television speeches.

54:9 - 55:2

During the time McQ formally set up the speakers bureau
Gregoire spoke in the fall of 1981 to a campus group.

55:3 - 55:9

McQ says Gregoire did not ask her to take additional effort
with the speakers1 bureau, she asked McQ to set up one
engagement monthly in connection with the bureau.

55:10 - 56:9

McQ says various people from the station spoke but probably
not in response to a formal bureau engagement as, even
though she sent out many memos to station personnel, only
one person from the production engineering staff responded
to the invitation to speak.

56:10 - 57:4

McQ talked to KUED personnel concerning the bureau and,
disappointed in the response, she wrote Gregoire a memo
asking if they could offer speakers remuneration or other
incentives.

57:5 - 57:21

McQ says there were no speaking engagements which "went
unspoken" but also says she had no speaking engagements for
the employees to speak at as, needing time to assess the
situation, it would have been poor to set up a speaking
engagement for which there was no speaker. McQ says
establishing a speakers' bureau is a long ongoing process
which took time she seldom had.
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57:22 - 58:8

McQfs responsibility, after FANFARE was removed from
her, was coordination of activities with KUER [radio]. She
worked with Kathy Gilbert of KUER in publicity and public
relations of mutual benefit.

58:9 - 58:16

McQ says it was to be more than liaison responsibility but
for some unexplained reason the function changed.

58:17 - 59:20

McQ considers herself an excellent writer and skillful
manager, including responsibility in fiscal oversight or
budgetary matters.

59:21 - 60:9

McQ says (of P-18) her statement to Esplin that there were
too many chiefs and not enough indians concerned her not
having enough support help. She considered herself both as
management entails the responsibilities to delegate and
perform.

60:10 - 61:3

McQ says when she applied for the manager position in 1980
Esplin asked her for some on-air copy she had written but
did not ask for a portfolio.

61:4 - 61:14

McQ says a portfolio is what an artist carries to document
his work not something a person in broadcasting would carry,
but would have a resume.

61:15 - 63:1

McQ applied for the position on the deadline date, October
15, and Esplin told her she was not selected on October 27.
She also received a letter, dated October 24, from
personnel, but did not receive it until after Esplin had
informed her.

63:2 - 63:16

Prior to that time Esplin had asked McQ for additional
material saying, as he had other material from applicants to
review, he would delay his decision until the first of the
week. On Monday, October 27, he told her she had not
received the job and subsequently she got a letter notice to
that effect from personnel dated October 24.

63:17 - 63:22

McQ then filed a discrimination suit in November of 1980.

McQUOWN - WELLS EXAMINATION

63:23 - 64:17

McQ says there were several times after she applied that
Esplin asked her for additional information but the last time
was earlier in the week including Friday, October 24.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)

64:18 - 65:4

McQ said she waited until November 26th to file a
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discrimination complaint as it was a serious action she was
reluctant to take.
65:5 - 65:15

McQ says Esplirfs memo to her of November 25, 1980 had no
bearing on her decision to file a charge of discrimination.
Its impact was one of a long accumulation of discriminations
and retaliations.

65:19 - 66:8

McQ says when she first met Gregoire in October of 1980
she had no problems with her and felt no antagonism toward
her for having received the job.

66:9 - 66:13

McQ does not know if Gregoire knew she had applied for the
job as they never discussed it.

66:14 - 66:25

McQ does not know what Gregoirefs qualifications were as
she never saw GregoireTs resume, but says from subsequent
experience would say Gregoire had very limited writing
skills.

67:1 - 67:25

McQ says her experience concerning Gregoire's writing skills
included the fact that she failed to pick up errors in
accuracy, content and typos in material McQ submitted to
her and which Gregoire returned without correction.

68:1 - 68:23

It was not McQfs practice to send copy in to Gregoire for
approval with errors, or attempt to set-up Gregoire in a
competence test, but sometimes errors happened and
Gregoire did not seem aware of the material, just rubber
stamped it.

68:24 - 69:11

McQ says the incidence of this was minimal, but that she
submitted a large amount of material to Gregoire daily
depending on McQfs deadlines and work at hand.

69:12 - 70:16

McQ says her duties changed after Gregoire arrived, in that
aside from her removal from FANFARE and addition of
KUER liaison, she had to do much more clerical work for
Gregoire and others that would have been more cost
effective if given to the messenger or secretary.

70:17 - 70:23

McQ says it would also have been cost ineffective for
Gregoire to have done clerical tasks but she would have
assumed as Gregoire "delegated most of her functions",
those would have been delegated to a secretary, messenger
or clerk or to McQ.

70:24

-

71:22

Wrapping packages or pulling material from various
department files, the latter of which was frequently
assigned to McQ, took up time she had scheduled to work on
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specifically assigned tasks like the speakers bureau.
71:23 - 72:3

McQ says as time went on Gregoire assigned her more
clerical tasks.

McQUOWN - WELLS EXAMINATION

72:4 - 73:12

Before Gregoire was hired, McQfs supervisors did not have
her pulling material from the files for them, nor did they
assign her secretarial tasks.
She did, however, do
secretarial duties on her own when there was no secretarial
help and she had a deadline to meet.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)

73:13 - 74:2

Campbell, Openshaw, Smith, Hunt and Davis never requested
McQ to type something for him nor to go to the files,

74:3 - 74:17

McQ says when Gregoire came on was; the first time she was
asked to do clerical duties, including typing someone elses
letters, lists, schedules, getting things from the files,
wrapping boxes and xeroxing. (The record shows xeroxing
was a "stage whisper" from the floor.)

74:18 - 75:19

McQ says when Gregoire came on she did not take hold of
things. McQ still worked independently and if Gregoire
made an assignment to McQ it was clerical so McQ felt she
was being used as a clerk rather than as a professional.

75:20

-

76:2

McQ distinguished between things which were her
responsibility and those which were Gregoire's by looking to
the job description.

76:3-76:14

McQ says her job description did suggest she act as assigned
by her supervisor which she did. She says she and Gregoire
were involved in the same general function which would
have been inside the area of promotion or public
information.

76:15 - 77:21

McQ did much of her own typing and filing, but she
distinguished between GregoireTs assignments which were
purely clerical work for Gregoire and those which were tasks
within her job description to which some secretarial duties
were attached, as Gregoire assigned her clerical tasks which
could have been done by the department secretary.

77:22 - 78:12

McQ says, as an example, Gregoire assigned her to type
program descriptions for underwriters which was part of the
job description of the coordinator of Educational Services,
at that time Carey Johnson ("Johnson"). McQ considered
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this as both clerical work for Johnson and as added
responsibility outside her job description.
78:13 - 78:25

McQ says that had the assignment been within her job
description ideally she would have thought up the
descriptions and had secretarial help to type them. But in
the past for similar kinds of jobs she had had to do her own
typing if there was no help.

79:1 - 79:8

McQ believes the typing of program descriptions should have
been given to Johnson as it was part of her job description.

79:9 - 80:18

Esplin's evaluation of McQ on January 29, 1981 as "marginal"
did not come as a surprise to McQ as she had indicated at
the Utah Anti-Discrimination Division conference on
January 12, 1981, which Esplin attended, that she did not
believe she would get a fair evaluation as she had filed a
discrimination complaint.

80:19-81:6

At the time the marginal review was given McQ and Esplin
discussed it. She gave him a review of herself in which she
rated herself outstanding as she disagreed with his
evaluation of her.

81:7-81:19

McQ says she was careful to pick up cues to improvement
but considering her accomplishments in various tasks a
marginal rating was inconceivable.

81:20 - 83:11

Esplin's rating did recognize some responsibilities McQ
handled well including publicity and fund drives, with which
McQ agrees.
But in the areas he listed needing
improvement, McQ did not consider herself less than
adequate or filing. She says there is room for improvement
but she didn't feel she was non-performing and tried to work
harder and faster to observe Esplinfs stipulations.

83:12 - 85:3

McQ says that R-8 is the job description for coordinator of
Publicity and Public Relations but that the paragraph giving
her responsibility for program listings and press releases
does not refer to writing program descriptions for
underwriters which was assigned to the coordinator of
editorial services. McQ says that paragraph in her job
description is discussing her press activity responsibilities,
and press material disseminated.

85:4-86:16

McQ says there was a change toward her after she filed her
charge of discrimination. She said Gregoire, in the spring of
1981, without any provocation or explanation, told her that
she, Gregoire, knew the score and McQ better "watch out."
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86:17 - 87:7

McQ says there was no prior nor subsequent incident to
explain that action; that it was an isolated incident which,
though she tried, she did not discuss with Gregoire.

87:8 - 88:12

Exhibit R-8 is McQ's job description as coordinator of
Publicity and Public Relations, Judge Wells wants to see her
prior job description as manager of Publicity and Public
Relations so they can be compared as McQ considered the
change a demotion.

McQUOWN - REDIRECT (Dishefl)
88:13 - 90:1

McQ submitted a response (P-4) to Reed's letter to her (P-3),
and a response (P-2) to Openshawfs letter to her (P-l).

90:2 - 91:2

McQ explained that the compensatory time she had
requested was for a block of time she spent cleaning out
files and doing overflow work which she had been unable to
do because of the press of other responsibilities. She had
not taken the time off before because of the press of
reoccurring deadlines, but that any compensatory time she
took off was always approved.

91:2 - 92:4

At the time of the 1980 reorganization, McQTs promotion
assistant, Sowards was moved to the position of coordinator
of Editorial Services, so not only did she no longer have an
assistant, she was on the same point in the chain of
command as her previous assistant.

92:5 - 92:9

Because she no longer had a promotion assistant, McQ was
given a greater amount of clerical duties.

92:10 - 93:1

When Gregoire became McQ's supervisor she gave McQ
responsibilities which were not part of her duties when she
was manager, such as tending to bold-faced listings which
was really an advertising function and largely clerical.

93:2 - 93:18

McQ says that the promotion conducted for the second
showing of DEADLY WINDS was completed in advance of
the showing, were effective for a proper airing and the
positive results showed nothing indicating inadequate
performance.

93:19 - 94:9

McQ says as nearly as she can tell she was responsible for a
speakers bureau from January 1980 to the time of her
termination.

94:10 - 94:20

The speakers bureau may have had nebulous form before
McQ took over but recalls nothing indicating it was in
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progress and functioning at that time, although station
officials did make speeches.
94:21 - 95:5

McQ says the clerical duties Gregoire had her do were in
addition to those she had to assume because she no longer
had a promotion assistant.

McQUOWN - RECROSS (Evans)

95:6 - 96:17

McQ says Sowards, under McQfs supervision, acted as a
troubleshooter for her regarding FANFARE and the mailing
bureau in which some of her activities were clerical,
particularly with regard to FANFARE schedule typing.

96:18 - 97:4

When McQ was relieved of FANFARE responsibility she still
dealt with printers and the mailing bureau concerning target
mailings, press material and special projects.

97:5 - 97:19

Sowards worked on things other than FANFARE as she also
worked for the managers of the Marketing Department and
Advertising Promotion, Tharp and Esplin.

McQUOWN - WELLS EXAMINATION

97:20 - 98:19

98:20 -

99:25

A great deal of Sowards1 work for McQ was involving
FANFARE but not exclusively, so when Sowards was
removed from her jurisdiction McQ had to do functions like
press kit promotional duties and other functions, some of
which McQ viewed as clerical. Also, though Sowards was
supposed to work half time for McQ she probably received
only 30% of Sowards1 time.
Evans says he intends to introduce Christensen and
Openshaw as witnesses, which is slightly different than his
pre-hearing memoranda. He will probably call Davis, Smith,
Esplin and Gregoire then Christensen when he arrives as he
has rearranged his schedule to be there and his appearance is
dependent on flight times.

GEORGE A. LOPEZ - DIRECT (Leta)

100:1 - 100:14

George A. Lopez ("Lopez"), who has been an investigator for
the Utah State Anti-Discrimination Division for three years,
resides in Sandy, Utah.

100:15-101:9

It is Lopezfs duty, as an official investigator employed by
the State through the agency, to investigate and study
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charges of employment discrimination based on age, race,
sex or national origin.
101:10 - 101:24

Lopez and other investigators receive on-the-job training by
the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
("EEOC") on case load management, charge processing, what
constitutes prima facia evidence, variance between the basis
of discrimination, investigation techniques and similar
training.

101:25 - 102:19

Investigators receive in-house training from various EEOC
personnel, job supervision and instruction by supervisors and
weekly staff meetings to review and critique cases.

102:20 - 103:10

Lopez refers to bulletins, publications, manuals and reports
in the field to stay abreast of current developments and also
does case law research.

103:11

-

103:20

103:19
-

The training
investigation.

involves

techniques

of

objective

fact

104:5

With respect to understanding legal standards the
investigators have conferences with legal counsel, attend
legal seminars and do self-study.

104:6 - 105:4

The purpose of the investigations are to determine if there
is reasonable cause to credit a charge of discrimination, but
they do not start with any presumptions concerning the
validity of the charge.

105:5 - 105:16

The charging party must verify, under oath, that what they
say is true, and a fact-finding conference is held to
determine the need to continue an investigation.

105:17 - 105:23

Unless a conflict develops the investigator who acts as the
intake officer on a complaint will remain in charge of it.

105:24 - 106:7

Investigators have no personal interest in the outcome of
cases.

106:8 - 107:16

Lopez is not sure but thinks he spoke with McQ prior to her
filing of the charge. As intake officer that day he, as he
would normally do, advised her that if she believed she has a
legitimate charge her options were to file a charge, seek
legal counsel, try to remedy the problem through an in-house
procedure if available, and advised her on statutory time
limitations.

107:17 -

108:4

Lope^s initial conversation with McQ, which was no
different than any other he would have as an intake officer,
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had nothing to do with his assignment as investigator on her
case. As the officer of the day he assisted in drafting the
complaint and so was assigned to the case.
108:5 - 108:13

Lopez had no personal interest in her complaint. He
received it by accident when an investigator she was to have
seen was out that day.

108:14 - 109:3

Lopez did the initial screening of McQ, drafted the charge,
formulated some hypothetical situations, then held a factfinding conference with both parties present. Following the
conference there was a period when no investigation was
conducted as it appeared there would be a resolution of the
situation.

109:4 - 110:6

When the possible resolution did not materialize, Lopez
continued the investigation by requesting information and
position verification from the U of U and McQ, and
interviewing and obtaining documents from people who may
have had information about the charge, a normal
procedure. Throughout there were efforts to compromise or
reach settlement.

110:7 - 111:18

As an investigator Lopez prepares reports of interviews and
summaries of documents and to observe the complainant,
her employment conditions and events surrounding the
charge. After an investigation of facts it is also one of his
official duties to make findings and draw conclusions based
on his investigation.

111:19 - 113:25

P-32 is one of Lopez's summaries prepared in the course of
his investigation. Evans objects to its admittance as hearsay
but Leta says as a Report of Findings of Public Officials it is
an exception. Wells admits Lopez's letter to Smith but not
the attached affidavits.

114:1 - 115:2

The affidavit attached to P-32, signed by Smith after
review, was prepared by Lopez in the normal course of his
official duties and accurately reflects the responses to the
questions he asked.

115:3 - 115:15

The exhibit P-32 is offered again and objected to, Wells will
only admit Lopez's letter, not the affidavits. It is not
received, as Leta declines to separate the documents.

115:16

-

116:10

Lopez says exhibits P-32, P-34 and P-35 are
contemporaneous memoranda of witness interviews which
serve as a record of what transpired in the interview
prepared in the course of his official duties as a normal part
of his investigative file.
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116:11 - 119:23

The exhibits are offered and objected to on hearsay, Leta
again brings up the exception in rule 63(15) [67(15) Utah
Rules of Evidence ?]. Wells has grave concern about an
investigator making a report of his recollection or notes
about what witnesses said a part of the official file and
having them then admitted which does not allow the
responding party the right to cross examine, Leta argues
that the rule applied as it arises out of the inherent
objectivity of government or public officials in cases of this
sort where they are performing official duties and are not
personally involved. Wells wants case authority as he does
not think the rule was meant to allow otherwise inadmissible
hearsay in because it had been reduced to a written memo,

119:24 - 121:2
(122:15 - 17)

P-36A, P-50, P-51 and P-52 are summaries of
documents Lopez obtained from the respondent and charging
party during his investigation which include information
about MeQ's history with the respondent, her job
performance and progression. Lopez prepared these to keep
pace with the information he had to .analyze, and to observe
the flow of events in a more easily observable pattern.

121:3 - 121:14

The summaries contain nothing that would not be contained
in other documents that are summarized. It is a normal part
of his duty to obtain documents and analyze them to arrive
at his findings and conclusions, so the summaries represent
LopezTs work product on the case.

121:15 - 122:20

Evans objects as hearsay, duplicative or irrelevant as the
documents speak for themselves without any necessity for
the summaries.

122:21 - 123:4

Lopez believes the information reported in the summaries is
information which has been and is available to the
respondent as information they would normally maintain in
business records.
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123:5 - 124:10

Evans objects. Wells is inclined to admit the summaries
unless Evans can show some of the information came from
an inadmissible document.

124:11 - 125:16

Lopez says the information in P-36A came from the
respondent at the request of the investigator for
particularization of the documentation KUED relied on to
select the manager. With the two resumes and the job
description, Lopez made a comparison. 36A is received.

125:17 - 126:8

Lopez says the information in P-50 came from the personnel
files of McQ, Tharp and Sack, the business records of KUED,
which he received from KUED and used to create the
comparison of progress, salaries, positions, etc.

126:9 - 128:7

Evans objects as to hearsay and duplicative documents and
that it would be improper to make information on Tharp and
Sack public without their permissions. Also, though he does
not contest accuracy, he is concerned about possible
omissions and innuendos because of what Lopez thought may
or may not be relevant. P-50 is admitted.

128:8 - 128:16

Lopez says P-51 is his summary of McQ's history with KUED
made from documents provided by the respondent.

128:17 - 130:9

Evans objects on the same grounds. Leta points out that as
respondent has the same documents, they could have made
their own summaries and are able to point out any
inaccuracies, deficiencies
or prejudices on crossexamination. P-51 is admitted.
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130:10 - 130:23

Lopez says P-52 is a synopsis of events relevant to McQfs
history with KUED and her performance record from
information from the respondent. Evans objects on the same
grounds for the record and P-52 is received.

130:24 - 131:13

P-53 is a letter from Evans which Lopez believes may have
been in response to the kind of request made by the
department for clarification on the basis for the decision
under investigation.

131:14 - 132:14

Evans objects as hearsay. Leta responds that as it is an
admission against interest by the party's authorized agent it
is an exception to the hearsay rule. It is signed by Evans
with copies to other of the respondent's officials indicating
tacit approval.

LOPEZ - VOIR DIRE (Evans)

132:15 - 133:7

Lopez identifies P-53 as a letter to John A. Medina
("Medina") but he does not know if there was a request for
the information.

133:8 - 136:3

Evans still objects as hearsay and irrelevant and to the
characterization as an admission against interest as his
understanding of the position at that time is not probative.
Leta says it is as it addresses specific issues in the dispute
and indicates the University's position. Evans knows of
nothing incorrect about the letter but says as a two page
letter it is simplistic and does not fully represent the
University's position and he does not know what innuendo
may be attributed to the letter. Wells thinks it does have
probative value and will not consider it to reflect the
University's ultimate position. P-53 is admitted.
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LOPEZ - DIRECT (Leta)
136:4 - 137:15

137:16 -

P-37 through P-49, as business records of the University are
admitted, but Evans does not waive a right to object as to
their relevancy.

138:3

After conducting his investigation, Lopez came to a
conclusion as to whether or not McQ had been discriminated
against.

138:4 - 139:6

Wells sustains Evans1 objection as to whether Lopez's opinion
can come in as he does not believe it should have any weight
one way or the other since this hearing is for Wells to decide
if there was discrimination or not.

139:7

-

141:25

Through analysis of information received from the
respondent, McQ and witnesses he spoke to, Lopez prepared
a report and summary of documents which became part of
the agency's official file as maintained in all similar cases.

142:1 - 143:6

Lopez observed a difference in the way McQ was treated in
contrast to male employees, in that the way McQ was
addressed, communicated with, her progress in position,
salary disputes versus male employees and the volume of
memos to and from McQ showed a difference in terms and
conditions of employment compared to the male employees.

143:7 - 143:15

Lopez did form an opinion as to whether McQ was or was not
discriminated against.

143:16 - 145:7

Evans objects to allowing Lopez to state his conclusion as
irrelevant and no foundation to Lopez's expertise. Leta says
he believes he is entitled to ask him his conclusion as a
person who has made an investigation, just like an accident
investigator or securities investigator as he is speaking from
a position of knowledge the Rules of Evidence he can give
his opinion on the ultimate issue. Wells wants case law but
will allow an answer subject to a motion to strike and will
strike unless Leta can give him case law. Evans moves to
strike.

145:8 - 146:7

146:8 - 146:16

Evans objects and
not believe Lopez
does not ask him
reasonable cause.

interrupts Lopez's answer, saying he does
is an expert and in he has testified his job
to answer the ultimate question only for
Wells allows Lopez to answer.

Lopez says he concluded there was reasonable cause to
believe McQ had been discriminated against. During his
investigation he also searched for legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons for McQ's different treatment.
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146:17 - 147:20

Evans has moved to strike anything that relates to Lopez's
expert opinion as irrelevant and improper as there is no
official determination in the case. Wells will take Evansf
continuing objection under advisement and will strike unless
Leta can show why not.

147:21 - 148:5

Lopez says his investigation found no legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for McQfs different treatment.

148:6 - 149:6

Evans interrupts LetaTs questions as to whether Lopez
observed anything bearing on determining discrimination
against McQ based on age for foundation and clarification.

149:7 - 150:14

Lopez says he did observe that McQ was discriminated
against on the basis of age as she was the oldest person in
the department and had more years of service as well as
being the oldest person to qualify for the manager position
and was in-house. Lopez says there was a contrast in terms
of expediency of advancement of McQ and younger
personnel.

150:15 - 150:20

Lopez said he had formed an opinion as to whether or not
McQ had been discriminated against on the basis of age.

150:21 - 152:3

Evans again interrupts with his continuing objection to
Lopez stating his opinion. Wells has trouble relating Lopez's
opinion to relevance in the hearing as if Lopez hadn't
determined there was probable cause this hearing would not
be taking place, but he could take judicial notice of Lopez's
position and whether or not he is an expert based on long
experience is not relevant to the question of if there was, in
fact, discrimination.

152:4 - 153:14

Leta is offering Lopez's testimony as an expert as probative
evidence on the ultimate issue not to preempt Wells'
authority to decide the issue.
As this is a de novo
proceeding, Leta believes Lopez's testimony is relevant and
probative and any bias, or lack of foundation or competence
should be pointed out in cross-examination. Wells will hear
the opinion subject to the motion to strike.

153:15 - 154:4

Lopez says his investigation, which also looked for, but
found no legitimate non-discriminatory reasons for McQ's
treatment, found there was reasonable cause to believe McQ
was discriminated against.

154:5

Evans objects for the record.
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154:6 - 155:6

Lopez also looked at the question of retaliation and found
that her continued probationary status, penalties and being
given memos alleging her insubordination had bearing on the
question of retaliation, but says he did not form an opinion
on the question.

155:7 - 155:17

Evans objects to Leta?s question as to whether Lopez
observed anything about McQ that would lead to a
conclusion she was incompetent.

155:18 - 157:1

Lopez found no evidence that McQ was insubordinate or had
personality problems in his attempt to find any legitimate
non-discriminatory reason for disparate treatment. Evans
objects that Leta's question is leading and without
foundation. Wells allows the question and answer.

157:2 - 157:16

Lopez identified P-54 as a copy of the final determination
he prepared, which accurately summarized his findings and
conclusions, and which was submitted by the Division in this
case.

157:17 - 158:19

Evans objects as hearsay and irrelevant and says there is no
determination as the agency di not finalize or formalize it
therefore there is no clean determination and it remains
officially unresolved.

158:20 - 159:12

Leta states the document is an accurate summary of the
witness' findings and conclusions regarding his investigation,
therefore is documentary representation of all things which
went into his conclusion, and it can be used as a basis of
cross-examination as a shorthand way of summarizing
Lopez's testimony.

159:13 - 180:10

Evans says it must be admitted provisionally depending on
Wells1 ruling as to LopezTs expertise and opinion as to
admissibility.
He still maintains LopezTs opinion is
irrelevant and the Utah law does not mean this kind of
participation though it allows an investigator as a witness.
He still objects.

160:11 - 161:15

Wells says once a determination is issued by the Department
it is not subject to reconsideration, but because of the
motions filed it was set for hearing before an examiner.
Absent case law in this jurisdiction to the contrary Wells
will not admit the determination.

161:16 - 162:3

Leta is offering it as a summary of Lopezfs testimony as to
his findings, not as the ultimate resolution.
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132:4 - 161:25

163:1 - 163:6

Wells says Lopez has already testified as to his opinion and
the way he reached his conclusion, and as he does not
believe the determination adds anything, absent case law, he
will not admit it.
Parties stipulate P-55 and P-56 are received,

LOPEZ - CROSS-EXAMINATION (Evans)
163:7 - 163:21

Lopez says when a complaint is received investigators try to
build a hypothetical assuming the allegations are true and
determine if the law has been violated.

163:22 - 165:9

Lopez says that even though they draft the complaints they
do it as desired by the complainant without coaching, not
with an eye to automatically passing review or with an eye
to making a case of whatever facts they are given. The
complaints are then analyzed to determine if, based on what
the complainant has given, there is reason to believe a
violation has occurred.

185:10 - 165:20

Lopez did not personally know McQ1 or her daughter Eloise
though he knew Eloise worked at the University of Utah
library.

165:21 - 166:5

Lopez spoke to Pat Zein, the University's equal employment
officer, during his investigation but does not know if she
made a determination on the issue.

166:6 - 167:3

Lopez spoke with both Esplin and Christensen at the factfinding conference which is for all parties to present their
positions, but had n o other discussion with Esplin during the
investigation.

167:4 - 167:12

Lopez did not interview Davis, nor was he present at the
fact-finding conference.

167:13 - 167:21

Lopez took notes at the fact-finding conference which
roughly set out the elements of the charge and responses
from both sides.

167:21

-

168:3

Lopez did not interview Gregoire; he made his
determinations regarding which people to interview based on
positions of the parties, allegations and disputed facts.

168:4 - 168:20

During the investigation Lopez spoke to McQ at least once
or twice a month.
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168:21 - 169:5

Lopez sometimes interview the supervisors of a charging
party, but not always.

169:6 - 170:4

Lopez generally would have interviewed and done extensive
screening of the complainant, but begins an investigation
with no assumptions as to an employee's violation; that is an
employer is not assumed in violation until the facts
substantiate that.

170:5 - 171:6

Lopez says during an investigation he is unbiased and tries to
gain information from both sides. The reason he spoke to
McQ frequently, and not to other parties, is that it is the
burden of proof is on the complainant and as Esplin was
represented by counsel (Evans) and other officials were
acting as representatives of the director.

171:17 - 171:22

Lopez's role is to determine the facts and he says he
rejected the University's position after review of all the
facts and information submitted to him from both sides.

171:23 - 172:15

Lopez says he made the decision on what witnesses to
interview and he interviewed witnesses who were important
to the conclusion, but doesn't know which side they
favored. He does not recall whether McQ suggested most of
those witnesses or whether he knew of them through the
respondent.

172:16 - 173:3

In reply to a query as to whether or not it was coincidental
that he interviewed none of McQ's superiors, Lopez says he
needed to get information from disinterested parties in a
position to observe McQ's position, some of whom may have
favored her and some who favored the University of Utah.

172:4 - 773:18

During the year-long investigation, Lopez spoke to McQ
roughly once or twice a month to get her response to a
position taken by the University of Utah during his analysis
of the materials submitted to him.

173:19 - 173:11

Wells says that how Lopez conducted the investigation is not
relevant to the issue as he will make his decision on
documents and testimony of the people involved.

174:12 - 175:11

Lopez's notes on P-51, created to organize his thoughts,
marked comments relative to McQ's performance history,
but he does not recall why they do not go back beyond 1978
unless it was that information was non-existent or vague.

175:12 - 176:12

Lopez says he did not find evidence of a non-discriminatory
basis such as insubordination or failure to perform for the
action taken against McQ.
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176:13 - 177:8

Lopez found some concerns by her employer that McQ did
not measure up but says they were not substantiated.

177:9 - 177:24

Lopez says Medina did not take him off the case but he
made the final determination and no longer works on it as
Medina did suggest Lopez not investigate McQ's subsequent
charge of retaliation.

LOPEZ - REDIRECT (Leta)
177:25 - 179:2

Lopez requested information from the University of Utah
through Ruby Duncan ("Duncan") the EEO officer for the
University of Utah and was provided with information on
which he relied as being accurate and a justification of their
actions.

179:3 - 179:20

Lopez says a legitimate, non-discriminatory reason is one
palatable to a reasonable individual with a continuation over
to co-workers.

179:21 - 180:4

Lopez says most cases that come into the agency are
summarily disposed of for failure to show reasonable cause.

180:5 - 180:13

Evans points out his cross-exam was conditional and was not
to waive his previous objections.

180:14 - 182:24

Leta points out that the agency's case against the University
of Utah consists of the official file and that he and McQ are
the permitted party to intervene on behalf of the agency,
therefore he asks the Judge to take notice of the file. Evans
objects to the characterization that it is the agency's case
though Leta says there was previous discussion on that point
and the statute supports it. Wells agrees to admit the file
only to the extent it consists of documents introduced and
received in evidence and memoranda of law.

182:25 - 183:5

Evans moves to dismiss on the basis of no prima facia
showing but Wells thinks a prima facia showing has been
made.

183:6 - 184:7

Evans argues that there is no evidence McQ was necessarily
qualified or performing, nor that she was replaced with
someone outside her protected class with regard to sex nor
is there particular inference.

184:8 - 184:20

Wells required Evans to put on his defense regarding age
discrimination and retaliation as there has been prima facia
showing.
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BRUCE L, CHRISTENSEN - DIRECT (Evans)
184:21 - 185:12

Christensen, who has been the president of the National
Association of Public Television Stations ("NAPTS") for 4-1/2
months, resides in Arlington, Virginia.

185:13 - 185:25

Prior to becoming president of NAPTS Christensen was
General Manager of KUED and, from September 1981, was
also director of Media Services.

185:26 - 186:11

Christensen, who first came to KUED in May of 1979, has a
bachelor's degree from the University of Utah and a master's
from Northwestern University, both in journalism.

186:12 - 186:20

From September 1970 to May 1979 Christensen was General
Manager of KBYU Radio and Television and Director of
Broadcast Services for BYU.

186:21 - 187:7

Christensen worked for one year at WGN in Chicago as a
sportswriter and at KSL radio and television for five years
as a news reporter and news producer before going to BYU.

187:8 - 187:18

Christensen first met McQ while he was at BYU so knew her
before going to KUED.

187:19 - 188:1

Christensen, through his experience, had had opportunity to
observe people working in promotion capacities, and had
opportunity to view McQ in performance of her duties.

188:2 - 188:9

Leta objects to the lack of foundation for Christensenfs
opinion of McQ?s competence and ability.

188:10 - 189:10

When Christensen arrived at KUED, McQ was working under
Smith with responsibility for magazine editorials, press
releases and press information. At that time ChristensenTs
observation of McQ's work was limited to reading copy work
in FANFARE. After Smith left McQ reported to Esplin but
continued with responsibility for FANFARE.

189:11 - 189:18

Christensen had ultimate responsibility for FANFARE but
delegated them to Smith and Esplin who gave McQ
responsibility for budgeting, finances and copy judgment.

189:19 - 190:4

Christensen has an opinion on McQ's writing skills.
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CHRISTENSEN -VOIR DIRE (Leta)
190:5 -190:12

Christensen did not establish duties for McQ, nor did he
directly supervise her.

190:13 - 191:17

Christensenfs association with McQ was primarily what he
learned through Esplin but he did meet with McQ two or
three times to talk about issues related to her job between
May of 1979 and September of 1981. They had other
employer-employee interactions but not specific meetings.

191:18 - 192:1

Christensen based his opinion of McQfs writing skill on his
review of FANFARE and her press releases.

192:2 - 192:3

Christensen says he has a good deal of formal training in
writing.

192:4

-

192:7

Leta's objection as to the lack
Christensen^ opinion is overruled.

of

foundation

for

CHRISTENSEN - DIRECT (Evans)
192:8 - 192:14

Christensen thinks McQ is a pretty good writer.

192:15 - 193:12

Christensen says his evaluation as to McQ's work habits
would be based primarily on information from her
supervisor. Leta's objection to ChristensenTs voicing his
opinion is overruled.

193:13 - 193:24

Christensen says there were concerns over McQfs ability to
manage budget, meet deadlines and "interface" with some of
the staff but her writing ability and work with the press was
as good as anything that could be done at KUED.

193:25 - 194:21

Christensen!s involvement in the department reorganization
was primarily discussing plans with Esplin and approving the
plan as it addressed their financial concerns and
responsibilities regarding FANFARE and seemed a
reasonable plan.

194:22 - 195:9

The considerations regarding FANFARE over deadlines and
keeping within budget were concerns that Christensen and
the management had over McQ who was discussed in
connection with the reorganization.

195:10 - 196:9

Christensen and Esplin had weekly meetings at the station to
discuss the reorganization, which Christensen took into
consideration when making his decision whether or not to
approve the reorganization.
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196:10 - 196:19

Christensen says the considerations regarding McQ in the
reorganization were with respect to FANFARE deadlines
and budget as McQ seemed to be saying she could not do
what was expected of her with the pressure of that
responsibility.

196:20 - 197:18

Christensen says that his actions were not an attempt to
punish McQ nor was her sex or age a consideration; rather
there was an attempt to fit her job to her skills.

197:19 - 198:1

Christensen says McQ was the only person who ever
suggested to him that her age and sex were a basis for the
reorganization.

198:2 - 198:14

Christensen says he met with Gregoire and one other woman
finalist for the position but did not meet with McQ. He was
aware she had applied for the position.

198:15 - 199:11

In ChristensenTs opinion, McQ was not qualified for the
position as she had problems meeting deadlines, dealing with
budget and people, but her age was not a factor in not hiring
her.

CHRISTENSEN -VOIR DIRE (Leta)
199:12 - 200:18

Other than interviewing two of the ultimate candidates,
Christensen had no role in the selection process. He did not
review resumes, interview anyone else or discuss with Esplin
Esplinfs motives for his selection; he only approved Esplin's
selection.

200:19 - 201:15

Wells has overruled Leta's objection to Christensenfs answers
for lack of foundation, though all Christensen did was
rubber-stamp EsplinTs choice, Wells will let his overruling
stand as the question applies only to Christensenfs motives.

CHRISTENSEN -DIRECT (Evans)
201:16 - 201:23

Christensen needed to approve the choice. Wells says
Christensen's opinion as to age and sex discrimination is in.

201:24 - 202:19

Christensen identifies R-25 as a memo he wrote to W. D.
Peterson ("Peterson") concerning an incident when Gregoire
asked McQ to schedule a performance review but it did not
take place, in Gregoire's opinion, because McQ was avoiding
it and had been insubordinate in disobeying Gregoire.
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202:20 - 203:13

Gregoire discussed the incident with Esplin and based on
that particular instance recommended that McQ be
terminated. Peterson gave the information he obtained
from Esplin to Christensen and said Esplin had said the
insubordination was not sufficient for termination but
needed some disciplinary action.

203:14 - 204:2

Christensen says the recommendation was not binding as to
whether or not McQ was terminated but says he explained
the situation to Esplin concerning friction between Gregoire
and McQ. Esplin said the decision was Christensen!s but
Esplin did not feel it warranted termination.

204:3 - 204:12

Christensen does not know why he worded his memo to say
the University required McQ "not be terminated at this
time", as it does not accurately reflect his communication
with "Fred Peterson" [Esplin? or W. D. Peterson?].

204:13 - 205:1

Christensen says the memo does not reflect what he
understood but does not know why he used the word
"require".

205:2 - 205:15

Christensen did not understand the advise not to terminate
over this instance as being unique to McQ.

205:16 - 206:8

Christensen says Fred Peterson [Esplin? or W. D. Peterson?]
recommended the evaluation process be completed then if
any action was to be taken it would be disciplinary rather
than termination.
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McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT DIGEST
Thursday May 20, 1982
3:1 - 5:19

Leta, for the record, says the plaintiff has reserved the
question of attorney's fees and damages. Wells wants
attorney's fees to come in^ by affidavit, but evidence on
damages need come in only if there is something unusual
other than reinstatement and back pay. In the event Wells
determines in favor of the charging party a further hearing
could be held on amount and if necessary on attorneys1 fees.

5:20 - 7:11

Leta has case law allowing determinations of administrative
agencies to be admissible in a trial de novo which would not
be objectionable even if based on some hearsay, so the
determination in this case is admissible.

7:12 - 8:9

Leta presents statutory and case law showing Lopez could
express an opinion on the ultimate issue in dispute.

8:10 - 9:16

Well's position is that the probable cause finding is not an
agency determination. As there would be no hearing without
the probable cause, it does no good to bring in the
investigator to say there is probable cause as that is already
known. He will reserve judgment and allow Evans to submit
rebuttal cases.

OAKLEY GORDON - DIRECT (Evans)
9:17 - 9:24

Gordon is a 2/3-time dean of the U of U's Division of
Continuing Education and a full-time faculty member of the
Psychology Department.

9:25 - 10:13

Gordon graduated from the U in 1953 and has since held
various teaching and administrative positions there.

10:14 - 11:14

When Gordon took over as dean of the Division of Continuing
Education in 1973, a reorganization of the university
administration put him in charge of the radio and television
services.

11:15 - 11:25

In 1975 Gordon was still in that capacity relative to KUED
and Campbell reported directly to him.

12:1 - 12:25

At that time CampbeU left KUED and had discussed his
decision and KUED responsibilities with Gordon. (R-41 is
Campbell's letter of resignation to Gordon.)
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12:26

-

14:1

Gordon says Campbell resigned because of funding
problems. Gordon could not deliver what Campbell wanted
in the way of funds so he accepted the resignation.

14:2 - 14:16

Gordon personally received R-41 in the normal course of his
responsibilities over KUED and it was kept in Gordon's files
until the time KUED no longer reported to him.

14:17 - 15:23

Leta objects to the exhibit as hearsay as it was not offered
at a time he could cross-examine Campbell on it.

15:24 - 17:20

Evans says Campbell's testimony had innuendo as to age
discrimination and he is trying to rebut that. Wells does not
believe any problems Campbell perceived as to his age have
relevance in this case, and denies admission of R-41.

MILTON L. DAVIS - DIRECT (Evans)

17:21 - 18:6

Davis has been acting director of Media Services and general
manager of KUED and KUER since January 1982. Prior to
that time he was the associate director of Media Services.

18:7 - 18:16

As general manager of the station Davis was responsible for
seeing the employees and station functioned within the U of
U policies. As associate director he was the director/KUED
liaison.

18:17 - 19:3

Davis began work at KUED in April 1966 and continued to
have responsibilities relative to KUED including being the
acting director and manager when Campbell resigned in
1975.

19:4 - 20:5

Davis, who had known McQ from KSL, discussed the KUED
employees, including McQ, with Campbell at KUED two or
three times a week preceding Campbell's resignation.

20:6 - 22:2

Leta objects to Davis relating the conversation concerning
McQ as hearsay. Evans claims it is res gestae and whether
it is true or not is not being discussed. Wells says it would
be proper if for purposes of impeaching something Campbell
said or for trying to show Davis' state of mind, but not to
show something McQ did or did not do.

22:3 - 23:4

Evans says he is offering it to show state of mind of
administrators, not for the truth of what was said. Wells
will allow the answer for the purpose of showing Davis? state
of mind.
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23:5 - 23:11

Davis says Campbell told him three or four people at the
station should have been "gotten rid of;" one of them was
McQ.

23:12 - 23:19

Following that time Davis was McQ!s immediate supervisor,
and at times there was another level between Davis and
McQ.

23:20 - 24:22

Davis says over his eighteen month tenure, initially McQ
responded to the program director, Openshaw, then because
of difficulties between McQ and Openshaw, she answered to
Davis for six months. Another change had her answering to
Hunt, the production manager.

24:23 - 25:15

Davis, while he was her supervisor, formed the opinion that
McQ was able to do the work but took too long and worked
excess hours to accomplish a job and she could not respond
effectively to other people at the station. Davis says there
were no matters in McQ's performance that were up to the
standard he required.

25:16 - 26:2

Davis continued to have some supervisory responsibilities at
KUED as the associate director over Media Services. At
that time Reed was general manager of the station.

26:3 - 26:17

As associate director, Davis1 only input into the October
1980 reorganization and the hiring of Gregoire was to review
and advise approval or disapproval

26:18 - 27:17

In January 1982, Davis, as acting director of media services,
and general manager, reviewed and approved Esplin's
recommendation that McQ be termination because he felt
McQ had had ample opportunity to demonstrate her ability
and she was not able to come up to the level of expectation.

27:18 - 29:16

Davis knew McQ had filed a charge with the Antidiscrimination Division but says it was not a consideration in his
decision, nor was her sex or age (Davis is 49.)

DAVE - CROSS (Leta)
29:17 - 30:19

Davis says his principal area of responsibility at KUED in
day-to-day operations up to 1975 when he became acting
director were in engineering and operation as production was
a separate department. In the sense that he was involved in
engineering his responsibility was statewide, as was the
station, therefore he says promotion and publicity was one
of his areas of responsibility.
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30:20 - 31:6

During the six months he was directly supervising McQ he
was also supervising the other five managers in the station.

31:7 -• 31:13

Davis says during that period the station continued to grow
and prosper in its public image due to McQfs and other's
efforts,

31:14 - 32:4

Davis says that McQ had a workload she should have been
able to handle, as it was not more than others at the station,
and that she asked to have her workload diminished.

2:5 - 33:15

Davis says he did not consider McQ to be a superior
employee. The performance review, P-7, of McQ under
supervision of Smith rated McQ superior, and as part of his
responsibility Davis reviewed and signed that evaluation.

33:16 - 33:25

Davis says he agreed with Smith's right to evaluate McQ
that way.

34:1 - 34:18

Davis says he never voiced any objection to Smith's opinion
as expressed in his recommendation letter, P-8.

34:19 - 35:11

Davis was aware that McQ received a promotion to Manager
of Publicity and Public Relations under Smith but he never
overruled or tried to overturn the recommendation, as he
says his style is to allow a manager to do his job the best
way he knows how and, as Smith was new, he needed an
opportunity to prove himself.

35:12 - 36:1

Davis says he did establish job duties for McQ and they went
over her job description many times.

36:2 - 37:25

Wells, concerned over the conflicts in testimony and
evidence in the documents, invokes the exclusionary rule on
his own motion, and asks that all people except counsel,
Esplin, McQ and her daughter leave the room while Davis
finishes his testimony. Evans' objection, on the grounds that
witnesses were not excluded during the plaintiffs case, is
noted but overruled.

38:1 - 38:14

Davis says that McQ did work autonomously doing things no
one else at the station did as she was the only one doing PR
work.

38:15-39:10

Davis says McQ didn't meet schedules and deadlines, worked
long hours and required compensatory time off. He says
that though there were many deadlines to meet McQ did not
meet them in a consistent manner.
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39:11 - 39:23

39:24

-

Davis claims McQ did not get along well with the people she
worked with, as he had complaints from the newspapers on
late materials and from her supervisor for pushing him too
hard and demanding things he could not accomplish.

40:25

Davis says McQ's interpersonal relationships suffered
because she could not get along with Openshaw and he had
feedback from the press concerning her, but he also says
overall McQ was congenial and had a good relationship with
the press.

41:1 - 41:13

Davis says Campbell also recommended Openshaw and Max
Forte be gotten rid of, but he felt everyone should have a
chance to prove themselves under him and, while Openshaw
has not done his job as well as he could, Max Forte is no
longer employed at the station.

41:14 - 41:19

Davis participated in McQ's termination in January 1982 to
the extent that he reviewed and approved it as she did not
meet the job requirements.

41:20 - 43:16

Davis' opinion that McQ did not meet the requirements was
based on the opinions of Reed, Christensen and Esplin from
reports and employee evaluations and his own experience
supervising McQ in 1978, but denies that he approved her
termination for behavior he observed in 1978.

43:17 - 44:10

Davis says Esplin's was the final opinion but the others were
involved. He denies giving more weight to Esplin's opinion,
saying Christensen's and Reed's opinions had equal weight
with Esplin's.

44:11 - 45:2

Davis says the specific requirements McQ was not meeting
were working well with her supervisor and meeting most of
her deadlines, which information he got from her immediate
supervisor.

45:3 - 46:19

Davis says he told McQ to limit her work to eight hours as
she couldn't continue to take compensatory time because
there was no was to "structure her job so excess time off
could be taken."

45:20 - 45:25

Davis says it is not true that an infinite amount of time
could be spent on promotion and publicity without
completing the task.

46:1 - 46:9

Davis believes it is an employee's right to express her
opinions, even if different from her supervisor's without fear
of retaliation.
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46:10 - 46:22

Davis says McQ, and probably several others, requested
support help when he was McQTs immediate superior, but
there wasn't enough money.

DAVE - REDIRECT (Evans)
46:23 - 47:10

Davis says he reviewed roughly 35 to 50 performance
reviews as general manager but never failed to approve one
if the supervisor had signed it.

47:11 - 47:19

Davis said McQ, while working autonomously, did have
guidelines and responsibilities to fix a schedule to meet the
workload.

47:20 - 48:9

After 1978 Davis did continue to receive input regarding
KUED and its management at meetings with all Media
Service managers, including Reed, held once or twice
monthly.

48:10 - 49:5

In addition he received letters and memos concerning
problems with discipline, management changes, and
reorganization policies and procedures. The meetings and
these letters and memos were his only source of information
on KUED operations.

49:6 - 49:25

Davis says there were staff meeting discussions or copies of
letters which referred to McQ. LetaTs objection as to the
nature of that information is sustained, with Evans1
agreem ent.

50:1 - 50:18

Davis says issues involving a change in McQTs position or
workload were brought before the staff meetings by the
general manager.
Leta's objection as to the lack of
foundation for what was said is sustained.

50:19 - 50:23

Davis does not recall specific statements relative to McQ at
the staff meetings.

50:24 - 51:19

Davis says McQ expressed opinions to him, both verbal and
written, while he was her direct supervisor. He says most
were cordial but a few times they were angry; however, her
expression of opinions did not offend him or make him think
less highly of McQ.

DAVIS - RECROSS (Leta)
51:20 - 52:13

Davis says he acquired his knowledge about the job
requirements for Promotion and Public Relations from
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working in the broadcast industry since 1949 and from a
position he held as director of Customer Relations where he
was responsible for product promotion.
52:14 -

52:24

Davis says as a manager of people since 1955 the
expectations of people's responsibility and their job
opportunity and responsibility are clear and this also is a
basis of his ability to formulate an opinion as to the nature
and extent of duties in Publicity and Public Relations.

52:25 - 53:12

Davis agrees that in order to formulate an opinion as to
whether or not someone is doing their job well, it must first
be known what they ought to be doing.

DAVES - WELLS EXAMINATION

53:13 - 54:19

When Campbell resigned in the fall of 1975 Davis became
acting director of Radio and Television Services and general
manager of KUED. For the first six months after that McQ
answered directly to Openshaw, for approximately the
second six months directly to Davis and for about another
six months she answered to the production manager, Hunt.

54:20 - 55:3

At the end of those eighteen months Reed was hired as
General Manager, Smith was hired to head the new
Development Department, and Davis became associate
director of Media Services.

55:4 - 55:7

At that time, Reed supervised Smith and Davis was an
advisory person, not a supervisor.

55:18 - 55:25

When Reed left after eighteen months, Davis again became
acting general manager.

56:1 - 56:8

During the six months he was again acting general manager,
Davis supervised the Development Director, not McQ
directly.

56:9 - 56:20

Christensen was hired at the end of those six months and
Davis again held an advisory position until January of 1982.

56:21 - 57:3

Davis says McQ was let go around January 1982 almost
simultaneously with his becoming acting director of Media
Services and general manager of KUED.

57:4 - 57:11

For two years immediately prior to the decision to let McQ
go, Davis had no supervisory capacity over her.
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57:12 - 57:21

Davis confirms it is his management style to allow people
under him to run their own departments so, even though he
thought McQ to be substandard, he allowed the superior
evaluation to go through.

57:22 - 58:5

Davis says he discussed his opinion of McQ and his reasons
for that opinion with Smith before, during and after the
superior evaluation but Smith still rated her superior.

58:6 - 58:16

Davis says Smith was, during that time, in a better position
than he was to rate McQ's day-to-day performance; and as
such Smith's opinion should have more weight for that
period, but Davis' more when he was McQ's direct
supervisor.

58:17 - 59:3

Davis says when he came back in 'January of 1982 his
decision to terminate McQ on Esplin's recommendation was
not an example of his management style to honor Esplin's
decisions, rather because it was his perception that even
though McQ's job had been reduced in requirements over the
years she was still unable to do it.

58:4 - 59:7

Davis says it is not helping an employee to "perceive they
are doing the job well, and not terminate them because they
are not doing the job well."

59:8 - 59:22

Wells says it appears inconsistent to him to say McQ is doing
a bad job and should be terminated and yet allow managers
to put superior ratings in her file, promote her and give her
additional responsibility.

59:23 - 60:17

Davis explains that Smith was a new employee and
department manager and Davis believes in allowing people
an opportunity to succeed, as was done with McQ, by
reducing her workload.
As Smith had changed the
department job structure, he may have perceived McQ to be
a superior employee. Davis says it is inappropriate to
second-guess someone who has first-hand information.

DAVE - FURTHER REDIRECT (Evans)
60:18 - 61:2

Davis says, regarding Smith's evaluation, that he hoped, as
he always had, that McQ would succeed.

BAVB - WELLS EXAMINATION
61:3 - 61:14

Smith was McQ's supervisor for about fourteen months,
according to Davis. McQ interjects that Smith came in
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April of 1978 and left in August of 1979.
61:15 - 61:25

Davis says it is correct that he had contact directly or
indirectly as McQfs supervisor since 1975 and that Campbell
had said he should have fired her, but it was four years later
that McQ received the superior rating.

62:1 - 62:11

Thirty days after the superior rating and after Davis
discussed his feeling about McQ with Smith, Smith promoted
her and gave a glowing report of her as an employee. Davis
says at that point he was "pleased that she was perhaps
going to be successful."

62:12 - 62:18

Shortly after that Davis left as manager with the thought,
based on Smith's recommendation, that McQ was being
"fairly successful."

62:19 - 62:25

From the time he left until he returned and was presented
with her termination for approval, he had no direct
supervision over McQ.

63:1-63:12

It was Esplirfs responsibility to fire. Though Davis could
have superceded that recommendation, he had no inclination
to do so.

DAVE - FURTHER REDIRECT (Evans)
63:13-63:25

Davis says that when he left he continued to have input into
the station in the form of staff meetings and memos
indicating McQ's performance so he "was not cold," or
without background when he returned to the station in
January 1982.

64:1 - 64:18

Davis says it is correct that his role was upper-level
approval of a lower-level management decision usually left
to the lower level.

BRUCE L. CHRISTENSEN - DIRECT (Evans)
(Re: Proceedings ending of 5/19/92 portion of which was read back)
64:19-65:16

Christensen says that he understood the advice given by the
U of U Personnel Department to be an advisory
recommendation but their final decision was to follow that
recommendation and apply disciplinary action rather than
termination.
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65:17 - 65:24

Christensen says that decided on disciplinary action as they
wanted to be fair and take time to try to resolve the
difficulty between McQ and her supervisor.

65:25 - 66:19

Christensen says the U of U policy concerning progressive
discipline is to see that employees have a fair opportunity to
respond when employment difficulties arise, that there are
ways to resolve grievances between supervisors and
employees, and it sets out the termination conditions.

66:20 - 67:5

Christensen says he thought they had followed the policies
as he understood them, but when they were told they had
not, they decided not to terminate McQ.

67:6 - 67:13

When they decided not to terminate they worked toward
reconciliation of differences.

67:14 - 67:20

Christensen believes he did have authority to terminate but
does not know if the U of U would have overruled him.

67:21 - 68:9

Christensen says he had no intention to see that McQ failed;
rather they tried to resolve differences and match McQTs job
to her skills to help her succeed.

68:10 - 68:18

Christensen says McQ's age, sex and discrimination charge
against KUED had no bearing on his determination.

68:19 - 69:14

Christensen, who was still at KUED in January of 1982, says
he was in the process of leaving and the termination
discussions were between Esplin and Davis. Christensen did,
however, approve the termination as it appeared every
attempt at resolution had been made but the supervisor still
felt job expectations were not being met.

69:15 -

70:2

Christensen perceived that the decision required his
approval but says McQ's age, sex and discrimination charge
had no bearing relative to his decision.

CHKISTENSEN - CROSS (Leta)
70:3 - 70:11

Christensen agrees that in R-25 he was recommending
termination of McQ's job but the U of U told him the
recommendation, under the circumstances, was too harsh.

70:12 - 70:25

Christensen says that between May L979 when he arrived at
the U of U and January 1981 when he left, he never had
direct supervision of McQ and all the primary information on
which he based his opinion of her competence came from
others, mainly Esplin, with whom he met regularly.
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71:1 - 71:6

Christensen knew Gregoire was McQ's immediate supervisor
in June 1981 but had no regular meetings with Gregoire.

71:7 - 71:14

Christensen had management meetings once weekly with
Esplin, Openshaw, Ray Hutchinson, Alyson Beecher and
Larry Smith.

71:15 - 72:5

Christensen knew Esplin as an employee as well as a
person. They met at a national convention in November of
1977 or 1978 before Christensen came to work at the U of
U, but had no affiliation in Salt Lake City before Esplin was
employed.

72:6 - 72:19

Christensen says he told Esplin the position of director of
Marketing at KUED was open but does not recall telling him
it would be a good idea to apply. He is sure he told others of
the position as well.

72:20 - 73:7

Christensen says he also encouraged Alyson Beecher, the
Promotion Director, to apply and that hers and Esplin's
positions were the only ones that reported to him that
"turned over" while he was there.

73:8 - 73:21

Christensen says that during the time Esplin was director of
Marketing and he was general manager, they were friends
who socialized on occasion and were members of the same
church but not the same ward.

73:22 - 74:13

Christensen agrees that his recommendation to terminate
was based primarily on conversations with Esplin. As he
considered Esplin's opinion highly, had Esplin recommended
McQ not be terminated he would have approved that
recommendation.
Essentially his decision was an
affirmation of whatever Esplin wished to do regarding McQ.

74:14 - 75:5

Christensen spoke to Esplin about McQ and received memos
from both Esplin and McQ from time to time, and was
copied on several memos and reports prepared by McQ
during her employment.

75:6 - 76:17

There were other employees who were under Christensen's
chain of command as being subordinate to Esplin, including
Sack, Gregoire, Tharp, Sowards, and Brent Budd ("Budd"), as
well as others on Sowards1 level like secretarial support
staff.

76:18 - 77:6

Before Christensen came to KUED in May 1979 he had met
McQ and knew what her responsibilities were but had not
seen her work nor paid attention to that so he had formed no
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opinion of her or her work performance, nor had he formed
one prior to September 1979 when Esplin was hired.
77:7 - 77:10

Christensen says when Esplin was hired Sack and Tharp were
involved in the hiring process.

77:11 - 77:20

Christensen says he does not remember talking to Esplin
specifically about individuals, their assignments or duties.

72:21 - 79:3

Christensen says he had not formed an opinion as to the
competence of Sack, a male employee, or Tharp, a female
employee, both younger than McQ, prior to September
1979. Christensen does not know how old Sack or Tharp
were but believes Sack was in his mid-to-late-twenties and
Tharp in her early thirties.

79:4 - 80:1

At the time Christensen came to KUED Tharp, Sack and
McQ were at the same level of managerial responsibility in
the Marketing Department and Sowards was subordinate to
the positions of McQ and Tharp. Exhibit P-9 shows the
relative positions of Sack, McQ, Tharp and Sowards.

80:2 - 80:7

Christensen says that was the situation and he had not
formulated an opinion as to individual competence prior to
the time Esplin was hired.

80:8 - 80:22

After Esplin was hired he did not have any immediate
involvement with supervision of the Marketing Department
managers, nor did he form an opinion as to their competence
prior to January 1980. It was probably in January when
Esplin brought his annual reviews to Christensen and they
discussed concerns at that point.

80:23 - 81:10

Christensen says he has had ten years experience as station
general manager, as what he would hope a quality manager,
during which time they conducted many reviews and
evaluations.

81:11 - 81:25

Christensen identifies P-10, P-37 and P-39 as performance
reviews of Marketing Department managers of which McQfs
and Tharp's bear his initials; Sack's does not.

82:1 - 82:13

Christensen says the evaluations were all prepared by Esplin
and his review of all evaluations was; customary. His initials
signify that he had reviewed the evaluation and may have
discussed his concerns before the review was filed.

82:14 - 82:21

Christensen says if he disagreed with any recommendations
it would not necessarily be customary for his comments to
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appear on the recommendation and there would probably be
no record of his disagreement.
82:22 - 83:6

Christensen doesn't know why his initials don't appear on
Sack's evaluation, it is not necessarily unusual that his
initials appear on evaluations of the female managers and
not on that of the male manager as there may be other
things that went into the file that he reviewed but did not
initial.

83:7 - 83:12

Christensen does not remember when he talked with Esplin
about these particular evaluations or if he agreed with them.

83:13 - 84:8

Christensen says these three managers were evaluated at
the same level, that is, each reported to Esplin, but he would
not say they were all performing the same way as the
documents speak for themselves.

84:9 - 86:9

Evans objects to Leta's question as to whether the three
were doing a comparable level of work. Wells clarifies the
thrust of the question to be whether or not all were
performing their jobs adequately, as there will always be
areas for improvement or there was any discussion or a
perception by Christensen that someone's performance was
substandard.

86:10 - 86:20

Christensen says the evaluations are what he would expect.
For all employees they outline areas the employee is doing
well in, areas for improvement, and how the supervisor
would help, so he would always expect to see something in
the improvements section.

86:21 - 87:25

Based on the evaluations, Christensen would say all three
were doing their jobs in a fairly normal way, and none of
them were doing exemplary, superior work without flaws, so
he guesses they were all performing about equally.

88:1 - 88:16

Christensen says it was probably not customary, but not
unusual for him to receive reports about employees
concerning expectations, goals and objectives, and in some
cases problems would come up in manager's meetings about
which he asked to be kept informed.

88:17 - 89:1

Christensen identifies P-ll is a memo, of which he received
a copy, prepared by Esplin respecting expectations of McQ.
He may have also received one for Sack but doesn't believes
so for Tharp.

89:2 - 90:5

Christensen says he was not surprised that McQ was being
placed on probation in March of 1980 even though the
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performance review of January 1980 placed her as basically
the same as Tharp and Sack, and did not recommend
probation for any employee.
90:6 - 90:11

Christensen says he was not surprised because between
January and March Esplin had brought additional concerns
about McQ's performance to his attention.

90:12 - 90:14

Christensen did not participate in preparation of the memo.

90:15 - 91:1

Christensen says Esplin had similar concerns about Tharp
and Sack but didnft feel they were as strong as with McQ so
he did not recommend probation for anyone but McQ.

91:2 - 91:13

Christensen says, without access to Sack's and TharpTs files,
he does not remember if he received similar memos
outlining specific things that must be accomplished to
correct their performance, but such memos might exist.

91:14 - 91:25

Christensen says he supposes Esplin did not feel McQ, Sack
and Tharp were performing equally.

92:1 - 92:12

Christensen's conversations with Esplin between January and
March of 1980, concerning McQfs performance, took place in
his office or Esplin's office.
They also discussed
performance of other employees in the Marketing
Department.

92:13 - 93:1

Christensen says the concerns about McQ were about
meeting deadlines, her feeling she had more responsibilities
and not enough support, financial management of
FANFARE, and McQfs unresponsiveness or unwillingness to
recognize those concerns she could do something about.

93:2 - 93:17

Christensen does not recall specific dates or issues but
thinks there were, between December 1979 and April 1980,
two or three times when FANFARE deadlines were not
met.

93:18

-

93:21

Christensen cannot give a specific instance when
promotional material did not get promoted or circulated on
time.

CHRISTENSEN - WELLS EXAMINATION

93:22 - 94:25

Christensen says that FANFARE is published monthly and
recalls that in the five-month period it was late two or tree
times, but it isn!t only the final deadline that is measured
against. There are a number of deadlines where there were
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"slippages" and those caused a build-up of pressure on other
parties, like the presses, to make up lost time.
CHRISTENSEN - CROSS (Leta)
95:1 - 95:24

Christensen agrees there are hundreds of small deadlines to
be met in publishing FANFARE, but there are two or three
"benchmark deadlines" which must be met. He also agrees
that there are many deadlines for which someone other than
McQ would be responsible. If a deadline was missed it could
have been the result of circumstances.

95:25 - 96:9

Christensen does feel that as a manager it was her ultimate
responsibility to work with the deadlines and see that
material came in. It is Christensen's impression, from
conversations with Esplin and with McQ, that McQ felt she
did not have the responsibility to meet those deadlines.

96:10 - 97:4

Christensen says there was a lot of work to do and that both
McQ and Sack requested and received support help. He says
that a secretary was hired for McQ and it appears she
already had the assistance of Sowards when she requested
support help.

97:5 - 97:14

Christensen and Esplin discussed McQ's performance as it
affected management of funds and deadlines for FANFARE.

97:15-98:1
98:2 - 98:24

98:25

-

Christensen says Esplin had worked for PBS in promotion.
Christensen says that Esplin did not say McQ wouldnrt do
things he asked, just that she did not do things he asked and
he felt his requests were not attended to.

99:8

Christensen says Esplin's concerns about Sack were
explained to Sack but he does not know if Sack has a letter
in his file similar to that written to McQ on March 31, 1980.

99:9 - 99:16

Christensen continued to receive memoranda concerning
McQfs performance from McQ and Esplin after McQ was
placed on probation.

99:17 - 100:24

Christensen says McQ did tell him she was being treated
unfairly compared to the other department managers.

100:25 - 101:13

Christensen says after his conversations with Esplin, Esplin
chose to modify xMcQ's job rather than terminate her.

101:14 - 103:1

Christensen says P-16 shows McQ had lived up to Esplin's
expectations and met his demands from the March
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memoranda; therefore,
increase.

he approved McQ's 11% salary

103:2 - 103:21

Christensen says P-22 accurately reflects the department
structure following the reorganization which shows that
Sack remained as manager of Fund Raising Services.

103:22 - 105:10

At the time of the reorganization, Tharp had already left
the station so McQ and Sack were the only remaining
managers in that area.

105:11 - 105:22

By the time the reorganization took place in September
1980, McQ had already completed her probationary period,
complied with the March demands, and was still a manager.
Sack was in the same situation.

106:23 - 107:3

Christensen says the reorganization was to keep better
control over the budget and agrees it would have been
logical to promote McQ to the advertising manager position
in the same way Sack was appointed a manager under the
reorganization.

107:4 - 108:5

Christensen says the position of manager of Advertising and
Public Relations was advertised and McQ was demoted to a
coordinator on the same lever as her previous subordinate,
Sowards.

108:6 - 109:8

Christens says the reorganization attempted to place McQ in
a position to handle those things she did well. Although he
says McQ was a good writer and handled editorial work on
FANFARE adequately, the reorganization placed Sowards in
charge
of editorial services of FANFARE.
o^
L

109:9 - 109:24

Christensen denies the action, which he would consider a
demotion, was an effort to force McQuown to leave KUED.

109:25 - 110:22

Christensen was aware McQuown had applied for the
manager's position, but says he didnTt believe she would be
given serious consideration and, based on his knowledge, he
would not have hired her.

110:23 - 111:17

Christensen says he does not think McQuown was qualified
but says he doesn't know if Esplin had decided prior to
selection for the job that he would not hire McQuown.

111:18 - 112:6

Christensen agrees that P-40 shows EsplinTs opinion to be
that McQuown was qualified for the manager's position.

112:7 - 112:22

Christensen denies that, through his conversations with
Esplin, he knew Esplin did not like McQuown and would not
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hire her for the position but says he knew Esplin was not
satisfied with her performance.
112:23 - 114:12

The reorganization did not reduce the number of KUED
employees and the duties of advertising and publicity
remained the same, but Gregoirefs salary was in excess of
that paid Tharp, who left before the reorganization, and
Sowards may have received a raise with her promotion.

114:13 - 115:17

Christensen says the reorganization did not cut costs in
employee salaries, that it was an effort to handle money
internally more efficiently to cut external expenses such as
cost overruns on FANFARE.

115:18 - 115:24

Christensen agrees that those changes could have been made
under the existing structure but they opted to demote
McQuown and create a new position rather than change
other things to cut costs.

115:25 - 116:5

Christensen and Esplin continued to meet weekly to discuss
employee performance.

116:6 - 116:25

Christensen says he and Esplin spoke about Gregoire's
performance and, though some negative reports were made,
Gregoire was never disciplined, suspended, placed on
probation or given a warning letter.

117:1 - 117:7

Christensen says his role did not involve mediating between
McQuown and Gregoire.

117:8 - 117:13

Christensen looked at Gregoire's resume and information she
had before she was hired.

117:14 - 118:10

Christensen did not speak with McQuown about her job
performance prior to June 1981, while Gregoire was her
supervisor, but had a meeting with Esplin and Gregoire
where Gregoire recommended McQuown's job be terminated.

118:11 - 118:24

Christensen agrees that in June of 1981, McQuown was
performing well, having met with the March expectation; in
September, 1980 a reorganization demoted McQuown, and in
October 1980 Gregoire was hired. Then, after not much
contact with Gregoire or McQuown, in late spring 1981, he
had a conversation with Esplin and Gregoire when they
recommend McQuown be terminated.

118:25 - 120:2

On the strength of that conversation, Christensen wrote a
letter dated June 25, 1981 (R-25) saying that McQuownfs
performance was below expected competence and that she
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was insubordinate, based on Esplirfs and Gregoire's opinion,
not his experience with McQuown.
120:3 - 121:7

Christensen says whether or not McQuown was insubordinate
depends on how it is defined and that Gregoire had placed
McQuown on probation for continually failing to perform.

121:8 - 121:25

Christensen says his June 1981 letter was based not on his
observations, but on what he was told. He says his approval
of the January 1982 recommendation to fire McQuown was
also based on information obtained from others, as on his
own he would not have had enough information to know.

122:1 - 123:13

Christensen identifies P-57 as McQuownfs weekly activity
reports required by Gregoire, of which he received copies.
He knows of no other employees who were required to make
similar reports.

CHRISTENSEN - REDIRECT (Evans)
123:14 - 124:18

After Esplin was hired, he, Openshaw, Alyson Beecher, Ray
Hutchinson and Larry Smith reported to Christensen.
Christensen discussed employee problems, some of which
were as serious as McQ's, with the other managers, but
Christensen says his actions were no different in those cases
than in McQfs case.

124:19 - 125:7

Christensen says he and Esplin discussed concerns on the
performance of Sack, Tharp and Budd in a similar fashion to
McQ.

125:8 - 125:16
125:17 -

McQ, not Esplin, felt McQ did not have enough support help.

126:10

Christensen says McQ missed key deadlines regarding
promotion as well as missing deadlines which had a
cumulative effect. Christensen says an ultimate deadline
was missed and FANFARE was late getting to homes.

126:11 - 126:22

Christensen says he did not view Esplin's observation that
McQuown did things her own way as criticism.

126:23 - 127:12

Christensen says neither Sack's nor SowardTs change in jobs
was a promotion although Sowards was given new
responsibility and additional compensation.

127:13 - 127:21

Christensen reviews the organizational chart and says
Sowards was promoted.
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CHRISTENSEN - RECROSS (Leta)
127:22 - 128:16

Campbell says his impression is that FANFARE was never
late after itfs responsibility went to Sowards and Gregoire.

CHRISTENSEN - WELLS EXAMINATION
128:7 - 129:3

Christensen says the reorganization was to have a more
efficiently managed structure by putting promotion,
advertising and editorial work under one person. Before she
left, Tharp was asked if she was interested in heading that,
but refused. Christensen does not know if McQ was asked.

129:4 - 129:14

Tharp left and the two manager positions (hers and McQ's)
were consolidated.

129:15 - 130:3

Esplin made the decision to advertise the combined position
as a new job; a higher level job over a bigger department
which, though on the same organizational chart line, paid
more than the position held by Sack.

130:4 - 130:11

Christensen says his presumption of McQfs performance is
based on information given to him by others.

CHRISTENSEN - FURTHER REDIRECT (Evans)
130:12 - 133:9

Campbell agrees that throughout the entire time his opinion
of iMcQ and his decisions were based on information from
others. Absent input from Esplin, he would not have had
enough information to make a decision on firing McQ.
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McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT
Friday, May 21, 1982
LYNNE FOULGER - DIRECT (Leta)
3:1 - 4:3

Lynne Foulger ("Foulger"), who lives in Bountiful, Utah, has
been the personnel manager for Xerox for four years.

4:4 - 4:23

Foulger, who has custody of company personnel records,
identifies P-58, P-59 and P-61 as true and accurate copies of
personnel records maintained by Xerox as normal business
records.

FOULGER - CROSS (Evans)
4:24 - 5:11

Foulger says every employee file does not contain the same
records.

FOULGER - REDIRECT (Leta)
5:12 - 7:11

Foulger says the exhibits presented do not constitute the
entire file of Gregoire. Wells has the remainder of the
documents copied from the file Foulger has brought with
her.

LAWRENCE S. SMITH - DIRECT (Evans)
7:12 - 8:3

L. Smith, who has a bachelor's degree in finance from the U
of U, has been KUEDfs business manager for four and a half
years beginning in December 1977.

8:4 - 9:8

L. Smith worked at Continental Bank from his graduation
until November 1977 where his final position entailed
supervisory responsibility and charge of everything outside
the loan department, except direct budgetary responsibility,
at the main branch.

9:9 - 10:12

At KUED, L. Smith has charge of the budget and financial
reports and is custodian of KUED employee personnel files
which contain payroll records, resumes, and any significant
memos.

10:13 - 10:21

Separate files are kept on each job opened in which all
resumes, flow charts and items concerned with that job are
maintained.
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10:21 - 11:20

Each person's file contains his resume and any of his job
applications as well as a computerized sheet showing race,
sex, age and any other affirmative action information.

11:21 - 12:10

L. Smith identifies R-42 as McQ!s 1971 application for a
receptionist job at KUED.

12:11 - 13:7

L. Smith has know McQ since he started work at KUED but
rarely had direct dealings with her until he attempted to
"mediate a reconciliation" when she filed suit about October
of 1980.

13:8 - 14:1

L. Smith identifies R-2 as his memo to Christensen giving
his opinion that the comp time McQ asked for was not
authorized and should be counted as vacation time.

14:2 - 15:2

L. Smith says a non-exempt employee gets overtime or comp
time for time worked in excess of forty hours a week while
an exempt employee works enough hours to satisfy job
requirements and does not get overtime or comp time.

15:3 - 15:14

L. Smith has made himself familiar with the U of U policies
as he is assigned to coordinate and interpret them for
KUED.

15:15 - 16:9

L. Smith has written only two other memos regarding comp
time during his tenure at KUED because he thought there
was a potential problem.

16:20 - 17:11

L. Smith says McQ had other comp time problems with her
supervisors in that she asked for a lot of time off.

17:12 - 17:25

L. Smith says he wrote that memo to clarify "what was
going on" when her comp time was allowed to go through.

18:1 - 18:23

Other memos regarding McQ's comp time came from her
supervisors Reed who was in his mid-forties and Smith who
was in his mid-thirties.

18:24 - 19:25

L. Smith identifies R-12 as his memo to McQ regarding a
purchase made where proper procedures were not followed,
as no prior requisition form or purchaser order was filled
out.

20:1 - 20:17

L. Smith says the problem with regard to McQ had occurred
before but he and McQ did not discuss it.

20:18 - 22:2

He says there were a "large amount" of bills without proper
paperwork from "that area" and he wrote memos concerning
the problem to Esplin, Sowards and McQ, but says it was not
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clear with which person the problem originated, nor was
there any response to his memo.
22:3 - 22:12

L. Smith says when an employee is placed on probation it is
customary for him to receive, and place in the personnel
file, memoranda to that effect.

22:13 - 24:9

In the last four years L. Smith says four men and three
women, Ray Hutchinson, Brent Budd, Fay Miller, Ramona
Lidel, Ken Jones, Dave Devey, Randy Reed and McQ, have
been placed on probation. Of these, only McQ was over
forty and only McQ and Ray Hutchinson were placed on
probation by Esplin.

24:10 - 24:16

L. Smith was consulted about some ideas during the
reorganization by Esplin, but was otherwise not involved.

24:17 - 25:18

Other than coordinating paperwork with personnel, and
determining that U of U policies had been fulfilled, L. Smith
was not involved in GregoireTs hiring, but says he does not
believe the U of U policy regarding internal promotion was
violated by not hiring McQ.

25:19 - 27:6

Leta objects to Evan's question as to the meaning of the
policy. After discussion, Evans withdraws the question.

27:7 - 27:21

As far as L. Smith is aware, that promotion policy was not
raised as an issue when Gregoire was. hired over McQ.

27:22 - 29:5

When the department was reorganized the U of U, as
standard procedure, was asked to reevaluate the positions of
McQ, Sowards and Baierschmidt with regard to pay
guidelines and classifications.

29:6 - 30:15

The reevaluation left McQ's position as 3E (third level,
exempt) moved Sowards up to 3E and Baierschmidts as 3E2
or 2E. There was a change in McQ's job classification, which
is just a different title and assignments, but no change in her
rate of pay.

30:16 - 32:7

L. Smith says after McQ
Lopez which gave him the
volunteered to mediate a
of ten weeks he met with
sessions.

32:8 - 32:22

L. Smith identifies P-l as a March 1976 memo contained in
McQ's personnel file from Openshaw to McQ expressing
Openshaw's and Davis1 concerns.
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filed suit he was interviewed by
feeling that it would drag on so he
reconciliation. During the course
McQ for about six one or two hour

32:23 - 33:22

L. Smith identifies P-2 as McQfs response to Openshaw's
memo also contained in her personnel file.

33:23 - 34:16

L. Smith identifies P-20 as McQ's resume and P-42 as her
application for her original job at KUED.

L. SMITH - CROSS (Leta)
34:17 - 35:20

L. Smith says most of his time is spent dealing with KUED
budget and finances. He does not normally get involved in
employee performance or evaluation except as to those who
work directly for him.

35:21 - 38:5

Prior to becoming a position-not-in-effect in the summer of
1981, L. Smith thinks the Director of Marketing position was
classed 6E, as were the directorships of Production,
Programming, Engineering and Marketing and the business
manager, with salaries ranging from $21,000 to $28,000. Of
these, Alyson Beecher, the director of Production was a
woman.

38:6 - 38:16

The directors reported to the station manager, Christensen,
who reported to Dennis Peterson, the Director of Media
Services, and Milt Davis, the associate director.

38:17 - 41:3

L. Smith says a salary controversy arose in 1979 after Sack
was hired in April or May of 1979 in a job on the same level
as that of Tharp and McQ but at a higher rate of pay. When
required raises were given in July, Tharp raised the question
of the inequity as Sack, a new employee, was being paid
more. Tharp and McQ were given back dated raises to
correct the inequity, but McQ's salary was still below that of
both Tharp and Sack.

41:4-42:3

L. Smith had responsibility for the overall KUED budget but
each department was given an amount of money and a
specific budget to adhere to controlled by the department
director. He would have had no direct contact with McQ
insofar as allocating any budget for FANFARE to her.

42:4 - 42:24

L. Smith says he signed off to give McQ comp time , though
his P-2 memo expressed his opinion that it should not have
been granted, because McQ's previous supervisor (before
Esplin) had authorized it.

42:25 - 43:22

L. Smith says exempt employees are normally supervisory,
management or specialized. They do report either their
time on a daily basis, or how many vacation or sick days
taken.
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:23 - 45:4

Comp time is allowed to exempt employees who have
worked an inordinate amount of hours in a pay period,
usually during a special event, but it is a discretionary
matter with the supervisor, as a supervisor may feel an
employee is putting in long hours but not fulfilling the job
requirement.

45:6 - 45:21

Other employees, as well as McQ, requested and received
approved comp time as it was not unusual for an exempt
employee to request comp time.

45:22 - 46:23

L. Smith says his memo R-12 was a reminder, not a
reprimand, that there was a problem with submitting
appropriate requisition paper work, but it was not a problem
unique to McQ.

46:24 - 49:16

L. Smith says there were other instances when the proper
request for requisition forms were not completed in the
department but he could not attribute them to any
particular person in the department.

47:17 - 48:10

L. Smith says Fay Miller, another female employee, was the
only other person fired after having been placed on
probation; most of the others resigned.

48:11 - 49:2

Following the reorganization Gregoire's and Sack's positions
were rated 5E. Sack's could have been either 4E or 3E, the
same as McQTs and Tharp's designation, before the
reorganization.

49:3 - 50:16

The numbers and letters signify salary ranges which can be
paid in a particular position depending upon length of service
and merit raises; however, training for a 5E is generally
higher than a 4E or 3E and responsibility in a position is
taken into consideration for classification.

50:17 - 51:8

L. Smith says the reorganization saved money in that they
were able to put more energy into development service
which raised more money, so they spent more but the return
was greater.

51:9 - 52:4

After the reorganization there continued to be problems
with requisition forms, not unique to a particular person, but
McQ was still an offender though, after her removal from
FANFARE, she did not have much need to make requisition
requests.

52:5 - 53:24

L. Smith felt he, rather than Esplin, was the logical person
to act as mediator because he worked in the personnel area
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and the controversy involved Esplin. He says he found both
McQ and the administration very unflexible.
53:25 - 55:18

L. Smith identifies P-32 as a cover letter he received from
Lopez and a letter and affidavit which he, L. Smith, had
signed which, at that time, were true and accurate responses
based on his knowledge.

55:19 - 57:3

L. Smith identifies P-63 as a memo he sent to McQ
regarding compensation for seminars which is something
that is a normal part of his business duties.

L. SMITH - REDIRECT (Evans)

57:4 - 58:4

L. Smith says at the time of Tharp's adjustment in salary,
he, Esplin and Christensen agreed to also raise McQTs salary,
which was lower than Tharp's for part of this time, to place
them on the exact same plane.

58:5 - 58:14

Hunt fired Fay Miller for failure to report for work. Esplin
had nothing to do with that firing.

58:15 - 59:20

L. Smith spoke twice with Lopez, who seemed to him
uncooperative and not objective toward McQ. He says he
attached the letter to the affidavit Lopez sent him because
the affidavit misinterpreted or included things he did not say
and left out things which would not support McQfs case.

L. SMITH - RECROSS (Leta)

59:21 - 60:4

L. Smith says when the salaries were adjusted Tharp said she
should be paid the same as Sack but didn't say it was because
of sex.

60:5-60:10

McQ had longer tenure at the station than Tharp.

L. SMITH - WELLS EXAMINATION

60:11 - 61:9

L. Smith says under the previous job descriptions the
managers of Publicity, Advertising and Fund Raising were
paid the same, but the University had given the Fund Raising
a higher "E" rating because of budget and personnel
responsibilities.

61:10 - 62:13

The reorganization raised all the positions one level and
merged the publicity and public relations positions so there
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were two comparable and equal second-level managers
rather than three.
63:14 - 63:12

Sowards and Baiersehmidt were on the same "Et! level as
McQ after the reorganization, but Sowards was paid more
than Baiersehmidt,

63:13 - 63:25

In the reorganization, Sowards and Baiersehmidt were moved
up, McQ remained the same, Sack was moved, up, and
Gregoire was brought in at the same level as Sack.

JEANNINE GREGOIRE - DIRECT (Evans)
64:1 - 64:15

Gregoire has been employed as the director of Advertising
and Public Information at KUED for one and one-half years,

64:16 - 64:21

Gregoire identifies R-9 as her application for employment at
KUED submitted October 9, 1980,

64:22 -

65:2

Gregoire received a B.S. in English Literature
Westminster College in 1972.

from

65:3 - 65:8

Gregoire had 3 years television experience at Channel 4 in
Salt Lake City and one year at KPIX in San Francisco.

65:9 - 68:12

From April 1976 to June 1978 Gregoire was employed at
Channel 4 television. For one year she was public service
director and assistant promotion manager where her duties
included scheduling public service interviews, writing copy
and press releases, ordering art, and creating and
coordinating station social activities. She also assisted her
supervisor, Mike Snarr ("Snarr") in budget planning and
promotion strategy and coordinated with Traffic and
Engineering to make sure things were orchestrated properly.

68:13 - 70:11

In 1977 Gregoire was promoted to Snarr's position as
promotion manager which she held for two years, under
General Manager Hack Woolley. She supervised two other
people and was responsible for her budget of about
$120,000.00, major station campaigns and determining trade
media strategy.

70:12 - 72:11

Gregoire took a position for one year as assistant creative
services director/audience promotion manager at KPIX in
San Francisco in June 1978. She was responsible for
conceptualizing, producing and directing station on-air
promotion and mass news campaigns. She supervised three
people in coordination with her supervisor Dick Newton, and
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was responsible for a portion of the budget under Newton's
auspices.
72:12 - 73:9

Gregoire left KPIX to return to Salt Lake City. Her only
other experience with radio or television was some radio
experience while she was at Channel 4.

73:10 - 73:25

Gregoire, who was hired at KUED December 4, 1980, does
not recall if she met McQ when she was interviewing but did
meet her on the fourth.

74:1 - 75:1

During her first two or three weeks Gregoire had daily
contact with people in her area, including McQ whose
manner she describes as "condescending and patronizing."

75:2 - 76:10

Gregoire says she met with Esplin in his office in early
January 1981 to ask him about what she saw as a problem or
conflict with McQ as she felt there was no warm-up period
or problem in associating with everyone else.

76:11 - 76:25

Gregoire says in the first month there were instances when
McQ was vague about projects or McQ gave her the
impression she had never asked a question or had a
conversation with McQ concerning specific situations.

77:1 - 78:23

Gregoire says it wasnTt until she spoke to Esplin that she
knew McQ had applied for the position she received, but says
she had heard about the discrimination suit "through the
grapevine" a few days before. Esplin explained the nature of
the suit to her at that meeting.

78:24 - 79:20

The fact that McQ had filed a discrimination suit had no
bearing on her attitude or motivation toward McQ, as she
had once filed a sex discrimination suit herself.

79:21 - 81:21

Gregoire identifies R-16 as a memo she wrote concerning
the Big Bird Coloring Contest. She says she assigned McQ to
work with J.C. Penneys to coordinate the project, but at a
staff meeting eight days later she says McQ was vague over
what had been done and says she did not know what Gregoire
was talking about.

81:22 - 82:9

Gregoire says she wrote R-17 at the time she asked McQ to
check with sales and development people to see if they had
enough copies of FANFARE.
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GREGOIRE -VOIR DIRE (Leta)
82:10 - 84:18

Gregoire says the notations below the line were made on a
Xerox copy of the memo offered as R-17 after the time she
knew McQ had filed a discrimination charge and that an
investigation was being conducted. She also says R-16 and
other memos prepared after January 1981 were made during
the period of time she knew an investigation was ongoing.

84:19 - 86:11

Gregoire did have a conversation, or several conversations
during weekly staff meetings, with Esplin about McQfs
performance and attitude prior to the time R-16 and R-17
were prepared.

86:12-87:4

Gregoire says in a conversation with Esplin he told her if she
was having problems to note and document them.

87:5 - 87:12

Gregoire says she began writing the memos after she
discovered McQ had filed a discrimination charge.

87:13 - 87:24

Leta objects to admitting the documents as they appear to
have been prepared to justify or create a position with
respect to litigation, not as business records in the ordinary
course. Wells believes that goes to weight and R-16 and R17 are admitted.

GREGOIRE - DIRECT (Evans)
87:25 - 88:21

Gregoire met twice weekly with Esplin; once just she and
Esplin and once with the entire department staff. At the
meetings they discussed employee problems and projects and
station events.

88:22 - 89:15

Gregoire does not remember discussing any other employees
with Esplin, but did discuss some problems getting what she
needed from the Art Department personnel who were under
Esplin's supervision.

89:16 - 90:13

Gregoire supervised McQ, Sowards and the department
secretary but McQ was the only one she had problems with.
All four of them also reported to Esplin.

90:14 - 91:12

Gregoire says she did
relationship with McQ
end of December, nor
"watch out" after
discrimination suit.
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not discuss McQTs attitude or their
prior to meeting with Esplin at the
did she confront McQ or tell her to
discovering McQ had filed the

GREGOIRE - VOIR DIRE (Leta)
91:13 - 94:14

Gregoire identifies R-18 as a memo she wrote when McQ did
not follow her instructions regarding distribution of
FANFARE. She says she had a general feeling McQ was not
following her instructions and she prepared memos on what
she had asked McQ to do then later noted whether or not it
was done, but McQ was the only one for which the procedure
was necessary.

GREGOIRE - DIRECT (Evans)
94:15 - 95:4

Gregoire says prior to writing R-18 she was concerned about
whether or not McQ would follow her instructions as others,
such as on the Big Bird Coloring Contest, had been treated
in a vague manner.

95:5 - 95:16

Gregoire says she wrote the memos, which necessitated
extra work for her, to be sure McQ understood the directions
she gave to her.

95:17 - 97:16

Gregoire identifies R-19 as a memo she wrote for the file
concerning an ad she asked McQ to find which McQ said she
could not locate so Gregoire found it herself. She does not
remember if she put the instruction in writing for McQ or
just asked her to do it, nor if she discussed it with McQ at
the time.

97:17 - 99:25

Gregoire identifies R-20 and R-21 as memos she wrote about
McQ for her file on two press releases she asked McQ to do
that were not done but doesn't know if she told McQ she was
unhappy over the situation.

100:1 - 102:22

Gregoire identifies R-22 as a memo she wrote because the
program schedules were not out by their monthly deadline of
the eighth. She says McQ told her it was Sowards job but
Sowards said it had always been McQ's responsibility.
Gregoire told McQ it was her responsibility and to get the
schedules out, but did not discuss the responsibility question
further.

102:23 - 103:3

Gregoire says the schedules are a preliminary part of getting
information together for the FANFARE program schedule.

103:4 - 104:13

Gregoire identifies R-24 as a performance review she filled
out on McQ at the end of May or first part of June, but was
unable to discuss with McQ personally as McQ made herself
unavailable by taking vacation, being sick, and being out of
the office for a day.
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GREGOIRE -VOIR DIRE (Leta)
104:14 - 105:14

Gregoire identifies R-23 as one of three personal memos she
put in McQfs box, then realizes it is a memo she prepared for
Esplin which was not given to McQ.

GREGOIRE - DIRECT (Evans)
105:16 - 108:6

Gregoire says she was to have a performance review with
McQ on Friday, June 5th but McQ called in sick on the
fourth and fifth and "made herself unavailable" the following
Monday. Gregoire considered that to be a deliberate act, as
McQ was not generally out for an entire day and was only in
the office for twenty minutes at lunchtime, a time McQ was
usually out, when Gregoire was not there. When Gregoire
found McQ typing in her office at 10:00 that night Gregoire
did not consider it to be a good time to discuss the review.

108:7 - 109:6

Gregoire's comments relative to McQ going over her head to
obtain funds to attend the Broadcasters Association
Conference are stricken as hearsay.

109:7

-

110:3

Gregoire identifies R-23 as her memo to Esplin
recommending McQ be terminated which she, Esplin and
Christensen discussed immediately following her memo.

110:4 - 111:14

Gregoire identifies R-26 as a document she wrote after McQ
was given a day's suspension following GregoireTs
termination recommendation. She felt McQ should have
been terminated for any of several reasons she listed.

111:15 - 113:22

Gregoire identifies R-27, R-28, R-29, R-30, R-31 and R-32,
as documents she wrote, saying the information given is
true, and that she talked about R-27, that is McQfs
suspension day, with McQ in L. SmithTs office with him
present.

113:23 - 114:12

Gregoire identifies P-27 as a document she wrote and one
McQ wrote to her in reply.

114:13 -

115:23

Gregoire identifies R-33 as a document she wrote
concerning an incident when McQ asked Gregoire not to
treat her condescendingly which Gregoire says was without
provocation and that they did not discuss it at that time.

115:24

116:24

Gregoire identifies R-34 as a request for program
descriptions for underwriters which Gregoire understood to
be part of McQfs job description, though McQ had not done
them previously, which McQ did not do for some time after
GregoireTs request.

-
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116:25 - 118:1

Gregoire identifies R-35 as a memo from the station
manager to her about purchase orders with her notes at the
bottom about those particular orders which were supposed to
be done by McQ but were not. Gregoire says she had
previously discussed the problem with McQ, but had not
written previous memoranda on the matter.

118:2 - 118:23

Gregoire identifies R-36 as a document dealing with things
she asked McQ to do that McQ felt were not her job. R-36
is received subject to a motion to strike because of Esplirfs
part of the document.

118:24 - 120:5

Gregoire said the business association she and McQ had was
unacceptable to her though she had tried to make it work by
personal discussions with McQ as well as the memoranda,
and being available to talk to McQ at any time.

120:6 - 121:10

Gregoire identifies R-37, R-38 and R-39 as documents she
wrote whose contents are correct.

121:11 - 122:6

Gregoire identifies R-40 as her termination memo to McQ
dated January 12, 1982. She says she discussed events
leading up to that action with McQ but not the final
termination.

122:7 - 123:14

McQfs position was filled by Brenda Rogers, a part-time
employee, who, Gregoire says, is doing 2/3rd of the work
McQ did as a full-time employee.

123:15 - 124:21

Gregoire said she placed McQ on probation and terminated
her because McQ was not discharging her duties as Gregoire
required and was insubordinate and incompetent.

124:22 - 125:14

Gregoire says her actions toward McQ were not influenced
by McQ's sex, age or discrimination suit.

125:15 - 126:5

Gregoire says she does her own typing and filing and never
assigned clerical work to McQ.

126:6 - 126:25

Gregoire says she never assigned McQ work outside her job
description.
Though McQ said program description,
underwriting press releases and bold faced listings not
related to FANFARE were not in her job description
Gregoire says they are and the person now in that position
does them.

127:1 - 127:12

Gregoire supervised a woman older than herself at KPIX in
San Francisco.
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127:13 - 128:10

Gregoire is currently writing memoranda, similar to those
she wrote on McQ, about Randy Reed, a graphic artist about
her age of thirty-three, whose work she feels is not
measuring up.

128:11 - 128:21

Gregoire went through this documentation process with a
printer at Channel 4, prior to the time she noticed problems,
which finally lead to the printer's dismissal.

128:22 - 129:4

Gregoire says the documentation process is the proper way
to handle problems with employees; she does not do it for
employees with whom she has no problems.

129:5 - 129:24

Gregoire wrote the memos on McQ only because she felt
there was a problem and unless her performance improved
the problem would get worse.

129:25 - 131:19

Gregoire worked for Xerox in sales for a year and a half
after her return from San Francisco. Her supervisor Chris
Kepus ("Kepus"), put her on probation from September 1 to
October 7, 1980 because she hadnTt fulfilled her monthly
order quota but she says that was not an unusual occurrence.

131:20 - 132:5

Gregoire, who left Xerox in November 1980, says it did not
have to do with her probation, but that unless a sales
person's equipment was installed there was no pay and for
six months they had been having trouble getting equipment.

132:6-132:19

Gregoire wanted PBS experience so she applied at KUED but
did not attach her Xerox recommendation letter to her
application as she was still working at Xerox.

GREGCttRE - CROSS (Leta)
132:20 - 134:8

Gregoire says she found her position in San Francisco
interesting and exciting as it was the kind of work she liked
doing and was good at. She did not look for similar work
upon return to Salt Lake City as she had been previously
offered a sales position at Xerox and wanted that sort of
background.

134:9 - 135:18

Gregoire was told about the opening at KUED by two
personal friends, Sue Wetmore at TV Guide and Joyce
Ramsey, in October of 1980. Prior to that time she had not
looked for or applied for positions outside Xerox.

135:19 - 136:17

Gregoire says no one besides her two friends referred her to
he position at KUED, but agrees that the application she
prepared (P-9) says Esplin referred her.
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136:17 - 138:13

Gregoire says she put Esplin's name there because a friend
who also applied for the position told her he was the person
to talk to. She called him and set up an interview, before
she filled out the application and he told her she had to go to
the U of U and fill out an application,

138:14 - 139:9

Gregoire said she had no other meetings with Esplin but the
one when they discussed her background, what the job would
entail and the application procedure. They did not discuss
her chances of success or the other applicants.

139:10 - 139:20

Gregoire says she did not know Esplin had the final decision
on the job but she put his name as a reference on her
application because she had just spoken to him and he told
her to fill out an application at personnel.

139:20 - 140:19

Gregoire says her only broadcast experience was at Channel
4 and KPIX where she was a manager or director at both
stations. Her graduation from Westminster was not with any
particular academic honors.

140:20 - 141:13

Gregoire's application specifically asked that Xerox not be
contacted because she was still working there and did not
want Xerox to know she was looking as they did not want to
accept her resignation.

141:14 - 146:25

Before leaving Xerox Gregoire was on probation and had had
an evaluation conducted by Chris Kemp for the first six
months of 1980, in which his overall evaluation rating was an
unsatisfactory performance of two out of possible five.
Gregoire says whatever is on the evaluation is what her
supervisor said, including that her strengths lie in the areas
of maturity, intelligence and personality but she was missing
initiative, desire and intensity and, on a comparison with her
peers, her best was average with many significant
unsatisfactory areas.

(143:21 - 144:25)

Gregoire signed the evaluation even though she disagreed
with it and did not find the disagreements substantial enough
to warrant her making comments on the evaluation as she
says she knew there were orders coming in which would
make him feel better than what he had written on the
evaluation.

147:1 - 147:3

Gregoire says that evaluation in July 1980 was not the
reason she did not want KUED to contact Xerox.

147:4 - 147:10

The letters of recommendation attached to GregoireTs
application were solicited by her.
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147:11 - 148:4

After her initial chat with Esplin and submission of her
application, Gregoire again spoke with Esplin in his office
concerning her background and what was necessary for the
job.

148:5 - 148:19

Esplin said she met the minimum qualifications but gave her
no indication of her comparative ranking among the
applicants,

148:20 - 150:1

Gregoire had three interviews with Esplin but doesn't recall
the dates, though the third one may have been in October at
which time he may have told her she "would be the applicant
for the job" but it could have been more talk about
background.

150:2 - 150:12

Gregoire also submitted some reels of promotion spots she
produced after she asked Esplin if he wanted them and he
told her to bring them in.

150:13 - 151:8

Gregoire says Esplin told her either over the phone or in his
office that she had been selected for the position but that
they discussed the rate of pay all three times she spoke to
him.

151:9 - 151:22

Gregoire agrees that each station has different ways of
doing things and these unique ways must be discovered
before an effective job can be done.

151:23 - 152:4

When Gregoire came to KUED no one held the position she
applied for which was a new, consolidated position.

152:5 - 153:8

Gregoire had not had a position exactly like that at KUED
and was trained by discussing with other people their jobs
and what was expected and getting suggestions from Esplin,
Sowards and Kathy Idsvoog. She may have asked McQ some
questions but does not recall.

153:9 - 154:4

Gregoire, aware that she was McQ's supervisor, says she
asked McQ what she was* doing and what she expected. She
also asked Sowards and McQ what the other was expected to
do and what she had been doing and spoke to Esplin about
their jobs.

154:5 - 154:17

Gregoire, in December of 1980 when she was hired, said she
had serious concerns about McQ then as she seemed vague
during their discussions and she did not think McQ's manner
toward her was appropriate.
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154:18 - 155:24

Gregoire knew McQ had been doing public relations for a
long time and had developed contacts and a method for
performing her duties. She says McQ ignored her orders
about doing things but in December she did not attempt to
change what McQ was doing.

155:25 - 156:12

Gregoire says prior to January 1981 when she went to Esplin,
he had not expressed to Gregoire any opinion on MeQ's
performance.

156:13 -

157:12

Gregoire, who maintained separate files for all her
employees where she put memoranda noting problems and
things an employee did well, but does not remember if there
were any prepared on McQ before February 1981.

157:13 - 159:9

Gregoire says she had been preparing memos on McQ "all
along" but it was not until a couple of months prior to trial
that she went through the file and pulled out all the memos
she thought would be germane to documenting McQTs poor
performance.

159:10 - 159:17

Gregoire says she didnTt pull out things praising McQ as she
thinks there was only one concerning McQ's good job on the
Doomsayers premier.

159:18 - 160:8

Gregoire says she did not have memos on McQ prior to
February 1981 because she knew there was a problem but
not how serious it was going to be until she had observed
McQ for a couple of months.

160:9 - 161:21

Gregoire knew Esplin evaluated McQ in January 1981
because Gregoire had not been her supervisor long enough to
have an accurate opinion. She can't remember if Esplin
discussed this marginal evaluation with her, though she
thinks he probably did.

161:22 - 163:10

Gregoire says at the meeting she had with Esplin in January
1981 they discussed probation for McQ and thinks they
discussed what would come after probation if her
performance did not improve.

163:11 - 163:20

Gregoire says as Esplin did the January evaluation probation
for McQ was up to him, but she cannot recall if McQ was put
on probation then.

163:21 - 164:1

Gregoire guesses it was almost immediately after that she
began preparing the memos on McQ.

164:2 -

164:22

Gregoire says she was interested in creating a good
impression with Esplin and she knew his impression of McQ
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by the end of January and that McQ had filed a
discrimination charge which related to the position Gregoire
held.
164:23 - 165:7

Gregoire, who had been involved in an EEOC charge herself,
says she doesn't remember exactly what occurred to
prosecute that charge*

165:8 - 166:11

Gregoire says when she found out McQ had made a charge of
discrimination she was not concerned about losing her
position to McQ as she did not think McQ had a reasonable
claim. Had she thought McQ had a reasonable claim she
would have been concerned for her job.

166:12 - 167:2

Gregoire says the Big Bird Coloring Contest did take place
and that McQ probably did the promotion under her close
supervision.

167:3 - 168:1

Gregoire does not remember when the contest took place
but was concerned because between the time Gregoire asked
McQ to do it and the staff meeting eight days later McQ
told her she did not know what had been done on it.

168:2 - 168:25

Gregoire says she asked McQ to be sure the staff had the
copies of FANFARE they needed before the left overs were
disbursed but McQ sent them to colleges and schools without
waiting.

169:1 - 169:25

Gregoire says she left the two notes for McQ regarding
FANFARE either on her desk or in her mailbox but is not
sure if she spoke to McQ about it.

170:1 - 171:12

Gregoire says it was her custom to leave McQ notes on her
desk or mailbox and agrees that McQfs duties were such that
she would be out of her office or away from her desk from
time to time.

171:13 - 172:8

Gregoire says she cannot remember ever giving McQ clerical
duties. She does not consider finding the ad noted in R-19 to
be clerical nor was it something she asked McQ to do
routinely as part of her normal work assignment.

172:9 - 174:5

Gregoire says that she expected McQ to do a press release
on Alyson Beecher and have it to her in draft within a week
of the March assignment. She says it was not extremely
important that it be done right away but it should have been
done as one of McQ's duties.
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174:6 - 174:14

Gregoire says it took her a month to discover that it had not
been done because of slothfulness of her part, which
happened occasionally,

174:15 - 175:24

Gregoire says the responsibility for getting out the schedules
was McQ's before she arrived and during the time she was
there, so she was surprised when McQ said it was Sowarcfs
responsibility. Gregoire believed Sowards when she denied
the responsibility was hers. Gregoire told McQ to do it,
after which there were no further problems.

175:25 - 176:6

Gregoire says it was not generally the case that after she
had talked to McQ and told her what to do, McQ did it.

176:7 - 176:23

Gregoire says, m besides the five incidents noted in her
memos, McQ ha'd other substantial duties in the department
and if there had been other things McQ was not doing there
should have been a memo to that effect.

176:24 - 177:12

Gregoire says the reason she did not discover there were
things McQ was supposed to have done but did not do until
after McQ left is that McQ led her to believe she was doing
them.

177:13 -

178:6

Gregoire's letter of June 17, 1981 suggesting McQ's
termination listed as grounds the incidents noted on her
memos [Big Bird Contest, FANFARE distribution, finding an
ad, preparing a press release, and doing a schedule, a by-pass
of her authority and supposed reluctance to meet for an
evaluation.

178:7 - 178:25

Gregoire feels even a couple of these things would warrant
termination, but is aware that others at the U of U felt it
was too harsh and her suggestion was denied.

179:1 - 179:15

Gregoire was aware that L. Smith had told McQ how to
obtain training funds and going to him was within the line of
command, but says L. Smith told McQ to check with
Gregoire.

179:16 - 180:11

McQ did go to the June 3 training session in New York and
the station paid only the registration fee, but paid all of
Gregoire's expenses as the station representative.

180:12 - 181:7

Gregoire
spring of
not sure
prepared

says McQ may not have been on probation in the
1981; she put McQ on probation in June 1981, but is
whether or not McQ was on probation when she
the June evaluation.
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181:8 - 181:15

Gregoire says when an employee is on probation evaluations
are conducted every six months but McQ was not on
probation when she conducted the June evaluation.

181:16-181:23

Gregoire says McQ had an evaluation with Esplin in January
and thinks the reason another was done in six months is that
Gregoire was a new supervisor for McQ.

181:24 - 182:9

Gregoire says it may have been out of the ordinary in the
department to conduct six-month evaluations and can't
remember if she evaluated anyone but McQ in June 1981.

182:10 - 183:9

Gregoire says it is her "gut feeling" that McQ was feigning
illness on June 4th and 5th so she would not have to meet
Gregoire for an evaluation on June 5th, but did not base
disciplinary action on that incident.

183:10 - 183:21

Gregoire says that when she told McQ to meet with her on
Friday June 5, probably on the second or third, she knew
McQ was scheduled for vacation beginning Tuesday, June 9.

183:22 - 184:21

Gregoire does not believe the reason McQ did not meet with
her Monday the eighth was that after being sick that she had
many things to do before she could leave on Tuesday,
because she left numerous messages with the receptionist
for McQ to contact her but McQ came into the station for
only about 20 minutes after calling and finding Gregoire was
at lunch.

184:22 - 185:25

Gregoire assumes McQ was working that day and says McQ
was in her office typing when Gregoire came into the station
at 10:00 that night, but she was in no attitude to conduct a
performance review so she put the review in McQ's mailbox.

186:1 - 187:1

Gregoire identifies P-57 as the weekly written reports of
progress and assignments which Gregoire required McQ to
submit between June and December 1981. Gregoire agrees
the reports were in addition to regular duties and submitted
on a timely basis for her review.

187:2 - 187:15

Gregoire says she thought the reports fairly represented
what McQ was doing which were the same things she did
before June 1981 when she was not doing weekly reports.

187:16 - 188:14

Gregoire says she distrusted McQ>fs honesty when McQ
missed a day because she missed her flight and could not get
another out of San Francisco as she had checked to see if
the excuse was valid by calling three airlines who said "they
had plenty of flights available," but she did ask if all open
seats had been reserved.
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188:15 - 188:20

Gregoire says R-32 is a memo of July 21, 1981 which
reiterates basically those things in her termination letter of
June 17, 1981.

188:21 - 189:12

Gregoire says McQ only did a couple of the program
descriptions after Gregoire created it as new work assigned
to McQ.

189:13 - 189:24

Gregoire says from time to time she, Sowards and basically
everyone fails to fill out requisition requests so McQ's
failure to do so was consistent.

189:25 - 190:6

Gregoire does not think she put memos in any other
employee's files for failure to fill out requisition requests.

190:7 - 190:23

Gregoire says McQ replied to her memos with explanatory
memos of her own but they did not change GregoireTs
opinion.

190:24 - 192:7

Gregoire says she placed McQ on probation and fired her
because she was insubordinate to Gregoire, but primarily
because she thought McQ was incompetent in her job
performance.

192:8 - 193:1

Brenda Rogers ("Rogers"), the part time employee hired to
fill McQTs position is about thirty-one, is paid $7,000 yearly
and has a background in sale's promotion with Charlotte
Ford in New York City.

GREGOIRE - WELLS EXAMINATION

193:2 - 193:22

Gregoire, who went over job descriptions with Esplin,
understood that FANFARE was no longer McQTs
responsibility. She says the schedules referred to in R-22
were a necessary portion of FANFARE but were distributed
to members of the press and others.

193:24 - 194:8

Gregoire says as McQ should not have understood her
removal from FANFARE to mean the schedules were not her
responsibility as she had been doing them up until the time
Gregoire arrived, though she may still have been doing
FANFARE at that point.

194:9 - 195:25

Gregoire says she checked to see if the airlines had flights
on Monday then wrote R-28 on Tuesday, June 30. The memo
reads that Gregoire was surprised McQ could not get a flight
but does not say Gregoire had checked and found there were
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available flights, though Gregoire says that is what she
would translate it to mean.
196:1 - 197:11

Gregoire says there were no other employees doing weekly
reports. She did not question McQ when she was there as
she saw no reason to doubt McQ was doing what was
reported, but she has since been told that, in at least the
instance of giving screenings to one of the television editors,
McQ had not done what she said she had.

197:12 - 198:12

Gregoire said the day she perceives McQ purposely avoided
seeing her, she wanted to discuss the performance review,
but was not in the mood to discuss why McQ hadn't gotten
back to her on the evaluation at 10:00 at night.

198:13 - 199:1

Gregoire says she wanted a full-time person and the only
reason McQ was replaced with a part-time person was
budget restrictions.

199:2 - 199:22

Evans moves to strike the testimony about Gregoirefs
position at Xerox as irrelevant, but Wells says he thinks her
job performance in all prior jobs is relevant.

199:23 - 200:25

Evans wants to put the whole Xerox personnel file in, to
which Wells agrees. Evans declines the offer to highlight
other items in the file through testimony.

201:1 - 201:19

Gregoire says she thinks her starting salary at KUED was
$18,500 and is now $20,000.

201:20 - 202:23

She was paid both salary and commission at Xerox but does
not remember her earnings. At Channel 4 she made $13,000
or $14,000 and at KPIX in San Francisco around $23,000 so
she took a substantial cut when she came back to Salt Lake.

[GREGOIRE - REDIRECT (EvansB
202:24 - 203:19

Gregoire says she signed and made no comments on her
evaluation at Xerox as they were merely a formality and her
incoming sales removed her from probation. She was aware
of a grievance procedure at Xerox regarding evaluations but
it took a lot of time and paperwork.

203:20 - 204:1

Gregoire had no managerial or promotional responsibilities
at Xerox.

204:2 - 204:15

Gregoire says she had an additional meeting with Esplin,
prior to the time she was hired, at a luncheon with other
managers at Fort Douglas.
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204:16 - 204:24

Gregoire says she is not aware of anything on McQ's weekly
reports of any significant importance that were not done
aside from the screening and the Speakers Bureau.

204:25 - 206:7

Gregoire says from time to time McQ reported some
activity on the Speakers Bureau but the only two
appearances scheduled were cancelled. Gregoire also felt
McQ should have been making contacts herself not asking
the department secretary to make phone calls for her.

206:18 - 207:4

Gregoire said she read the reports and, while not discussing
each one, did discuss certain facets with McQ.

207:5 - 207:17

Gregoire says McQ often noted she didn't have time to do
things, but Gregoire felt she should have been able to carry
out her assignments in an eight hour day as the reports do
not indicate to her any unusual amount of substantive
accomplishment.

207:18 - 208:13

Gregoire says the underwriting descriptions were not done
until she arrived and she assigned them to McQ as she felt
they were within McQ!s job description.

208:14 - 208:21

Gregoire says she never assigned any busy work to McQ, but
McQ tried to give most of what she thought as busy work to
the secretary.

[GREGOIRE - WELLS EXAMINATION (209:13B
208:22 - 210:2

Gregoire says she put the memo regarding requisitions in
McQfs file because it was a continuing problem with McQ
that she did not have to the same degree with other
employees. She agrees that it has been a continual problem
and probably always will be.

210:4 - 211:9

Gregoire says she put the memos on requisitions into McQ's
file and not in other files because it was a continuing
problem with McQ and the business manager is very
desperate over the requisition matter.

[GREGOIRE - REDIRECT (EvansB
211:10 - 211:22

Gregoire identifies R-8 as a job performance description
which she discussed with Esplin and McQ when she came to
the station.

211:23-213:13

Based on that review, Gregoire says McQ did not fulfill her
duties as listed under "Nature and Scope" regarding a
complete public relations program for KUED, as she did not
complete all assignments like program descriptions,
Speakers Bureau and screenings.

McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT DIGEST
Monday, May 24, 1982
FREDRICK ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)
2:1 - 3:2

Esplin was KUED's Director of Marketing from September
1979 until May 1981 when he became station manager, a
position he has held for one year.

3:3 - 3:14

Esplin has bachelor's and master's degrees in communication
and has done graduate studies in journalism.

3:15 - 4:4

In 1970 and 1971, while still in school, Esplin worked at the
college and local radio stations in Cedar City and was freelance reporter for KSL television.

4:5 - 4:16

From 1972 through 1975, Esplin was a public information
specialist at the Public Broadcasting Service ("PBS") where
he promoted public affairs programs.

4:17 - 5:1

From 1975 through 1978, he was director of development
and public information at the Pennsylvania Public Television
network where he coordinated state-wide advertising, wrote
grant proposals and developed program ideas.

5:2 - 5:18

For one year prior to coming to KUED, he was director of
program development and corporate planning at WITF TV
and FM in Pennsylvania.

5:19 - 6:6

While in school, Esplin worked on the campus newspaper,
was a stringer for the Salt Lake Tribune and worked
weekends for the Deseret News. He also did investigative
reporting for Jack Anderson's "Washington Merry-Go-Round"
and has done free-lance writing for a number of
publications.

6:7 - 6:17

Esplin has editing experience in connection with his work
and as a member of the editorial board of two professional
journals.

6:18-6:23

Esplin had teaching experience in graduate school and taught
public relations at Penn State.

6:24 - 7:22

Esplin is or has been professionally affiliated with the
National Association of Education Broadcasters ("NAEB")
and was a consultant to the Carnegie Commission on the
future of public broadcasting.
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7:23 - 8:22

Esplin first learned of the KUED opening in August of 1979
from Christensen whom he had met at NAEB meetings and
had corresponded with about the future of public
broadcasting.

8:23 - 9:22

Prior to Esplirfs arrival at KUED, Esplin and Christensen had
no social association, but since then they have had occasion
to socialize.

9:23 - 10:8

Esplin first met McQ when he was in graduate school and
McQ was employed at KUED, and met her at public
broadcasting conferences.

10:9 - 10:22

At the time Esplin was hired as McQfs direct supervisor,
their relationship was cordial.

10:23 - 11:19

When Esplin was hired, Tharp pointed out that there was a
difference in her salary and that of Sack. After a discussion
with Christensen, the salaries of the three managers, McQ,
Tharp and Sack, were equalized. His first discussion with
McQ on that issue was when he notified her of the increase.

11:20 - 11:24

Esplin identifies P-10 as his January 1980 performance
review of McQ.

11:25 - 13:9

Esplin says by the time he did that review he had serious
concerns about the quality and quantity of McQ's work in
such areas as initiative in planning special events, screenings
and greater fiscal and production oversight of FANFARE as
there was a $6,000 deficit for the year.

13:10 - 13:17

Esplin says he discussed the deficit problem with McQ and
asked her to take corrective action as it was within her job
description responsibilities.

13:18 - 15:7

Esplin says the production problem on FANFARE was that it
was reaching viewers one to two weeks after the first of the
month. KUED received from 40 to 60 calls monthly about
late FANFARES which necessitated someone checking the
microfiche to see if each was on the mailing list and then
notifying the caller and sending a copy of FANFARE by first
class mail, all of which were further time and money
expenses for the station.

15:8 - 16:15

Esplin says target mailings, notifying special interest groups
of particular programs which did not warrant general press
releases or ads, was another area in which he felt McQ
needed improvement.
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16:16 - 17:18

Esplin says the goals he established for McQ were to mail
FANFARE one week before the end of the month, solicit
outside writing talent for FANFARE, and plan at least three
special events to draw attention to some of the programs
broadcast by KUED.

17:19 - 18:2

Esplin identifies P-37 and P-38 as his performance reviews
of Sack in January of 1980 and 1981, respectively, and P-39
as his January 1980 performance review of Tharp.

18:3 - 18:16

Esplin says the same form and procedures were used for the
evaluations of McQ, Sack and Tharp, and he found areas of
improvement and areas of effectiveness for each person.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION

18:17 - 19:22

Esplin says the evaluation form was designed by Christensen
after consultation with the KUED managers. The earlier
forms used were prepared by the U of U Personnel Office.

19:23 - 20:22

Esplin says the lack of a rating system on the evaluations,
though they did tell the employee in what areas they were
doing well and what areas needed improvement, was of
concern, so the form was later amended to include a ranking
scale.

20:23 - 21:7

21:8 - 21:20

Esplin says the only way to determine, from the form,
whether employee's performances were on par or were above
or below one another is to compare number and seriousness
of areas being complemented and criticized, but some
knowledge of the industry would probably be necessary.
Wells says that's what he is concerned about because from
the forms it would appear Sack had more things to work on,
but Esplin says that is not so.

ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)

21:21 - 22:15

Esplin says that the difference in McfQfs and Sack's rating
lies in the weight of issues in that the things McQ needed to
improve were fundamental responsibilities that, because
they were not being done, were costing the station money
and adequate promotion.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION

22:16 - 24:7

Esplin agrees that which responsibilities, of all those McQ
handled, are fundamental is a matter of perception and his
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may have differed from McQ's. He believes the reason for
the difference in his rating and superior one Smith gave her
the year before was McQ was still growing in the
management responsibilities she had been given just after
Smith's evaluation, that Smith's background was in fund
raising so there were differing frames of reference, and that
FANFARE was the major, principal duty.
24:8 - 24:12

Esplin says FANFARE being over budget and late were
problems when he arrived.

24:13 - 25:2

Esplin says as he had previously discussed the problems with
McQ, they were not new to the performance review.

25:3 - 25:8

Wells is concerned with how she responded and followed the
model for improvement outlined by the review.

25:9 - 25:22

Evans says, in clarification, that the superior rating came on
McQ's previous job before the reorganization and promotion
to a position of more responsibility.

25:23 - 26:12

Esplin says U of U policy was to hold performance reviews
at least once a year with more frequent reviews on the
discretion of the department, but it was KUED's policy to
hold them annually within the first two months of the year.

ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)
26:13- 27:24

27:25

Evans asks Esplin to explain Sack's problems and how they
related in degree to McQ's problems, but Wells says he
perceives them to be on the same level and a comparative
evaluation of the documents would do no good now. He says
the documents should speak for themselves, showing all were
within an acceptable range.
Leta objects on parole evidence.

28:1 - 28:25

Wells says the documents say what they say and he is not
going to allow Esplin to attempt to explain and compare
them. He perceives problems of any magnitude would be
noted in the documents.

29:1 - 29:19

Esplin identifies P-ll as his memo to McQ of March 31, 1980
explaining in detail the areas he felt needed improvement,
essentially the same as on his previous evaluation, and
placing McQ on probation with a salary increase contingent
on her future performance.
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29:20 - 30:1

Esplin did not write a similar memo to Sack at that time
because his problems were not the same basic problems McQ
had.

30:2 - 31:3

Esplin said Sack's problems were being sure he was involved
in all aspects of the development procedure not just
delegating and improving his human relations as he was rude
and abrasive. Esplin held weekly meetings with Sack which
resulted in substantial improvement.

31:4 - 31:7

Esplin says McQ's problem was in getting work done while
Sack's problem was one of process not results, as his work
got done.

31:8 - 32:2

Esplin says under Sack receipts from membership have
increased from $257,000 to $800,000 annually, from
underwriting from $15,000 to in excess of $200,000, and
from advertising in the program guide from nothing to in
excess of $80,000.

32:3 - 32:21

McQ was the first person Esplin placed on probation, but he
has since placed Ray Hutchinson, a male in his late thirties,
on probation to improve his performance as director of
engineering.

32:22 - 33:8

Esplin has followed the U of IPs suggested procedure in
meeting with the individuals, both McQ and Ray Hutchinson,
explaining concerns, stating expectations, and establishing a
time frame for accomplishment.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION

33:9 - 33:18

Esplin gave Sack memos in which he outlined areas for
improvement, but felt his performance was such probation
was not warranted.

33:19 - 34:4

Esplin says putting expectations into writing was not
uncommon with him; not necessarily an indication of
marginal performance, and he did not consider Sack's
performance marginal.

34:5 - 34:14

Esplin says there were areas in which he felt Tharp could
improve, but, if he were to quantify, would say Tharp had
the least problems.
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ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)
34:15 - 35:10

Esplin says in his probationary memo he recommended McQ
receive an 8% raise to be reconsidered based on
performance and subsequently she received 11% which was
average at the station where raises were from 8% to 14%
based on performance.

35:11 - 36:2

Esplin says he gave her the 11% because she had responded
well enough to enough of the assignments and he felt the
raise would be an incentive to continue to improve, but it
does not indicate she had done them all.

36:13 - 37:2

Esplin says he did not see Christensen's memo to McQ's file
of May 19, 1980 at that time, but says he did discuss how to
get the best performance from McQ and the three options
noted in the memos.
He does not recall any
recommendations or requirements about his discussing them
with McQ, which he did not do as he understood the option
was his to decide and then inform McQ.

37:3 - 39:23

In reviewing a number of documents with Evans, the court
notes exhibit numbers R-3, R-4, R-6, R-7, R-ll, R-13 and
R-14 have not been received and R-5 and R-35 have been
received. Leta has no objections to R-3, R-4, R-6, R-ll, R13, R-14, R-19 which are received, but objects to R-7 as
hearsay.

39:24 - 41:1

Esplin says the annual report is a report on revenues and
expenses and narrative of activities used to communicate
information to governing and advisory boards, and to
introduce the station to generate contributions and solicit
support; a standard procedure in public broadcasting
stations.

41:13

Esplin considered the annual report to be McQfs
responsibility, which he discussed with McQ and referred to
in his March 31 memo, and to be an assignment he
specifically gave her.

41:14 - 42:14

Esplin says he mentioned it to McQ in his memo of March
31, 1980, again in his memo of April 23 (R-3), in his memo of
March 13, 1980 (R-4) he set out a timetable, and again in his
memo of July 1980 (R-6) he asked that it be done.

42:15 - 43:9

Esplin says he and McQ discussed it and, as she was finding
it difficult to do, agreed that it would be delegated to
Sowards, who wrote it in the summer of 1980.

41:2

-
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43:10 - 45:1

Esplin says fiscal responsibilities for FANFARE involved
keeping expenses in budget and generating revenue through
advertising. The $6,000 deficit the year he started resulted
from four areas:
(1) the amount of color, which was a decision previously
made by art director Budd, reassigned to McQ;
(2) the cost of printing, which Esplin hoped to lower by
asking McQ to send out for competitive bids;
(3) postage costs on a second class, non-profit permit, about
which he asked McQ to check for any possible options; and
(4) mailing and labeling, which was also another area he
asked McQ to send out for competitive bids.

45:2 - 45:10

To increase revenue for FANFARE, Esplin asked McQ to
coordinate with Doug Jensen ("Jensen"), in charge of ad
sales, to include articles which would appeal to advertisers,
and to see ads were inserted on time.

45:11 - 45:17

Esplin says McQ and Jensen discussed the matter, but he did
not see tangible results. He agrees that problem was shared
with Jensen.

45:18 - 46:3

Esplin says he and McQ discussed doing bidding in the fall of
1979 but it was not done so he did it himself in the spring of
1980.

46:4 - 48:6

Esplin says the problem with missed deadlines was more
severe than in other circumstances he is familiar with. He
says there were personal deadlines as well as a production
schedule and each month benchmark dates were set which, if
not kept, resulted in problems. It was the duty of the
manager of FANFARE to deal with turnaround time in each
phase on a management level, but those improvements had
not been addressed.

48:7 - 48:22

McQ was relieved of FANFARE responsibility, which was
assigned to Sowards, in the December 1980 reorganization
prior to the time Gregoire was hired.

48:23 - 49:16

Esplin identifies R-7 as a memo he received from Tharp in
July of 1980 which was put into the business files of KUED
as is customary.

49:17 - 49:21

Leta objects to its admission as hearsay. Wells agrees it is
hearsay but receives it.
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49:22 - 51:14

Esplin says R-7 refers to the performances of Herbie Mann
and Dave Brubeck which KUED produced as Jazz at
Snowbird and aired locally in the Fall of 1979. KUED
subsequently offered it to the PBS Network with Tharp in
charge of on-air promotion and McQ in charge of the press
kit, a standard feature of broadcast operation, which
included photos and other program information and spot
copy for other PBS stations to use in publicizing the program
in their local guides.

51:15 - 52:10

Esplin says that Tharp prepared and sent the video on-air
spots to PBS and her memo (R-7) is about her concern that
the press kit, McQfs responsibility, had not been shipped on
time to be sent to PBS member stations for inclusion in their
program guides.

52:11 - 52:19

Esplin says R-ll correctly summarizes what occurred
regarding the Messiah press kits.

52:20 - 54:2

Esplin says he complemented McQ on her good job promoting
Deadly Winds of War for the local presentation in spring or
summer 1980 (P-17).
Subsequently, the program was
accepted for national broadcast and McQ was assigned to
prepare a press release and photograph in early October
1980.

54:3 - 54:20

Esplin says R-14 is the memo he wrote to McQ expressing
his concern that the deadline for publicity to be included in
local program guides for a nationally aired program had been
missed, and the reason for the expending money on the items
was to get that publicity.

54:21 - 55:23

Esplin says that KUED averages acceptance for national
airing on from three to four programs yearly. National
airing of programs is significant in that it justifies the
expense of production, gives the station broader exposure
and provides credibility and reputation which enables the
station to obtain more money for future productions.

55:24 - 56:23

Esplin says he, in consultation with Christensen, developed
and implemented the reorganization plan which was designed
to meet needs he perceived in the marketing department, as
he felt he was spending too much time supervising in areas
which could be more efficiently handled.

56:24 - 57:21

Esplin says one of his concerns was the time he spent with
FANFARE and areas of McQ's responsibility, and structuring
the development area by increasing responsibility, to
generate revenue to offset probable reductions in federal
support.
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57:22 - 59:2

Esplin says he also felt advertising and promotion and
publicity and public relations needed to be coordinated so
there was some central direction as on-air promotion, press,
and FANFARE advertising were not always the same.

59:3 - 60:8

Esplin says he was trying to match skills and abilities with
positions. In so doing, he would not place demands on McQ
that she could not meet, primarily in the area of
management responsibilities related to fiscal oversight and
meeting deadlines, while concentrating her skills in publicity
and public relations where she had the most to offer.

60:9 - 61:15

Esplin says the reorganization upgraded Sowards to take
advantage of her skills as she was already doing the work on
FANFARE he felt should go with management oversight of
the publication.

61:16 - 62:8

Esplin says McQ had told him she had more work than she
could do and had felt that way before he arrived. He did not
feel her job was more than one person could handle, but
tried to take her feelings into account in the reorganization.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION (63:5)

62:9 - 64:25

Esplin says the December 1980 reorganization provided
additional support to Sack, but did not change his job
description, classification or salary. At that time, the
positions on the right side of the organizational chart,
exhibit 22, were reclassified but those on the right were not
reclassified until June of 1981.

64:26 - 66:22

The positions on the right side of the chart were reclassified
in December 1980. In May of 1981, Esplin was appointed as
station manager so he abolished the position of director of
marketing and gave advertising responsibilities of that
position to the manager of advertising and public
information and restructured the manager of fund raising as
the director of development. It was at that point the other
positions were reclassified and during the summer of 1981,
the salaries were adjusted to pay the same.

66:23 - 68:5

Esplin says that it is true that exhibit 22 shows the manager
of fund raising services and the manager of advertising and
public information were on the same level as a result of the
reorganization.
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ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)

68:6 - 68:25

Esplin says the decision to advertise the position of manager
of advertising and public information was made in
September of 1980 and that McQ applied the last day the
position was open.

69:1 - 69:18

Esplin, who interviewed McQ for the position, requested, as
he did from all eight people he interviewed, samples of
advertising and on-air promotion, of which McQ supplied
copy for on-air promotion but no demonstration tape and no
advertising samples.

69:19 - 70:21

Esplin identifies P-40 as the applicant flow chart he
prepared of the eight people who were interviewed after
initial weeding of the fifty-eight applicants by Mike
Robertson of the U of U personnel office.

70:22 - 71:20

Esplin says the notation "qualified" refers to a stated set of
minimum qualifications which included a bachelor's degree
in communications, public relations, English or related field
and four years professional experience, but there were
additional selection criteria including experience in fiscal
management and personnel supervision.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION

71:21 - 74:4

The qualifications were listed on the job description not in
the advertisement, but when Esplin says they were qualified
he was speaking of the minimum qualification of a bachelor's
degree and four year's experience. He was advised by the
personnel office to list "qualified but not selected" if the
person met the minimum qualifications. As there was more
than one qualified candidate, he chose Gregoire because he
felt she was more qualified than the others.

ESPLIN - DIRECT (Evans)

74:5 - 74:14

Esplin says he had not rejected McQ as a candidate prior to
his review of the other applications and his interview was
standard in the way he conducted other interviews.

74:15 - 74:24

Esplin says prior to McQ's application, he had not seen her
resume nor samples of on-air copy.

74:25 - 75:24

Esplin says McQ was one of five qualified candidates. Of
those, he is sure he checked references and previous
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employers on Gregoire, McQ and Joan Andruska, and thinks
he checked Anne Rejo and Richard Love.
75:25 - 76:21

Regarding Gregoire, Esplin checked with Hack Woolley at
Channel 4, with her supervisors and peers in San Francisco
and with Bob Fotheringham at Fotheringham & Associates
all of whom spoke highly of Gregoire and recommended her
without reservations. He did not check with Xerox as
Gregoire had requested on her application they not be
contacted and it was not directly applicable to the KUED
position.

76:22 - 77:14

Esplin checked with Campbell, Davis, Openshaw, Hunt and
Smith, McQTs previous supervisors, who, with the exception
of Campbell, would not recommend her for the position
given the nature of the duties and skills required.

77:15 - 78:4

Based on his own supervision of McQ, Esplin felt McQ did
not have experience in advertising or on-air promotion and
lacked expertise in management and fiscal oversight.

78:5 - 78:11

Esplin does not remember the date he made a selection but
says he informed McQ she had not been selected after he
had offered the position to another person.

78:12 - 79:5

Esplin says when he informed McQ that he had not made a
selection and had to check with other people, he had
narrowed the field to Gregoire and Joan Andruska, but
wanted to see additional work before he made a decision.

79:6 - 79:19

Esplin selected Gregoire because she had experience with
on-air promotion, administering an advertising budget and
several years experience in supervision and management.

79:20 - 80:8

Gregoire was paid $18,500 when she was hired. Sack, the
only other person directly on the same level was paid
$16,400.

80:9-81:10

Esplin discussed McQ with Gregoire the first week she came
on the job as part of the general discussion about the people
and their jobs. He gavie her a copy of McQfs job description
and explained that the recent reorganization put Sowards in
charge of FANFARE where McQ had previously had the
responsibility.

81:11 -82:11

Esplin says he did not, at that time, tell Gregoire that McQ
had applied for the position and had filed a discrimination
suit, nor did he discuss his opinion of McQ's work
performance as he did not want to create a bias against McQ
that might work to her disadvantage.
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82:12 - 83:6

Esplin and Gregoire first discussed McQ's application and
discrimination suit in his office at one of their regular
weekly meetings after Gregoire had been there about two
months*

83:7 - 84:6

At that meeting, Gregoire told Esplin she was concerned
over McQ's performance and the tension in their relationship
so Esplin told her McQ had applied for the position. He also
advised her if there is a question about someone
understanding assignments to give them in writing as well as
verbally and if there are any problems, a written record
should be made of that as well*

84:7 - 85:20

Esplin conducted the January 1981 performance review on
McQ because he was in the best position to evaluate her
performance for the preceding year, but as Gregoire was her
supervisor, he felt it best she and McQ set goals for the next
year. At that time, he place McQ on probation, requiring an
additional interim review at which goals could be
established.

85:21 - 86:8

Esplin says probation is intended as a corrective process to
encourage the employee to raise performance to expected
levels.

86:9 - 87:5

Esplin says in the summer of 1981, he was only involved in
the recommendation to terminate McQ to the extent that,
because of his history of working with McQ and the close
proximity of his office to that of Christensen, he was
sometimes involved in discussions between Gregoire and
Christensen.

87:6 -

87:15

Esplin says he was consulted relative to the final
determination not to terminate McQ at that time but had no
recommendation.

87:16 - 87:23

Esplin says Sowards never reported directly to him and did
not take assignments from him directly.

87:24 - 88:13

Esplin was involved in the January 1981 termination in that
Gregoire had again placed McQ on probation after the June
1981 evaluation and as part of the review process at year's
end, recommended to Esplin that McQ be terminated.

88:14 - 89:3

After January 1981, Esplin did not supervise McQ directly.
His information on McQfs performance came primarily from
Gregoire but he was indirectly aware of her work as he
observed the output.
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89:4 - 89:25

Esplin says he discussed the recommendation to terminate
McQ with Davis, Christensen and Joanne Brown at U of U
personnel and "agonized" over the decision knowing that
because of the discrimination suit he had to be certain there
were legitimate and sufficient grounds. He recommended
McQ be terminated.

90:1 - 91:6

Esplin's opinion, based on his observation and Gregoire's
information, was that McQ was not developing and
controlling a comprehensive publicity and public relations
program, which was one of her duties on the job description
P-8.

91:7 - 92:2

According to Esplin, of the station's thirty underwriters,
McQ publicized the gifts of less than ten, and she did not
prepare the program descriptions for underwriters which was
part of her job.

92:3 -

92:12

Esplin says, regarding press and public previews of
performances noted in her job description, McQ held only
one screening during her six month probation.

92:13 - 93:14

Screenings, which are program previews, are a fundamental
part of getting support and awareness of programs, including
underwriting and none were held on two local
documentaries, The Thin Blue Line and the Jupiter Effect,
on any of the PBS series, or on any of the telecourse
programs designed to supplement college level courses.

94:9

Esplin says the Speaker's Bureau had been McQrs
responsibility since 1979 but only two speakers were
scheduled, both in McQ's last six months and both were
cancelled. Since January 1981, the Speaker's Bureau handled
by either Gregoire or Rogers, has had five engagements.

94:10 - 95:2

Esplin says that the special promotional campaigns, which
were McQ's responsibility, included only a booth at the UEA
convention, but no involvement in parades, and no publicity
for translator or cable distribution, the telecourse programs,
Civic Dialogue and the new underwriters.

95:3 - 95:12

Gregoire reported to Esplin that McQ did not do "other
duties as assigned" as listed on her job description.

95:13 - 96:20

Esplin says McQ's age and sex were not factors in any of his
decisions to place McQ on probation, to reorganize the
department, to hire Gregoire over McQ, or to recommend
her termination, nor were his decisions retaliation for her
discrimination charge.

93:15

-
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96:21 - 98:6

Regarding his comments earlier about screenings, Esplin
ways there was a screening on the Jupiter Effect held by
Rogers this spring. The one McQ failed to do was on a five
part series on the impact of growth in the state.

ESPLIN - CROSS (Leta)
98:7 - 98:25

Prior to the time he applied for the KUED director of
marketing position, Esplin had applied in 1978 for a position
as station manager which was awarded to Christensen.

99:1 - 99:25

Esplin says most of his background in broadcasting was in
promotion, public relations and development, but he also
administered the budget and was responsible for state-wide
advertising in Pennsylvania. He also had some experience in
on-air promotion at PBS.

100:1 - 100:10

Esplin says he had rnore experience in public relations and
publicity than fund raising, so he felt he had considerable
experience in areas which were McQfs responsibility.

100:11 - 100:21

Esplin says he did not feel he had more expertise in McQ's
area than in other areas under his supervision at KUED, as
he has four years of grant proposal writing and fund raising
and promotion experience.

100:22 - 101:5

Fund raising, under Sack at KUED, does involve some grant
writing but the biggest money maker is public donations.

101:6 - 101:15

Esplin agrees that publicity and public relations are equally
important with other aspects of public broadcasting.

101:16 - 102:13

Esplin says fund raising performance can be measured by
dollars generated, and promotion performance can be
measured by reviewing press clips resulting from promotion,
monitoring the number of press screenings, the number of
target mailings and the number of activities conducted to
generate awareness. He suspects if one chose to do so
promotion results could be quantified in a way similar to the
dollars generated from fund raising.

102:14 - 103:15

Esplin agrees that the number of people who watch programs
is influenced by press awareness and promotion, and, in turn,
fund raising is related to the number of people who watch
and enjoy the programs.

103:16 - 105:1

Esplin agrees that the increase in revenues between 1979
and 1981 and the increase in underwriting and advertising
would be, in part, due to promotions and public relations
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activities, which were McQ's principal responsibilities and
could be directly attributed to her.
105:2 - 106:12

Esplin agrees that in the course of promotion and public
relations, McQ would be engaged in conversations and
submission of material to the press and other members of
the community. He would not necessarily expect to get
negative feedback if McQ had been doing an ineffective job,
but agrees that he never received any complaints about
McQ.

106:13 - 107:8

Esplin says there were members of the KUED staff who
heard negative feedback relative to McQTs contact in the
community, but he as manager of McQ!s work area, received
no complaints from outside the station.

107:9 - 108:3

Esplin says McQ did an acceptable job on the tasks that she
did and, as far as quality, he says he received complaints on
McQ's writing style being objectionable.

108:4 - 108:18

Esplin says the way things were packaged was a problem, as
an example says that putting a time and date on the Messiah
press kit severely limited its use, but similar errors might be
minor in other cases.

108:19 - 109:4

Esplin feels promotion is no less autonomous than other
positions, and has clearly defined parameters so burnout or
lack of things to do can be avoided.

109:5 - 109:21

Esplin agrees that McQ put in considerable amounts of time
to complete projects, but says though he worked late and on
weekends he only observed McQTs late nights on some
occasions and took her word when she filled out time cards.

109:22 - 110:16

Esplin says for the amount of time McQ was supposed to
have put in there was a small result, though it was
acceptable work.

110:17 - 111:1

Esplin says McQ was not doing the job described in her job
description and she was not putting out enough work.

111:2 - 111:16

Esplin considered McQfs responsibilities to be important, not
as important as fund raising, but important enough to
receive the support help she requested.

111:17 - 112:18

Esplin says McQ had Sowards as a half-time assistant, the
services of the department secretary, at least one volunteer
and one intern, but possibly two, and he tried to reduce her
workload.
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112:19 - 112:24

Esplin says Sowards did not work for him but told him she
spent most of her time working for McQ,

112:25 - 113:8

Esplin doesn't know if McQ did her own typing and filing and
says the night receptionist was also available as support
help.

113:9 - 114:19

Esplin says the reason McQ did not do the work was that she
did not understand what was required, felt she did not have
time to do it, and used her time ineffectively. He agrees a
manager should review the job description and suggest
responsibilities but as to the issue of importance, feels it is
a matter of knowing one's duties and doing them.

114:20 - 114:24

Esplin knew McQ had been doing promotion and public
relations before he arrived at the station.

114:25 - 115:20

Esplin did not observe McQ's work habits but felt McQ took
simple tasks and turned them into enormous ones which took
her more time than was ordinary but not because of her
age. He agrees she was dedicated to put out the best
product she could.

115:21 - 116:25

Esplin says he received copies and reviewed McQfs weekly
reports which make up P-57, and says the duties described
are representative of her activities at that time and
presumes they would be the same activities she did prior to
his arrival at KUED, but could not extend it into his year
and a half as her supervisor.

117:1 - 117:20

Esplin says Gregoire hired the person to replace McQ after
his suggestion they begin with half-time person and evaluate
the workload, and he still believes the work can be done with
this half-time person and existing staff.

117:21 - 119:9

Esplin says just before McQ was terminated, a new person
was hired to do on-air promotion which relieved Gregoire of
that duty so she could then handle some of McQfs previous
duties and he feels a half-time person could and does meet
the remaining need, even though Gregoire feels a full-time
person is needed.

119:10 - 119:24

Esplin says he was not harsh in his expectations of McQ and
did not set a more rigorous standard of performance for her.

119:25 - 120:17

Esplin says he wrote memos to Sack and Tharp outlining job
expectations but he did not put either of them on probation.
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120:18 - 121:23

Esplin says he sees no difference in tone in the memos to
Tharp (P-49), those to Sack (P-41, P-42 and P-44) and the
ones he sent to McQ.

121:24 - 122:22

Esplin says he provided Sack with support help by adding a
half-time person to his staff, and one motive for the
reorganization was to provide help because of demands on
the staff due to increase in membership.

122:23 - 123:12

Esplin says his concerns about McQ were basically about the
amount of work she put out and that she should be going
farther to initiate screenings and special events.

123:13 - 123:22

Esplin placed similar demands on Tharp, Sack and Gregoire
through the kinds of memos he has previously identified.

123:23 - 124:18

Esplin says McQ had input, but did not set the FANFARE
budget, and once it was set she was to work within the
budget.

124:19 - 124:55

Esplin says he and McQ discussed cost saving measures for
FANFARE but does not recall she initiated them.

125:1 - 125:8

Esplin says, with respect to the timeliness of McQTs work, it
is not correct that he established procedures to be followed
regardless of whether McQ agreed it was efficient or cost
effective.

125:9 - 126:5

Esplin says that he suggested that photographs for the press
kits be done in New York for sixteen cents each compared to
a dollar and a half locally because it was cheaper and if
planned far enough in advance would only take about a week
and a half, which would not have increased delays.

126:6 - 127:12

Esplin agrees that McQ had to rely on several other groups
at the station to produce FANFARE so its timeliness was
not solely her responsibility. The control was the production
flow sheet and chronic lateness in any department would
have been drawn to the attention of that manager to be
corrected.

127:13 - 128:17

Esplin says that once PBS screens a program, they can tell
whether or not they will air it then give a broadcast date so
promotion can be worked on, but the dates were not a
serious problem as press kits should not have dates printed
on them. He agrees confirmation on showing was necessary
before going to the expense of promotion.

128:18 - 129:16

Esplin rated Sack as "developing" on his January 1981
performance review and promoted him to director of
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development in July 1981 as he felt Sack was doing an above
average job.
129:17 - 130:4

Sack was promoted internally and Esplin says he interviewed
no one else.

ESPLIN - WELIS EXAMINATION
130:5 - 131:3

Esplin says if there is someone to promote internally they do
not advertise outside the agency, but after the time Sack
was promoted, the U of U required the position be posted
internally so others inside the agency can apply.

KSHUN - rtiOSS(hrl»>
131:4 - 131:23

Esplin says if he thought McQ satisfied the requirements of
the position he could have promoted here internally, but in
that situation there were two people whose positions were
being consolidated — McQTs and Tharp's.

131:24 - 132:20

Esplin agrees that Tharp left the station in August and they
began advertising the position in September at which time
McQ was the only person at the station who could have filled
the role and it would have been possible for him to have
internally promoted her.

132:21 - 133:4

Esplin says if they wanted to get a sense of the market for a
particular job they might advertise but still promote
internally, but did not feel this was necessary with Sack.

133:5 - 133:25

Esplin says he had serious reservations about McQfs ability
to handle the job so he advertised to see if someone he felt
was more qualified was available.

ESPLIN - WELI5 EXAMINATION
134:1 - 134-24

Esplin says McQ met the minimum qualifications but they
advertised because he felt it would be helpful to the station
to have someone with more on-air promotion and advertising
experience than McQ. He considered Gregoire to have more
experience than McQ.

ESPLIN - CROSS (Leta)
134:25 - 135:23

Esplin agrees that McQ had more than the minimum required
experience in broadcasting and public relations, had had
fiscal management responsibility and some supervisory
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responsibility, while Gregoire had the minimum four years of
required experience.
135:24 - 136:10

Esplin does not recall he or the other managers taking McQ
to lunch during the interview process and, as he was meeting
weekly with her as part of their regular duties, he does not
know how many times they discussed the position, but thinks
it was more than once.

136:11 - 138:23

Esplin wrote McQ a memo in March of 1980 setting forth his
expectations which resulted in a series of memos showing
McQTs desire to live up to those expectations. In July of
1980 he felt that she was moving in the right direction and
gave her the 11% raise, which was the station average, to
encourage her further.

138:24 - 139:4

Esplin's assessment of Sack at that time was also that he had
not fulfilled all expectations but was moving in the right
direction.

139:5 - 140:1

Esplin agrees that McQ was placed on probation in March of
1980, removed from probation and given a raise in July of
1980, then the decision was made to reorganize and to hire
someone outside the station for manager.

140:2 - 142:1

Esplin says no particular adverse incidents concerning McQ
come to mind in the period between July 1980 and
September 1980 when the position was advertised. The next
memos critical of McQfs performance are from the period
after Gregoire was selected.

142:2 - 142:24

After Gregoire was hired and came to Esplin with her
concerns about McQ, Esplin told her to give assignments in
writing, as well as verbally, then to follow up and if
assignments were not done, to write that down as well.

142:25 - 143:16

Esplin conducted the January 1981 review of McQ rating her
"marginal." In July 1980, when McQ had completed enough
of the assignments, he removed her from probation and gave
her a raise as she was doing some things required of her.

143:17 - 143:23

Esplin says Sack and McQ cannot be compared as developing
and he does not remember if it was the January 1981
evaluation in which he rated Sack "developing."

143:24 - 144:1
144:2 - 145:4

Gregoire became McQfs supervisor in December 1980.
Esplin says the incidents between October and December of
1980 which changed his evaluation of McQ from "developing"
to "marginal" were the Messiah and Herbie xMann press kits
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and the Deadly Winds of War publicity not going out on time
so one of the purposes for them was not fulfilled.
145:5 - 145:13

145:14 - 146:18

Esplin says the station won awards for the production of
Deadly Winds of War not for its promotion and they received
very little feedback because publicity was not out in time.
Esplin says the deadline he refers to is the deadline to make
program guides of other stations, but agrees that McQ
probably had a few deadlines of equal importance with the
Messiah press kit and Deadly Winds of War.

146:19 - 147:8

Esplin says at this time, McQ still had FANFARE in addition
to the press kits and had access to the department secretary
and Sowards, as promotion assistant, but he did not feel she
needed any special assistance in addition.

147:9 - 148:1

Esplin says after Gregoire was hired he did not have direct
supervision of McQ so his opinions were developed through
Gregoire and his review of material going out as a standard
procedure.

148:2 - 148:13

Esplin says his review was not a cause of delay as his
maximum turn around time on them was one day.

148:14 - 149:9

Esplin says the 1980 annual report first appeared in the
August FANFARE and was published separately in
September. The 1981 annual report came out in about the
same time the next year though two different people were
responsible.

149:10 - 150:3

Esplin says he assigned McQ the 1980 annual report as he did
not have time to do it, but McQ felt the pressure of other
deadlines would keep her from doing it so he withdrew the
assignment and had Sowards do it.

150:4 - 151:7

Esplin agrees that this annual report is a managerial report
for the entire station and was not something McQ had done
before. He did not relieve her of any regular duties at the
time he assigned her the report but, though it was on top of
her workload, he did not consider her to be overloaded.

151:8 -

151:22

Esplin identifies P-65 as the job description for the
coordinator of editorial services which involves coordination
with the director of development.

151:23 - 152:14

Esplin says it would not surprise him if the coordinator of
editorial services did press releases periodically as the job
description says that person will assist with press releases.
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152:15 - 153:4

Esplin says there were many other deadlines McQ had to
meet during her KUED employment and with the exception
of those he mentioned, she met most of them.

153:5 - 154:1

Esplin says there were other people who occasionally missed
important deadlines, including Sack, Tharp and Gregoire but
they were not placed on probation because it was not a
frequent occurrence.

154:2 - 154:24

Esplin identifies P-30 as a true and accurate copy of the
termination notice he gave to McQuown in January of 1982.

154:25 - 155:13

Esplin says with the exception of the page listing McQ's job
requirements he attached to her January 1981 evaluation,
whatever expectations Gregoire set for McQ would be the
measure of whether or not she performed.

ESPLIN - REDIRECT (Evans)
155:14

-

156:22

156:23 - 157:16

Esplin says McQfs primary job assignments included
producing FANFARE on time and within budget, conducting
screenings and doing target mailings, press releases, press
kits and off-air promotion. These were central to the
effectiveness of the job and some were being overlooked.
Esplin says that McQ's weekly reports are more reports of
plans to do things than of what assignments had been done.

157:17 - 158:9

Esplin says that demands on Tharp, Sack and Gregoire were
occasionally done by memo, but most of them were verbal
because that was usually sufficient to get a response to
requirements which was not the case with McQ. The reason
he reduced things to writing was to avoid misunderstandings.

158:10 - 159:5

Esplin says the reason sending prints to New York for
reproduction did not create time delays is that those
printing houses were geared to do work in volume so were
actually faster, through Federal Express, and less expensive
than local ones.

159:6 - 160:12

Esplin says between July 1980 and the time he was presented
with the decision to hire Gregoire, he had had to reassign
the annual report referred to in R-6 and the concern over
the Herbie Mann press kit had come up which were
considerations in his hiring decision.
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ESPLIN - RECROSS (Leta)

160:13 - 161:1

Esplin says R-6 shows that as late as July 21, 1980, the
annual report was McQ's responsibility. He says the annual
report published in FANFARE in August 1980 was a distilled
version not the entire report that was later published.

161:2 - 161:14

Esplin says he is not critical of McQ for wanting to plan her
activities and check things out in advance. He is only
critical when those plans are not carried out.

161:15 - 162:17

Esplin says he finally decided putting things in writing was
best for McQ because it regularly happened that McQ would
forget things they discussed in weekly meetings. He did not
attribute this to age and says he did occasionally have the
same problem with others.

ESPLIN - WELLS EXAMINATION

162:18 - 165:1

Esplin says in July of 1980 he considered McQ to be
"developing" and would consider McQ and Sack in the same
basic category. Between July 1980 and January 1981, Sack
continued to develop and McQTs performance declined to
"marginal" because of problems related to the annual report,
and the Messiah, Deadly Winds of War and Jazz at Snowbird
programs.

165:2 - 165:13

Esplin says when concerns were reduced to a defined
problem, McQ would go to work on that and improve, but
things kept coming up and the problems were chronic.

165:14 - 166:18

Esplin agrees the job descriptions are very broad but says
the things he outlined in his January summary and March
memo were clearly defined and manageable. He also agrees
that the broad descriptions, such as promoting KUED in the
community, are so vaguely defined it might never be done.

166:19 - 167:16

Esplin supposes it is possible that given the broad job
description, McQ spent time doing things that fit the
description and the problems may have arisen because she
perceived different priorities on items than he did, but says
his communications with McQ clearly established definable
responsibilities to make a manageable workload for McQ.

167:17 - 171:1

Esplin says what the reorganization did was not eliminate
McQfs position but redefined it by removing certain
responsibilities to the coordinator of editorial services and
putting both positions on par; then upgrading Tharp's position
by adding the supervision and budget responsibilities
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previously under McQ. It was not until after Exhibit 22 was
drawn that the position of manager of fund raising was
upgraded,
171:2 - 172:3

Esplin says under the organization as shown by exhibits 9 and
22, the management levels were basically the same, i.e.,
there was still one level drop between the director of
marketing and the manager of fund raising and manager of
advertising and public information.

172:4 - 172:25

Esplin says the manager of advertising and public relations
stayed at the same job classification as the manager of fund
raising so it is essentially the same management level as
when McQ and Tharp were in manager positions. As the job
was not reclassified, there was basically no upgrading of the
manager of advertising and public information position.

174:20

Esplin says he considered GregoireTs qualifications of
experience in on-air promotion, advertising, management,
and supervision exceeded McQ's, so he was not obligated to
follow the U of U policy requiring promotion from within
whenever possible.

174:21 - 176:9

Esplin says the policy did not require internal promotion only
advises it wherever possible but it was his opinion based, on
his experience with McQ that there was doubt she could
perform in that job. He felt the need to advertise, which did
not foreclose the option of promoting McQ, just opened the
possibility of comparing her skills with others who may be
more qualified.

176:10 - 176:25

Esplin says it may be that qualified people could be found
outside the U of U for any position and it may be the policy
intention to promote from within, but it is a question of
whether the person in a position to be promoted has
demonstrated ability and he felt McQ had not.

177:1 - 177:16

Esplin says "qualified but not selected" is a term the U of U
personnel office directed him to use to designate the
applicant had the bachelor's degree and four years
experience not that they had all the skills and experience
necessary.

173:1 -

ESPLIN - RECROSS (Leta)
177:17 - 178:10

Esplin says that the reorganization did not create a new
position of manager of fund raising; it was an existing
position already filled by Sack so there was no need to
advertise it.
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McQUOWN TRANSCRIPT DIGEST
Tuesday, May 25, 1982
2:7-2:8

Exhibit R-25 was offered and received.

ESPLIN - REDIRECT (Evans)
2:12 - 3:6

Esplin told Gregoire that McQ's suit would have no bearing
on her job at the station; that her job was not in jeopardy.

ESPLIN -RECROSS (Leta)
3:7 - 5:9

Esplin said the conversation took place in the winter of
1981, about February or March of 1982, after the original
meeting to discuss Gregoirefs concern over McQ's
performance, when Gregoire expressed concern over her job
security.

PAULA McQUOWN - DIRECT (Leta)
5:8 - 6:23

McQ says her resume shows her background in advertising to
include one summer with the ad agency of Battin, Barton,
Durstine and Osborne ("BBD&O") in San Francisco, and one
year with the Richins Advertising Agency where she was
able to get a variety of experience.

6:24 - 8:11

Between about 1972 and 1976 McQTs resume reflects her
advertising and on-the-air promotion work at KUED which
included writing the copy book, coordinating with the traffic
manager and program director, and some on-air talent. She
also produced some on-air spots.

8:12 - 8:24

McQ says when she applied for the manager position in the
fall of 1980 Esplin requested some of her spot-copy but not
other information like video or reels of her on-air
promotion.

8:25 - 10:2

McQ says she did not have an actual interview with Esplin,
rather, at a brief meeting which she requested, the subject
of the application came up but he did not inquire about her
qualifications nor give her his specifications for the
position.
The only other meeting they had was on
October 27th when he told her he had not selected her for
the position.
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10:3 - 10:22

McQ identifies P-25 as her memo of July 9, 1981 to Gregoire
in response to Gregoire's performance review of McQ.
Received.

10:23 - 11:11

McQ identifies P-26 as her memo of July 17, 1981 in
response to Gregoirefs memo recommending McQ be
suspended for one day. Received.

11:12 - 11:24

McQ identifies P-28 as her memo of September 1, 1981 to
Gregoire about a Halloween party. Received.

11:25 - 12:12

McQ identifies P-66 as her memo of November 9, 1981 to
Gregoire in reply to Esplin's memo to Gregoire dated
October 30 to which Gregoire asked McQ to respond, as it
expressed concerns over publicity and public relations.

12:13 - 13:17

McQ says between June 30 and December 31, 1981 she
responded by memoranda placed in Gregoire!s mailbox when
she received memos or written directions, as Gregoire did
not hold regular meetings and she had very little interaction
with Gregoire. Received.

13:18 - 14:11

McQ identifies P-67 as her memo of November 7, 1981 to
Gregoire seeking answers to concerns she had expressed to
Gregoire over a period of weeks. The memo was placed in
Gregoirefs box. Received.

14:12 - 15:11

McQ identifies P-68 and P-69 as her memos to Gregoire
dated December 5, 1981. One was in response to Gregoirefs
reply to an earlier memo and the other replied to Gregoire's
performance concerns memo of November 25th. Both
memos were placed in Gregoire's box. Received.

15:12 - 17:10

During the time McQ was Manager of Advertising she never
had complete responsibility for the budget.
Her
responsibility was to keep in line with the budget allocated
to her, which she did in relation to FANFARE by overseeing
the various departments working on it and saving costs by
sending pictures to New York to be duplicated, though she
felt could have had them done locally with equal quality.

17:11 - 18:8

McQ says she could not make final policy decisions on
FANFARE but did make recommendations to upper-level
management.

18:9 - 19:11

McQ says she was preparing to do target mailings in excess
of what had been previously done, something which was a
concern in both Gregoire's and Esplin's review of McQ, but
Gregoire allocated only $200.00 for the purpose for the
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entire 1981-1982 budget year, McQ says she was concerned
about whether the amount was to cover postage and printing
but Gregoire did not reply to her inquiry memo.
19:12 - 20:13

McQ says she was under some fiscal limitations regarding
press kits which affected deadlines. For example, in doing
the Messiah kit Esplin specified the photos should be
duplicated in New York to save money and this caused the
problem with the Messiah deadline.

20:14 - 22:11

McQ says, regarding what is characterized in R-35 as her
failure to make proper requisitions, in two instances L.
Smith, the KUED business manager, told her they were
unnecessary as blanket orders were in effect and in the third
instance the requisition responsibility was held by the art
department. In this regard, McQ's directions from Gregoire
did not always coincide with what L. Smith told her.

22:12 - 23:18

McQ says the work reports she did the last six months of
1981 were intended to be summaries and highlights of the
work she did, not time and motion reports on all daily
details. Her work included the same kinds of duties she
performed for the first six months of the year, and, with the
exception of the loss of FANFARE, the same duties she
performed before the reorganization when she was manager
of promotion.

23:19 - 25:24

McQ says she had press and publicity deadlines which were
fixed by the differing production schedules in the various
media to which she supplied information.

25:25 - 27:11

McQ also had to meet deadlines regarding promotion and
coordination of special events in which the station was
represented or involved such as the Salt Lake City Arts Fair,
the Utah State Fair, and screenings and distribution of the
Doomsayers and Annie.

27:12 - 27:20

McQ, at that time, was also working on the Speaker's Bureau
and underwriter promotion to solicit contributions to
KUED.

27:21 -

28:22

In relation to three yearly major KUED on-the-air
fundraisers, McQ sent out materials three weeks in advance
to area newspapers and made personal visits with photos and
press releases about special promotions and programs during
the fundraisers, from which the station got free publicity.

28:23 - 30:11

McQ says Esplin and Gregoire established procedures which
impaired her ability to meet all the press demands. For
example, they required her to submit to them copies of all
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press releases before they were sent out. McQ, who had not
been required to follow this procedure before Esplin took
over, says while Esplin was generally timely, Gregoire did
not reply at all or replied very late.
30:12 - 33:1

McQ was assigned promotional responsibility for the Herbie
Mann jazz concert at Snowbird in fall of 1980 by Smith
which she detailed in a long memo indicating her efforts on
the local scene. Before information could be sent to PBS for
distribution, McQ had to receive information on whether the
network was going to carry the program and on what date,
and also whether or not KUED was going to carry it. The
material was prepared as part of the local presentation so it
would have been a small matter to have gotten the
promotion together for the network, but McQ though she
made efforts to obtain information from PBS, was never
given an air date for that program.

33:2 - 35:8

McQ worked closely with the Oratorical Society of Utah to
prepare a press kit for the presentation of the Messiah
beginning as early as August of 1980. McQ denies the
defense assertion that she failed to get the press kits out in
a timely fashion, as she adhered to the deadline set up with
Brenda Derreberry at PBS, and the press kit material was
delivered in time to be included with kits of various stations
coast to coast.
That is verified by program guides
containing her materials which were distributed by stations
in advance of the Messiah air date.

35:9 - 36:21

McQ sent out a press release and photo to the PBS stations
concerned with Deadly Winds of War after conferring with
PBS over distribution and complying with their
recommended deadlines. It was this press release Esplin
delayed by not returning it for day and a half. Even so,
publication deadlines were met as is shown by the program
guides which published the information she sent.

36:22 - 37:1

McQ says no one at PBS or KUED told her, prior to the time
the Messiah press kit was published, not to put an air date on
it.

37:2 - 38:2

McQ says she promoted the Big Bird Coloring Contest in
various ways including writing copy for an ad placed in
FANFARE. At a meeting with Esplin, Gregoire and Jim
Fuller of J.C. Penneys the general schedule and tone of the
contest was outlined. Subsequently, McQ contacted J.C.
Penneys area managers outside the Utah area as Gregoire
had indicated she wanted all of KUEDfs viewing area
covered.
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38:3 - 39:7

Regarding Gregoire's assertion that McQ had said at a
meeting she didn't know about the Big Bird Contest, McQ
says that her reply was because Jim Fuller had said he would
not have time to spend outside Utah and Gregoire had not
replied to McQfs question as to whether she was still to
spend her time on the other areas.

39:8 - 39:21

McQ says she did not intentionally avoid or ignore directions
that Gregoire gave her. Gregoire did not set priorities,
outline a promotion program for McQ, or set-up structures
so McQ could coordinate with other department members.

39:22 - 41:4

McQ says the incident over distribution of FANFARE to
staff members arose when the sales personnel involved were
away from the station and McQ could not check with them
to see how many were needed. As it was getting late McQ,
left a sufficient number on hand and mailed the others out
so they would arrive before the first of the month.

41:5 - 41:20

McQ says she never feigned illness to take advantage of sick
leave and was indeed sick on June 4th and 5th of 1981 before
she left for vacation on June 9th.

41:21 - 42:3

McQ says she was out of the office on June 8th because she
had a number of things to do to catch up before she left on
vacation and needed to get some information to take to the
PBA conference in New York.

42:4 - 42:13

McQ was going on business for the first portion of the time
period because she was paying for her PBA expenses and
scheduled her vacation to take advantage of the cost.

42:14 - 42:23

In preparation to leave, McQ was performing her regular
duties which normally took her out of the office, though
Gregoire sometimes denied her that.

42:24 - 44:19

McQ says she did not try to avoid meeting with Gregoire.
She called the station a number of times that day and at one
time held on the line but had to hang up before speaking to
Gregoire. She also returned to the office during her lunch
hour and checked her desk and box to see if Gregoire had
left any messages for her, before she left at 2:00 for
afternoon appointments.

44:20 - 45:14

McQ says she arranged program screenings for the press and
says the reason there was no screening of The Thin Blue Line
was that the producers told her they would be working on it
up to air time so screening would not be possible.
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45:15 - 46:11

McQ says when she was a manager Sowards was ner parttime promotion assistant, but she had only twenty to thirty
percent of her time. She also shared the department
secretary, but did most of her own typing.

46:12 - 46:24

McQ says in the spring of 1980 she had one intern and she
had one volunteer whom she trained to do the station tours
but who was unable to continue due to family
circumstances.

46:25 - 47:9

McQ says under Gregoire she was assigned additional
clerical duties such as xeroxing, wrapping packages, typing
bold face program listing and errands.

47:10 - 47:21

McQ says she was assigned the duty of program descriptions
for underwriters which belonged to the coordinator of
editorial services.

47:22 - 48:4

McQ did not ask to be relieved of her responsibilities, just of
routine or clerical duties more cost effectively assigned to a
secretary or clerk.

48:5 - 48:14

Esplin is excused to leave.

McQUOWN - CROSS (Evans)
48:15 - 49:17

McQ says she worked with agency manager Kay Richins at
Richins Advertising as the assistant consultant to the
manager. She was not a secretary but did some of her own
typing and, on occasion, may have done some for Kay
Richins. She did not control budgets but did have some
fiscal responsibility to be sure they kept within budget.

49:18 - 50:17

McQ says she did not control budget or have responsibility
for placing advertising when she was a summer consultant
with other personnel at BBD&O in San Francisco.

50:18 - 51:6

She says her BBD&O position was not secretarial and does
not remember listing it as secretary/receptionist on R-42,
her original job application to KUED.

51:7 - 51:17

McQ does not recall which years she was employed at
Richins.

51:18 - 52:5

On P-20, McQ listed her employment at KRON in San
Francisco as "assistant sales and sales promotion" but on her
original KUED application, the position is described as
"secretary to four account executives."
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52:6-52:17

McQ says there is a fine line between interaction with sales
and what she indicated on the employment form and it is,
perhaps, an exaggeration.

52:18 - 53:21

McQ listed her work at KSL television on R-42 as
"promotion, secretary and assistant" and on P-20 as
"promotion assistant" as there is a fine line between
responsibilities and duties and the work performed and she
always tries to present herself in the best light.

53:22 - 54:1

McQ says the advertising budget under her control at KUED
was very small.

54:2 - 54:11

McQ says she did not supply Esplin with advertising samples
as he asked for the material on such short notice she could
not find it.

54:12

-

55:10

McQ says she had considerable input in overseeing
production of video spots at KUED but did not supply any to
Esplin as he had not asked for them. There were several
things McQ suggested would be helpful to Esplin concerning
the selection for the position but Esplin did not follow up.

55:11 - 55:25

Once the FANFARE budget was set and allocated McQ was
in charge of keeping within that budget.

56:1 - 57:9

McQ says she discussed Esplin's concerns over the FANFARE
budget on several occasions. She and Sowards, her assistant
who kept the figures, worked closely on the FANFARE
figures to try to keep within budget.

57:10 - 59:2

McQ recalls a discussion with Esplin about sending out for
bids on printing and mailing services for FANFARE. She
says this was something that had been done previously and
she had coordinated the processes to see that FANFARE was
produced within restrictions. She doesn't know why she did
not send FANFARE printing and mailing services out for bid
after her discussion with Esplin.

59:3 - 60:7

McQ says the station had separate printing and mailing
budgets so she wrote a memo to Gregoire inquiring what the
$200 target mailing budget was for, but received no answer
from Gregoire.

60:8 - 61:13

McQ says it was her idea to prepare a press kit for Messiah
and does not see Esplin's memo of August 27, 1980
concerning promotion and advertising on Messiah as
inconsistent with her testimony as a press kit was rarely
done because of the cost.
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61:14 - 61:23

McQ says the Messiah press kit cost was $400 for the cover,
printing costs and duplication of the black and white
photograph.

61:24 - 63:5

McQ says the photograph, which was done in New York,
could have been done more quickly locally but not more
cheaply, so it was a time versus money cost.

63:6 - 64:7

McQ says her weekly reports include duties she had been
performing for some time, including the time she was
manager of publicity, but there were added items which
McQ did and pointed out to Gregoire as inappropriate for a
professional.

64:8 - 64:23

The weekly reports were intended to convey the highlights
of major projects and action taken by McQ, not busy work.

64:24 - 65:25

McQ says her deadlines were somewhat similar to those
other public television personnel in her position would face,
but she had other projects she initiated which created more
deadlines for her like "Look WhatTs Coming Up on Channel 7"
on the University of Utah campus.

66:1 - 66:17

McQ says each station has its own method of doing things
and its own deadlines but she dealt with a number of people
at PBS who had full responsibility for a show's promotion.

66:18 - 66:21

McQ says fund drives are typical in many respects to other
programs as far as the promotion required.

66:22 - 67:21

McQ says she doesn't remember exactly, but it is her
recollection that she was not required to send press releases
in for review prior to the time Esplin was hired.

67:22 - 68:8

McQ says she routinely checked things with PBS bat does not
specifically remember if she checked for the Herbie Mann
air date with PBS.

68:9 - 68:14

McQ prepared photographs for the Herbie Mann press kit for
local distribution and says there could have been a national
distribution depending on their needs.

68:15 - 69:20

The Herbie Mann concert took place at Snowbird when Smith
was still at the station. Approximately a yea]* later the
station decided to offer that program and another with Dave
Brubeck to PBS under the title Jazz at Snowbird.

69:21 - 71:15

McQ contacted Brenda Derreberry at PBS to get the benefit
of expert opinion concerning deadlines on the Messiah press
kit. After that, as manager, she set her own deadlines,
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considering input from Esplin and PBS, and apprised Esplin
of those deadlines based on what she thought could be
realistically accomplished.
71:16 - 72:9

McQ does not know how long she had known about the
Deadly Winds of War promotion, but says the initial reason
for lateness was Esplinfs not returning the promotional
material to her for a day and a half. Even so, it was not late
as the difference in her memo's deadline and the one
referred to by Evans was a matter of only one or two days.

72:10 - 73:7

McQ says that EsplinTs memo of October 1, 1980 (R-14)
indicated a go-ahead on Deadly Winds of War, but assigned
no time. She checked with PBS for the air date, as there
was concern over that, then wrote Esplin a memo indicating
her deadlines and what she planned to do for promotion.

73:8 - 73:17

McQ says it is necessary to know the PBS air date to work
around, as there is a possibility they will not carry a
program, but supposes it is possible to confirm it will be
shown without having the exact air date.

73:18 - 74:9

McQ says putting the air date and time for a national
program on a press kit is an individual thing with each
station, but individual stations are always advised to check
their local press time and date and any one running a press
release checks with the local station as a matter of standard
procedure.

74:10 - 75:1

McQ says she would not have preferred to have Gregoire
make more detailed assignments to her but that she should
have met collectively and individually with the staff to
review needs and scope of work and inform them of her
intentions.

75:2 - 75:12

McQ says Gregoire only met with her personally after June,
1981 when McQ indicated in memos there were
communication problems and Christensen specified weekly
meetings should be set up; however, McQ says there were
many missed meetings when Gregoire had not informed McQ
that she would not be able to meet.

75:13 - 76:10

McQ says she went directly to Ken Verdoya and Marilyn
Toone, the producers of The Thin Blue Line at KUED to see
if they would have it ready for a screening. She did not
discuss whether programs were ready for screening or not
with Gregoire or Esplin.

76:11 - 77:18

McQ says during the fall of 1980 there were approximately
30 underwriters of KUED and almost the total of press
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releases would have been represented. She worked closely
with Jensen, the person in charge of underwriting, to
prioritize releases and which should go out together or
individually, as for any one release there might have been a
number of underwriters.
77:19 - 78:13

McQ does not think Esplin and Gregoire, who understood
there were only a modest amount of underwriters for whom
she wrote releases, were fully informed. She believes it may
have been Jensen's responsibility, but she did indicate in her
weekly reports that occasionally she did not have time to
write those releases.

79:14 - 79:18

McQ says on June 8 she had meetings at the Deseret News,
TV Guide and the Salt Lake Tribune with a number of people
at each place, but she tried to contact Gregoire that day.

79:19 - 80:3

No other witnesses are to be presented.

80:4 - 82:12

Leta withdraws exhibit 29 which is a file of Lopez's work
product. The affidavits marked 31, 33, 34 and 35 are not
admitted because they are hearsay. Exhibit 54, the agency
determination, is not admitted as Wells perceives a
difference between offering it in a trial de novo and in the
agency hearing process. The court also grants the motion to
strike Lopez's opinion.

82:13 - 83:20

Final arguments are to be made in written form as Evans is
ordering the transcript.

83:21 - 84:7

Affidavits on attorneys' fees should be submitted with
memoranda of findings and conclusions with any rebuttal to
fees covered in the response.
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EXHIBIT INDEX
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION AND PAULA McQUOWN vs. UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS
P-l

3-9-76

Memorandum. Byron Openshaw to Paula McQuown.
Subject: Promotion Position
Openshaw notes concerns in McQuown's position and sets a
thirty day time limit for her to make required changes

P-2

3-24-76

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Byron Openshaw
Subject: Memorandum of March 9, 1976
McQuown's response to OpenshawTs concerns and request
for changes

P-3

6-28-77

Letter. Robert M. Reed to Paula McQuown
Reed reiterates his comments from their discussion on
McQuown's criticism of her supervisor and asks that she
improve her attitude or he will be forced to ask that she
seek other employment.

P-4

7-5-77

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Robert Reed
Subject: Reply to Reed's letter of June 28, 1977

P-5

12- -77

Performance Review of Paula McQuown, Public Relations
Coordinator
Conducted by [not legible], approved by Robert Reed
Overall acceptable rating of 27 out of possible 50

P-6

undated

Response to Performance Review dated December 1977

P-7

3-28-79

Performance
Review
of
Paula
McQuown,
Promotion/Publicity Specialist
Conducted by Steve Smith, Approved by Milton L. Davis
Overall superior rating of 40 out of possible 50

P-8

4-11-79

Memorandum. Steve Smith to Paula McQuown
Subject: Reorganization of Department
Changes title of McQuownfs position to Manager of
Publicity and Public Relations and commends McQuownTs
work

P-9

pre 12/80

P-10

1-25-80

KUED Organizational Chart
Performance Review of Paula McQuown, Manager of
Publicity and Public Relations
Conducted by Fred Esplin, Initialed "BLC" [Bruce L.
ChristenserO
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P-ll

3-31-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Job Expectations
Esplin outlines requirements to be met by the encl of May

P-12

5-4-80

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Fred Esplin
Subject: Reply to their discussion of March 25, 1980

P-13

5-5-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Interim evaluation on Job Expectations

P-14

5-19-80

Bruce L. Christensen to Paula McQuown's File
Subject:
Paulafs Concern About Her Job and Her
Relationship with Her Supervisor Fred Esplin
Outlines substance of their discussion and options for
correction

P-15

5-19-80

Letter. Susan Wetmore, Regional Editor of TV Guide to
Bruce L. Christensen
Subject: Commendation McQuownrs work

P-16

6-5-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Bruce [L. Christensen] and
Larry [Lawrence Smith]
Subject: Paula McQuownTs Raise
Due to McQuown's response to items in his March memo
he recommends an 11% salary increase for McQuown.
Christensenfs handwritten note to L. Smith says he has no
objection.

P-17

7-17-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Publicity for Deadly Winds of War
Commendation for McQuown's publicity job on the
program

P-18

9-16-80

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Fred Esplin
Subject: Meeting Tuesday Morning, September 9, 1980
McQuownTs comments on the proposed reorganization and
its demotion for her

P-19

9-30-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Your Job Description
Esplin's response to McQuown's concerns raised in her
memo of September 16, 1980

P-20

11-5-81

Resume of Paula McQuown
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-21

8-1-72

-22

post 12/80

-23

1-29-81

Performance Review of Paula McQuown
Conducted by Fred Esplin
Overall marginal performance rating, includes note that
Jeannine Gregoire is to conduct a similar evaluation with
McQuown in the spring

-24

2-12-81

Repsonse to Performance Review of 1-29-81

-25

7-9-81

-26

7-17-81

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Memo of June 6, 1981 - Disciplinary Action

-27

9-8-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Verbal Outburst Wednesday AM
Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Memo of September 8 — Attached

9-9-81
-28

9-1-81
9-9-81

Staff Employment Policy, University of Utah Policy and
Procedures Manual, §2-2.1.
KUED Organizational Chart

xMemorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Performance Review
McQuown's response to Gregoire's cover memo of June 30,
1981, and her performance review dated June 5, 1981

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Halloween Party, October 31
Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Insubordinate Behavior

-30

1-12-81

Utah Department of Employment Security Separation
Notice

-32

8-10-81

Letter. George A. Lopez to Larry Smith
Subject: McQuown vs KUED Channel 7, UADD# 53-81
Affidavit of L. Smithfs responses signed by L. Smith
August 18, 1981
Letter. Larry Smith to George A. Lopez
Subject: McQuown vs KUED Channel 7, UADD# 53-81
List of changes in the affidavit with note his signature is
conditional on the affidavit reflecting the changes

9-29-81

-33

5-26-81

Memorandum. George A. Lopez to File 53-81, Paula
McQuown vs University of Utah KUED Channel 7
Subject:
Telephone interview with Becky Sowards,
Coordinator
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P-36

3-29-82

Affidavit of Rex L. Campbell
Subject: McQuown's qualifications and station problems

P-36A

undated

Comparison Table of Candidates According to Resumes

P-37

1-24-80

Performance Review of Jonathan Sack, Manager of Fund
Raising
Conducted by Fred Esplin

P-38

1-28-81

Performance Review of Jonathan Sack, Manager of Fund
Raising
Conducted by Fred Esplin, Initialed "BLC" [Bruce L.
Christensen]

P-39

1-24-80

Performance Review of Norma Tharp, Manager of
Advertising and Promotion
Conducted by Fred Esplin, Initialed "BLC" [Bruce L.
Christensen]

P-40

10-21-80

Staff Application Flow Record
List of applicants, affirmative action codes, and reasons
for non-selection

P-41

10-20-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Jonathan Sack
Subject: Job Expectations
Lists duties and expectations with note that job title will
be reconsidered at yearfs end in light of performance

P-42

2-25-81

P-43

12-17-80

P-44

5-20-80

P-45

5-1-81

P-46

12-9-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Jonathan Sack
Subject: Plans for FY [Fiscal Year] 1981-82
Direction for budget and activity planning
Memorandum. Jonathan Sack to Fred Esplin
Subject: Membership Office
Descriptions of problems and request for support help
Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Jonathan Sack
Subject: Project needing attention
Asks Sack to give thought to priority of fourteen different
items and plan on dates to have them done
Memorandum. Fred Esplin to KUED Staff
Subject: Director of Development
Announcement that Jonathan Sack will be the director
Memorandum. Larry Smith to Fred Esplin
Subject: Job Evaluations - Marketing Department
Ratings of McQuown's position of Coordinator of Publicity
and Becky Sowardsr position of Coordinator of Editorial
Services
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-47

10-22-80

Memorandum. Becky Sowards to Fred Esplin
Subject: November/December Membership Drive
Request for support help

-48

12-9-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Larry [Smith] and Bruce [L.
Christenseril
Subject: Becky Sowards
Recommending raise for Sowards as her position as
coordinator has now been classified

-49

6-11-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Norma Tharp
Subject: On-Air Promotion
Suggestions for addition of promotion and information he
would like to see

-50

undated

Employee Histories with Respondent
Includes Paula McQuown, Jonathan Sack and Norma Tharp
with information on positions, pay, and evaluations

-51

undated

Paula McQuown's History with KUED
Includes classification according to respondents personnel
action form, pay level, performance date and evaluation
rating

-52

undated

Flow of Events, Paula McQuown vs. University of Utah
KUED
Includes date, evaluator, general manager, comments,
rating, position, pay, and charging party responses

-53

1-12-81

Letter. William T. Evans to John Medina
Summarizing University of Utah position on the case

-57

7-17-81 to
12-28-81

-58

12-2-80

Employee Profile of Jeannine Gregoire at Xerox Corp.

-59

7-17-80

Memorandum. Chris Kepus [Xerox] to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Formal Counseling/Warning, July 17 - August 30,
1980

-60

9-9-80

-61

7-17-80

Weekly Reports
Reports of McQuownTs activities submitted to Jeannine
Gregoire

Memorandum. Chris Kepus [Xerox] to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Probation, September 1 - October 30, 1980
Xerox Performance Review of Jeannine Gregoire
Overall "Less than Expected Level of Performance,"
rating of 2 of a possible 5
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P-63

7-6-81

Memorandum. Larry Smith to Paula McQuown
Subject: Training Possibilities
Outlining the procedure to obtain training; money.
Includes handwritten note 7-10-81 from Jeannine Gregoire
to Paula McQuown

P-64

9-26-79 to
11-11-80

Memoranda, Notes and Letters. Xerox Corporation
Information from Jeannine Gregoire's personnel file at
Xerox

P-65

9-19-80

Position Description, Coordinator of Editorial Services

P-66

11-9-81

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Fred Esplin's Memo of October 30 - Publicity and
Public Relations - Addressed to You

P-67

11-7-81

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Employee Concerns

P-68

12-5-81

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Your Memo Dated November 25, 1981, Delivered
December 2, Performance Concerns

P-69

12-5-81

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Your Memo of November 25, 1981 - Performance
Concerns, Delivered December 1, 1981

RESPONDENTS EXHIBITS
R-l

3-24-78

R-2

4-1-77 to
9-28-79

Memorandum. Paula McQuown to Steve [Smith]
Subject: information concerning duties and goals
Memoranda.
Subject:
Concerning compensatory
requested by Paula McQuown

time

taken

or

R-3

4-23-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Repsonse to Memos
Detailing points made by Esplin regarding McQuownTs
activities

R-4

5-13-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Annual Report
Information on timetable, content, purpose,
distribution
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and

R-5

5-13-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Memo and Discussion
Repsonse to MeQuown's memo of May 4, 1980 and their
discussion of 5-12-80

R-6

5-7-21

R-7

7-25-80

Memorandum. Norma Tharp to Fred Esplin
Subject: Herbie [Mannil/Dave [Brubeck] Press kits

R-8

9-19-80

Position Description, Coordinator of Publicity and Public

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: Annual Report

Relations
R-9

10-9-80

Application for Staff Employment of Jeannine Gregoire

R-10
R-ll

10-14-80
8-27-80 to
10-28-80

R-12

11-4-80

R-13

11-10-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown
Subject: CPB Promotion Award Entry
Note on good chance of receiving award and comments on
delays in FANFARE

R-14

10-1-80 to

Memoranda.
Subject: Promotion on Deadly Winds of War, include
McQuown's proposals for promotion and deadlines and
Esplin's memorandum on missed deadlines

R-15

12-9-80

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown and Becky
Sowards
Subject: New Job Responsibilities
Appointing McQuown and Sowards to coordinator positions
under supervision of Jeannine Gregoire

R-16

2-2-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Big Bird Coloring Contest
Includes Gregoire's follow-up note dated 2-10-81

R-17

2-3-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Extra FANFARE Distribution
Includes GregoireTs follow-up note

Application for Staff Employment of Paula McQuown
Memoranda. Fred Esplin to Paula McQuown, Becky
Sowards, and Norma Tharp
Subject: Messiah Press Kits
Memorandum. Larry Smith to Paula xMcQuown
Subject: Attached Bill - PBS Press Kit Material
Concerning proper requisition forms
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R-18

2-3-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Extra FANFARE Distribution
Note is marked 3:45 p.m.

R-19

4-9-81

Note. Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Location of "Firing Line" ad

R-20

4-23-81

Note. Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Press Release on Allyson [Beecher]

R-21

4-23-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Press release on Allyson and Fred

R-22

5-12-81

Note. Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Late Schedules

R-23

6-17-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Fred Esplin
Subject: Paula McQuownTs Employment Termination
Recommendation and reasoning

R-24

6-5-81

R-25

6-25-81

Memorandum. Bruce L. Christensen to W. D. Peterson
Subject: Paula McQuown
Recommendation for termination

R-26

6-26-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Disciplinary Action
One day suspension and requirement for weekly reports

R-27

6-30-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Salary Review
Raise will not be received unless performance improves
over next six months

R-28

6-30-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Absence from Work Without Leave/June 30, 1981

R-29

7-1-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Fred Esplin
Subject: Performance of Paula McQuown

R-30

7-7-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Bruce Christensen
Subject: Paula McQuown's Day of Suspension

R-31

7-8-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject:
Daily Hourly Schedule, Second Act
Insubordination, Performance Review Response

Performance Review of Paula McQuown
Conducted by Jeannine Gregoire
Overall marginal rating
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of

32

7-21-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Clarification of Unsatisfactory Performance

33

9-9-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Insubordinate Behavior

34

10-2-81

Memorandum. Doug [Jensen] to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Program Descriptions
Includes Gregoirefs note to McQuown to prepare these
underwriter descriptions

35

11-11-81

Memorandum. Fred Esplin to Jeannine Gregoire
Subject: Purchase Orders
Includes Gregoirefs note that these were under McQuown's
auspices

36

11-25-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Your Memo Dated November 7, 1981

37

11-25-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Performance Concerns

38

12-15-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Fred Esplin
Subject: Specifics Concerning Paula McQuownTs Probation

39

12-17-81

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Fred Esplin
Subject:
Recommendation Concerning Probationary
Status of Paula McQuown

40

1-12-82

Memorandum. Jeannine Gregoire to Paula McQuown
Subject: Termination of Employment

42

9- - 7 1

Application for Staff Employment of Paula McQuown
Application for original receptionist position at KUED
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PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS, denied or withdrawn
P-29

10-24-81

Notes. Paula McQuown [Exhibit Withdrawn]
Notes made by McQuown concerning a meeting with Larry
Smith

P-31

3-20-82

Letter and Affidavit of Michael A. Robertson
Conversation with George A. Lopez

P-34

6-11-81

Notes. George A. Lopez
Telephone conversation
Manager

with

Kathy Idsvoog,

Traffic

P-35

4-20-81

Memorandum. George A Lopez to File #UADD 53-81,
Paula McQuown vs. University of Utah, KUED Channel 7
[Exhibit denied!
Subject: In person interview with Norma Tharp, previous
Advertising and Manager of KUED

P-54

10-20-81

Determination of the Utah Anti-Discrimination Division
by John A. Medina

P-55

4-9-79

Position Description, Manager of Publicity and Public
Relations

P-56

9-16-80

Position Description, Manager of Advertising and Public
Information

P-62

5-20-82

Sworn Declaratioon of Pam Hamilton
Subject:
Information obtained from the
Corporation personnel file of Jeannine Gregoire

Xerox

RESPONDENTS EXHIBITS, denied or withdrawn
R-41

10-23-75

Letter. Rex L. Campbell to Oakley J. Gordon
denied!
Resignation letter
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[Exhibit

